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PREFACE

The present volume represents substantially a dis-

sertation which was awarded in 1909 the Senior

Kennicott Scholarship in the University of Oxford.

The subject of which it treats constitutes one of

the most difficult problems in the Old Testament,

and, as such, has engaged the increasing attention

of biblical scholars, A glance at the bibliography

will show how largely it has been discussed. In

the following pages it has been the writer's aim,

while taking into due account the different views

that have been expressed, to treat it, so far as

possible, independently and without reference in

the first instance to what has been expressed by

other writers. It is perhaps too much to hope that

the view here advanced may be found to meet ade-

quately the problems which a study of Habakkuk

raises ; but it is thought (and this may justify its

publication) that it may help to throw fresh light
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on some points of difficulty, and lead to a better

understanding of this short but inspiring prophecy.

The translation, which lays no claim to elegancy,

is primarily intended to meet the requirements of

readers unacquainted with Hebrew ; while the gram-

matical, philological, and textual notes which have

been added will, it is hoped, be found useful by

students of the original.

The author is not unmindful of how much he

owes to the works of other scholars, as well as to

those who have been formerly his teachers ; and in

particular he wishes to express his gratitude to

Professor Driver of Oxford for certain valuable

suggestions, especially on points on Hebrew phil-

ology, and to Professor Witton Davies of Bangor

for the encouragement and advice so freely given

him not only during the production of this work,

but during many years of biblical study.

G. G. V. STONEHOUSE.

The Feast of the Epiphany, 191 i.
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INTRODUCTION

In comparatively recent years the study of the book

of Habakkuk has commanded increased interest
;

this is largely due to the fact that the time has now

gone by when it was felt that the prophecy offered no

special difficulty, and when it was thought that the

date of its composition and the subject with which it

deals were both easily ascertainable. With the rise

of historical criticism new interest was aroused in the

writing of the prophet, for it was not only discovered,

when the same keen and critical tests were applied to

it as to the rest of Biblical Literature, that it was not

free from difficulty, but the difficulties were seen to be

such as to give it a place among the most vexed

questions which the stud)' of the Old Testament

offers. In fact, far from making any confident asser-

tion as to the precise content and structure of the

book, and in view of the variety of interpretations

which have been advanced especially in recent times,

one can scarcely at the present time do more than

state the difficulties which the book raises, test the

A
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explanations which have been sui^gested for their

solution, and endeavour with the data at hand to

point out what would appear to be a probable con-

clusion.

A natural order would be to begin with the person

of the prophet, and then consider the nature of his

prophecy and the circumstances of the period in

which he lived. But in view of the little definite

information we have respecting the prophet and the

difficulties which his message raises, it would on the

whole appear better to follow a different arrangement.

We shall first consider his message and its critical

problems ; next, the circumstances of the period, the

date of the prophecy and the person of the prophet.

This will be followed by a discussion of the chief

critical views that have been put forward in view of

the difficulties raised in chs. i and 2. And then,

lastly, we shall consider the Psalm in ch. 3, which

by its special title is marked off from the rest of the

book, and is therefore best considered apart from the

preceding chapters.

§ I. The Prophet's Message:

THE Critical Problems it raises.

The Conun's The book opcus with an expostulation. The
of Chs I and

^^^^^^^^<^ expostulates with Jehovah for His apparent

indifference to the violence and evil which he is

having to witness, and to the growing spirit of discord
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and strife. In consequence of the prevalency of

wickedness the Torah is being rendered ineffectual

and right perverted (i-'^). Apparently the prophet

and those whose sentiments he voices are then

bidden by Jehovah to look among the nations

around, for He is about to do a work which is

as astonishing as it is incredible ; He is on the point

of raising up the Chaldean, that fierce and impetuous

people (vv. ^' *"•'). A description of the Chaldean

follows. They are a people who are marching on

through the breadth of the land, possessing them-

selves of dwellings to which they have no right ; who

recognise no authority except their own, whose swift-

ness more than equals the proverbial swiftness of the

leopard, and whose fierceness more than that of the

evening wolf. Their horsemen come from afar, as

eager as a vulture is for food. Their only object

is violence ; they take captives, mock at kings and

princes, capture fortresses, and in this they recognise

no Higher Power than their own prowess (vv. '^''^^).

In the next and following verses the prophet, while

expressing his sense of assurance in Jehovah, is per-

plexed by His apparent indifference to the outrages

which are being perpetrated. It is for judgment,

doubtless, that the\- [i.e. the Chaldean) have been

appointed, but why should Jehovah being what He is,

pure and holy, countenance a treacherous foe, who

are dragging men—more righteous than themselves

—

into nets like fishes, and who, elated by their success.
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merely deify their own might. Will they thus, the

prophet asks, be permitted to destroy nations and

spare not ? (vv. ^-^^). Ch. 2 opens with a picture

of the prophet standing on his outlook, and

waiting for some answer to his complaint, which

Jehovah at length gives him. He is bidden to

inscribe the vision, which he has received, on tablets

so that all may read ; for it contains a message, the

fulfilment of which lies still in the future (vv. ^^).

The purport of this vision is that, while their (Heb.

' his,' ix, presumably the Chaldean's) soul is puffed

up, the righteous by their (Heb. ' his 'j steadfastness

shall live (v. ^) ; to which is added in v, ^ (the text

of which is evidently in some disorder) a reference to

the treachery and insatiability which they {i.e. the

Chaldean) have shown in their attitude towards

other peoples, and which in the end will encompass

their ruin (vv. * ^). In the succeeding verses the

peoples who have been the victims of outrage are

represented as taking up a taunt-song against their

former conquerors, and taunting them with the fact

that the same treatment has befallen them as they

have been meting out to others. The taunt-song is

divided into five parts, each of which is introduced by

••in' ; and it alludes to the spoliation, violent rapacity,

cruel oppression and savage treatment of which the

Chaldeans have been guilty, as well as to the

idolatry which has served them to no purpose (vv.*"^^).

' Comp. p. 35.
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With this series of ' woes ' the prophet concludes his

message ; the following psalm (ch. 3) which is

traditionall)' assigned to him is, for reasons which

will be stated later, most probably no original part of

his prophecy.

The above sketch will make sufficiently clear the Usualinur-

nature and the contents of the book, and it would wol stated',

be difficult to construct, at least roughly, some

connection in thought between the different sections

into which we have divided these chapters. Thus

the violence and lawlessness, of which the i)rophet

complains in i-*, might be understood to relate

to what is happening uiit/ii)i Judah, and be explained

as referring to the attitude of the ungodly towards

the righteous. In this case it would be natural to

.see in w. ^'^' an answer to the prophet's complaint;

Jehovah announces His intention of raising up as His

instrument of punishment the Chaldeans, who are

then more fully described in the following verses

(vv. Gi'ii). We might suppose, further, that this

answer, instead of relieving the prophet's perplexity,

tended only to raise a fresh difficulty in his mind.

As the prophet looks on the inhumanity of the

Chaldeans, their utter impiet)' and contemptuous

treatment of the peoples, the latter seem to him to

be far less deserving of punishment than the Chal-

deans themselves. The thought of this fills him with

despair ; he wonders how it is that the Righteous

Ruler should countenance such flagrant wrongs, even
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though they have been raised up as an instrument

of judgment (vv. i^-^^). 2^"^ would then be the

answer to this difficulty. Jehovah assures him

that the righteous will live by virtue of his steadfast-

ness and integrity of life, while the Chaldean is elated

with pride. The answer, which expresses a moral

distinction, implies the destruction of the Chaldean,

which is then depicted in the form of a taunt-song

(vv. ^^^). This would appear to be an obvious

interpretation, and it is as a matter of fact the one

which has been most commonly accepted. But when

we consider it more closely it soon becomes

evident that it is not so obvious as it would appear.

We become conscious of serious difficulties which

are frankly admitted by those scholars who are

inclined, at least provisionally, to accept it. We
Difficulties in- notice, firstly, that the terms in which the Chaldeans

interpretation, are announced as the divine instrument of judg-

ment seem inconsistent with the situation implied

in the rest of the book. In i^ and i^ the intervention

of the Chaldeans is viewed as still /;/ tJie future, as

an act which is about to be fulfilled and which will be

received xvitJi surprise and incredulity. This would

clearly imply that their advent, at least so far as

Judah is concerned, also lies as )'et in the future
;

whereas the description which follows (in i"'^^ at

any rate) as well as the pointed references to them in

the taunt- song (2*^^'*') would naturally indicate that

their character was already well known, and that
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Judah, even if it had not }-et actually experienced their

violence, was evidently in close touch with them (cf.2^^),

so that a still closer contact might not unreasonably

be expected (note especially i^" which seems to imply

this). And, secondl}-, the main aim of the book is

admittedly to point out the coming downfall of the

Chaldeans. The prophet reflects on the violence and

merciless treatment which the Chaldeans are show-

ing the peoples who fall under their power, and

appeals to Jehovah to know why it is that such

treatment has simply been rewarded hitherto by

further success. His appeal is answered in a manner

which predicts the ultimate ruin of the Chaldean

power, and which calls forth from the prophet a taunt-

song, in which their outrage and other abuses are

pithily mentioned. If this, as seems clear, is the

intention of the writer, why should he, it ma\-

naturall)' be asked, go out of his wa)- to mention the

sins of Judah and announce, as their judgment, the

invasion of the Chaldeans ? There seems to be no

obvious reason wh)- he should have devoted the first

few verses to predicting the rise of the Chaldean in

judgment on Judah, when in the rest of his message

he will spare no word in denouncing the same people

whose cruelty and outrages demand, apparently even

more than Judah's sins, the judgment of God. And,

thirdly, it has been rightly urged ^ that we should

naturally expect the complaint, with which the

' Comp. Giesebrecht, Beitrdge ztir Jesaiakriiik, p. 197.
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prophet opens his book and thus renders prominent,

to be of the same nature as that to which the greater

part of the chapter is assigned and which receives

Jehovah's answer in 2^'*. On the above interpreta-

tion, however, this is not the case, and it is necessary

as we see to distinguish two remonstrances.

T'uo suggested To obviate these difficulties various explanations

have been proposed by those who adhere to the

present text. Thus the late Prof. Davidson, follow-

ing Kuenen, understood i^'^^ as preliminary to the

main subject of the book, namely the downfall of the

Chaldean, and regarded i^"^^ not as ' a prophecy of

the raising up of the Chaldeans except inform' ^ The

passage is ' a reference to the past, an explanation

merely of their presence and meaning as instruments

of Jehovah,' which has been cast by the prophet into

' the dramatic form of a dialogue between himself and

Jehovah.' 1 This explanation, as the writer himself

admits,- is very artificial. To regard the prophet's

appeal, which reads so intense and real, only as a

method of stating Judah's sinfulness and the pre-

diction of the rise of the Chaldean only as a method

of stating its punishment is, at the least, very strained

and unnatural. In fact, if this were the only object

the prophet had in view, it would seem to be suffi-

ciently stated in i^^ where he expresses his assur-

ance that it is ' for judgment ' and ' to reprove ' that

' Camh. Bib. p. 48. The italics are tlie present writer's.

'•' /"'•
Pi>- 49. 50.
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Jehovah has appointed the Chaldean. Another

explanation^ is that i-^ and i''^^ were actually

written by the prophet at an earlier date, when he

first realised that the Chaldeans had been appointed

for the punishment of Judah's sins ; while i^-" were

added later, after he had become conscious of the

true character of that power. This explanation would

give i^'^^ a natural import, and is an improvement

on the one which we have just considered. Yet it

can scarcel)' be regarded as an altogether satisfactory

explanation ; for on this view we should miss any

formal indication in the text that the prophet intended

the chapter to be regarded as two distinct utter-

ances ; while there are further difficulties, as we shall

see immediately, which neither this explanation nor

that of Davidson would adequateK' meet.

Other suggestions,'- more or less plausible, have

been made, but in reality these suggested explana-

tions only tend to throw into relief the difficulty of

the problem. Moreover, apart from the main objec-

tions which have been raised above in connection

with the usual interpretation of the passage, there

are other difficulties which are scarcely of \qss Further diffi-

importance. We may leave out of consideration i^^^^^J//fi.n

the suggestion that, on the above view of ch. i, we
should have to distinguish between the rJ'"i of i^

' Cf. Driver, HDB. vol. ii. pp. 269 ff. and Cent. Bib. p. 57.

Comp. Konig, Einkitung, p. 349 ; Boehmer in the Neiie Kirch-

liche Zeitschrift (1S99) ; and further Cent. Bib. p. 57.
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and the yen of i^^—a point which was first raised

by Giesebrecht ^—for it is far from certain whether

y^i represents in i* the original punctuation (cf

Notes on Hebrew Text, pp. i6i fif.), and we may
confine our attention to i°"^^ Now on the usual

interpretation vv. ^" are understood to introduce the

answer to the prophet's appeal in i'-^; but is it not

somewhat strange, especially when we compare the

impressive manner in which the answer is given in

2"', to find that in the passage in question no such

clear indication is given, but on the contrary the

reader is simply allowed to infer it for himself? The

appeal in i-"^ is equally intense and real as in

i^-", and we should expect, therefore, the answer

to have been made just as prominent in 1° as in

2^".^ Again in i^'^^ we miss any direct reference

to Judah ; this is certainly difficult to account for if,

as is generally assumed, the passage refers primarily

to judgment on Judah's sins. We should have

expected at the least ' Behold I am raising up

against yon' or ^against i/ieni ' instead of the simple

' Behold I am raising up.' Not onl\- do we not find

this, but the Chaldeans are expressly spoken of as

coming for violence, the ver\' thing which, on the

' Beilrage z. /esaiakritik, pp. 196 fl".

-'
It may also be noted tliat in view of the fact tliat in i"^ the

singular is used throughout we might not unnaturally have expected the

answer to have been addressed /// tlu singular to the prophet exactly

as in 2- rather than /// the plural, which must be taken to mean the

prophet and his countrymen, unless the reading Q^njl^ as in LXX. and

Syr. is to Ic adopted, which, however, would not lessen the difficulty.
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above supposition, they have been raised up to punish.

No doubt an act of judgment might also from one

point of view be regarded as an act of violence,

but, in view of his remonstrance in i-, the prophet

would almost certainly have avoided using this

phrase ; or if he had intended to say Israel's violence

would be met by a corresponding act of violence he

would surely have expressed himself differently and

made this quite clear to his readers. Moreover,

there are certain phrases in i-'^' which are at least

uncalled for in a passage which is supposed to have

as its object the representation of the Chaldeans as

Jehovah's instrument of judgment. For instance

in V. ^ NV^ insbn IDDK'c udo., 'their right and their

dignity proceed from themselves,' stress is laid on

the Chaldeans' impcriousness ; they acknowledge no

other right but their own. Similarly in v. '^ it is

expressly stated that they recognise no Higher

Power but their own might as the source of their

success. These representations, it must be owned,

are not such as would have naturally suggested

themselves to the prophet had it been his desire to

portray the Chaldean as executing Jehovah's judg-

ment on Judah and going forth at His command.^

Again in v. *^ the idea of ' possessing habitations to

which they have no right ' (notice the emphasis ii> ah)

is somewhat unnatural, if the Chaldeans are sup-

^ Cf. Is. lo^"*", where the prophet attributes a similar attitude to the

Assyrian, but as a reason for theirfall.
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posed to be the divinely appointed instrument for

accomplishing that judgment which the peoples and

Judah in particular are understood to have merited.

T/ie real cx\x\ Such points of difficulty, together with those that
of chs i-''"'^

have been mentioned above/ if they do not inevitably

lead to the conclusion, at any rate seem best ex-

plained on the supposition that verses 5, 6a, which

announce the Chaldeans as if they were being raised up

for judgment, are out of place. They neither agree

with the character of the description that follows, nor

do they suit the description which is implied in by

far the larger portion of the prophet's message, nor

does the form in which they are cast suggest that

they were originally intended as an answer to the

complaint raised in i-"^ This is what we believe to

be the real crux of ch. i, and not, as has generally

been inferred, the whole section r^'-^^ In their present

form these verses (5, 6a) cannot be original and they

must accordingly be discarded.

In this case two questions arise : {a) if the predic-

tion of the Chaldean invasion is not in place, what

shall we say with regard to iCbiip ^re these verses

in their proper context ? And {If) what view, in con-

sequence, must be adopted with regard to i-'*? Is

it clear that these verses refer simply to internal

troubles ? To these questions we must now direct

our attention.

The first question resolves itself into an inquir\-

' Comp. pp. 6 ff.
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as to the precise relation in which i*^''^^ stand Thtdesaip-

to 1^2'^'^. Are they inconsistent, we may ask, ^^'^''^ noHnconsist-

the terms of the prophet's remonstrance in the '^'*' ""'''''
"

•

latter section ? Dismissing from our mind the

thought that i*^''^^ are intended as a description

of the Chaldean who are about to be raised

up in judgment on Judah's sins, and considering

them only in connection with i^-'^" it may be said

at once that there is nothing in their description

of the advancing Chaldean which is inconsistent

with the latter verses ; not only is this the case

but the present text of i^-" strongly presupposes

some previous reference to an invading foe. v.
^'-

makes this clear. Here the prophet interprets the

danger which is threatening his people as an act of

judgment from Jehovah. The following verses, no less

than the clause, v. ^-'', show that this danger is such

as is experienced at the hand of a foe ; who this foe

is, that is referred to, is most naturally seen in the

^Un described in the preceding verses ; and with this

the singular suffix, which is maintained throughout

the description, agrees. Again in vv. ^'^^ we have

a description of the outrage which this foe is

committing on humanity and of the success which

is everywhere attending its advance. This does not

definitely require that other details should have

already been given, but the manner in which it is

introduced would tend to favour this. The descrip-

tion, moreover, suits very well the picture sketched
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in i'"'"^^ ; we notice, for instance, (a) that the ease

with which it vanquishes men and the treatment

which it shows towards them agree closely with what

is told us in vv.
^'^^

;
(d) that the statement that it

deifies its weapons finds a near parallel in v. ^^
; and

(c) that both in vv. ^''"^^ and in vv. ^^'^'^
it is referred

to throughout in the singular ; while the form nh^ is

found both in v. ^ and v. ^^
; this latter feature, how-

ever, might of course be purely accidental. While

there is nothing, then, in the description of i^'''^^

which is inconsistent with i^-^'', there are not a few

features in the latter verses, as we see, which pre-

suppose the former section, and favour the present

arrangement of the text. Accordingly we are inclined

to conclude that, unless evidence is forthcoming

which outweighs the above considerations, we hav^e

no good reason for discarding vv. ^''^^ or discrediting

their position before vv. ^-^^.

The ijuestiou Admitting, then, i'"'^^" to be an integral part of

the prophecy, what shall we say respecting the

interpretation of i-'* and their connection with these

verses? This is our second question (Jb), and it is

a more difficult one to decide because it is exactly

here that the opinion of scholars is divided ; some

hold that these verses speak of domestic wrongs

within the nation, others maintain, with perhaps equal

force, that the prophet is, on the contrary, speaking

of wrongs perpetrated b)' some external foe. And
this latter view is held not only b)- those scholars
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who advocate a rearrangement of the text but also

by those who would adhere to its present order.

Now it must be admitted that vv. -* lead us, at The view that

least on a first consideration, most naturally to think domestic

of such wrongs and acts of outrage as were happening
aisslf/and

within Judah, and which the prophet was then ''ejected.

experiencing. There are several indications which

would point in this direction. It has, for instance,

been pointed out that : (i) the manner in which all

the ancient prophets complain of internal wrong and

injustice in Israel suggests that the same is the case

here
; (2) the mention of ' strife and contention

'

seems to indicate ' animosities between members of

the same community rather than injuries inflicted

on a subject people by their conquerors '
^

; (3) the

earnestness with which the prophet urges his plea and

the interest that he shows suggest that he is com-

plaining ' not only of injuries which he sees around

him, but which he himself suffers ' - ; and (4) that it

is difficult to regard the slack Torah and perverted

judgment naturally as the effects of foreign tyrannw''

These indications are forcible and, were it not for the

difficulty which this interpretation raises, it would be

hard to resist the conclusion that the prophet in this

passage is actually speaking of wrongs which he is

witnessing within Judah. The difficult}', of which we

speak, relates to the connection of these verses with

the rest of the prophet's message ; for it is not eas}- to

' Dav. Camb. Bib. p. 66. - Id. p. 65. - Dr. Cent. Bib. p. 56.
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see why on the above view the prophet, without

any real indication that he is doing so, should

suddenly transfer his attention from the social wrongs

which were harassing the righteous to the wrongs and

outrage which the Chaldean conquerors were per-

petrating on the peoples in general ; why at the

beginning of his message he should give prominence

and emphasis to a complaint about the domestic

relations of his people, when he is going to devote

much the larger part of that message to the harsh

treatment which the neighbouring peoples are

experiencing, and when he is intending also to appeal

with equal, if not with greater, force for Jehovah's

intervention on their behalf It is an inconsistency

which it would be difficult to solve, and it is not

surprising, therefore, that another interpretation has

been advanced.

The view that It may be said that there is a growing tendency-

refer to the 'i<-'^^' ^o regard thcse verses not as describing internal

lyranny shown yy^ongs, such as practised bv the uncrodlv within
oyafoe towards ° ' ' ' o ^

ftidah is like- Israel, but as describing the tyranny which a heathen
wise to be re-

i i i /- 1 i i

jeeted. foe—presumably the Chaldean— is exercismg over

Judah. This explanation rests mainly on two

grounds. It is pointed out (i) that it is not natural

to distinguish the yt^h (' wicked ') of v. ' from the

yty"i of v.
^•''

; and as R'n in v. ^^ refers to the invad-

ing foe, W~\ in v. ' will accordingly have a similar

reference ; and (2) that it is reasonable (comp.

what has just been urged) to think that the
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prophet's complaint is the same in vv. -* as in

VV. 12-17.

We shall have occasion later to refer more

particularly to this view and the theories connected

with it (cf. Critical views on cJis. I. and 2) ; it is only

necessary now to point out the main objection which

would seem to stand in the way of this interpretation.

If Judah is actually experiencing the tyranny of a

foreign foe, and these verses are directly connected

with vv. 1-"^'',
it seems strange that in this latter

passage the prophet does not apparently dwell, as we
should expect, on the sufferings of his fellow-countr\--

men, but only on those of the nations. A reference

to them might perhaps be seen in v. 1^'', but this

—

unless with the LXX. P^nv (' righteous ') simply is to be

read—looks as if it has been purposely excluded by

the addition of IJOC (' more . . . than he '). More-

over those who adopt this explanation generally agree

that i^" arc out of place, and would transfer the

section from its present context and place it before

I-, or else after the prophet's revelation in 2'

;

whereas we have seen good reasons for believing

that these verses— at least vv. '^''^^— are closely

connected with what follows, and, accordingl)', give

little or no evidence that they are not in their

original place in the prophecy. Either of these

explanations, it will be seen, then involves some

difficulty ; and we are compelled to inquire whether

some other interpretation may not still be offered so

B
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that these verses may be brought, without violence to

the meaning of their terms or any straining of the

natural sense of the passage, into connection with

the rest of the chapter {i.e. with vv. ^^ ") ; otherwise

it will be difficult to resist the conclusion that the

passage is out of place, and its true explanation

must be sought for outside the circumstances of the

original prophecy as presented in i^^-2^'''.^

The true in- Now, as we have already hinted above, it is natural

%*/ "f)°g
to expect that these verses, if they stand in any real

wrongs re-
^j-j^^ obvious Connection with the rest of the chapter

ferred to are
_

'

such as are (excluding of course VV. ^' •^), will in some way or
perpetrated on . '

.

i , i • i i

the peoples. Other reflect the same situation and deal with the

same subject as the prophet depicts in the main

portion of his message ; in other words, we are led to

conclude that the violence and outrage of which the

prophet complains in vv. ^'^ will be the same as are

referred to in vv. ^^'' the nature and source of which

are more particularly given in vv. ''''"'^ In these

latter sections the reference we have seen is clearly

to the peoples ; at any rate there is no explicit refer-

ence to Judah. Accordingly, the violence and destruc-

tion of which he speaks in vv. -'* will be sucJi as he

sees perpetrated 071 the iieigJiboiirivgpeoph^s and not such

' In lliis case it may be due to a later editor, who, by way of .idapting

to the history of his own people a prophecy which originally concerned

the Chaldean's outrage on the neighbouring peoples and their coming

judgment, inserted this p.assagc as an introduction. If this is so, it

might well be a fragment of some older, though no longer extant,

prophecy. This view, however, as we shall see, is quite unnecessary.
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as are iijiviediately directed against his owjt countrymen.

Now there would not appear to be anything which

would forbid our accepting this conclusion ; even if,

on the other hand, there is nothing in the passage

itself which would directly suggest it. The terms

which the prophet uses in v.- and in v.'^ are not unsuit-

able ; nor can it be fairly urged against such an

interpretation that the phraseology is similar to that

which is usually employed with reference to Israel,

and therefore requires that it should be understood

similarly in the present passage ; for, quite apart from

the fact that our knowledge of the circumstances of

the period is really very scanty, and, consequently,

forbids our forming any a priori conception of the

background of events, it is precarious to place too

much stress on literary usage, even if it here (which

is not the case) seemed only to authorise a reference

to Judah. In saying this, however, it is not intended

to underrate the value of literary usage ; each word

should be duly weighed, its meaning elucidated, and

use specified ; but when, as here, the words are general

terms, they can onh' at the most create a presumptioji

in favour of such and such an interpretation, and

should not be so pressed as to exclude the possibilit)-

of their being used otherwise than in their more

ordinary connection. In the present instance the

terms used would be quite as applicable to a descrip-

tion of outrages which were being committed on the

nations as to a description of what was being per-
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An objection petrated against or in Judah. But perhaps it may

answered, be objected that this view would imply that the

prophet did not participate in the experiences of

which he speaks, whereas his appeal to Jehovah

is at once so real and importune, and his complaint

so earnest and direct that it would be difficult to

think that he did not fully share in the consequences

of the affairs in question. The verses certainly give

the impression that the prophet is alluding to experi-

ences with which he himself is intimately concerned

and, unless his words are completely to be emptied

of their force and meaning, the impression is such as

cannot well be doubted. But it is more than ques-

tionable whether this can rightly be urged as an

objection against the above interpretation. For quite

apart from the fact that this view does not necessarily,

as we shall presently see, exclude on the prophet's

part a lively interest and share in the events at issue,

it would be sufficient to point out that in vv. ^''" and

vv. ^-" the prophet's thoughts for the most part,

if not wholly, centre on the outrage which is being

committed on the nations and that the expressions

there are just as real and earnest as they are in

the present passage. But this ring of reality in the

prophet's words which, as we see, is true not only of

v. '^ and V. ^ but also of vv. ^'''^" does call for some

explanation. If, as we may presume, the prophet is

a Judean, how is it that he should manifest so lively

an interest in the circumstances which are befalling
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other peoples? An explanation seems to suggest Prop^at's rofi-

cern due to bad
itself m V. "*

; in this verse the prophet speaks of the ffect external

' paralysed ' state of the Torah, and laments the fact having on the

that 'right will never go forth.' If, as is evidently Torah.

intended, this state of things is directly traceable to

the presence of violence referred to in the previous

verses, then we are more than justified in accounting

for the concern and anxict)' which the prophet mani-

fests as mainly due to the bad and weakening effect

which this evil is having on the Torah. But in this

case how can the carrying out of the Torah be

thought of as directly influenced by evils which have

arisen not ivithin but outside Judah.'' In order to

answer this question it will be necessary to examine

the meaning of the terms of v. * and indicate the

relation in which the)- stand to v. ^ and v. ^.

Now there can be no doubt that v. * with its

reference to the Torah and Mispat has largely

influenced the interpretation of the preceding verses
;

perhaps more than an}-thing else it has led to the

suggestion that these verses must primarily refer to

wrongs within Judah. It has been usual to under-

stand Torah as referring to the moral directions

given by the priest and prophet and MH^pat ' right

'

to the ' decision ' of the judge ; or else to understand

both terms more generally as denoting the moral

and social law of the communit)-.^ On either inter-

* Comp. Dav. Camb. Bib. p. 67. Or even to the embodiment of

moral and social law in the book of Deuteronomy, cf. Budde, Emyc.
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pretation, it would be but natural to suppose that

the prophet was thinking of flagrant social and moral

wrongs within the state and to explain the passage

accordingly.^ But the meaning of the terms Torah

and Miiipat is not so certain as commentators would

Interpretation have US suppose. The term Torah is a general term,

Torah. meaning ' direction,' and since it is applicable in

more ways than one, the nature of the ' direction

'

must be judged from the context, or if the latter is

ambiguous and uncertain, it must be conjectured

from what would appear to be the probable character

of the circumstances to which reference is made.

Thus it may denote, for instance, the teaching or

direction which a prophet gives in view of the moral

and social life of the community or as to the true

character of religious service ; or it may be used of

the special direction which a priest gives on some

particular question ceremonial or otherwise. But

over and above such uses ToraJi was also employed

to denote the aiitJioritative pronouncement which a

prophet gave in Jehovah's name in the matter of affairs

connected with the state ; in other words it was used

Bil>. col. 1924. Tliose who regard these verses as referring to wrongs

which are being immediately directed against Judah usually understand

nun and ODtJ'D ^s terms for the ' true religion,' for which Is. 42''''

5i\ etc., are quoted, cf. We. A7. Proph. p. 161.

' An objection, however, may be raised against this view on the

ground that it would presuppose a different usage • f nX3? (K.V.

' never'), for, as Davidson remarks, elsewhere nVi? is not found

in the sense of ' on no occasion ' but always refers to the future, comp.

Camli. lUb, p. 67.
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of ' political direction ' or ' policy.' We find it used

in this sense in Is. S^*' where the prophet directs

that 'the testimony' should be bound up and the

Torah or * direction ' sealed among his disciples ; and

again in v. ^°, where the only safety of the people

is said to lie in their seeking the Torah and ' the

testimony.' What this ' direction ' is, to which refer-

ence is made, is sufficiently clear from the context.

It was the rejected advice or teaching given at the

time of the Syro-Ephraimite invasion ; or in other

words the duty on Judah's part of trusting stead-

fastly on Jehovah instead of seeking an alliance

with Assyria. In Is. 30^ we find again a similar

use of the term ; here the prophet describes his

fellow-countr)-men as ' a rebellious people, l>'ing

children, children that will not hear the Torah of

Jehovah.' What the ' Torah of Jehovah ' is that

they have rejected is seen from v, '^ and the pre-

ceding passage, according to which they are said to

have put their reliance on Eg)'pt and meditated

revolt instead of yielding themselves unreservedly

to the Divine Will and submitting to Assyrian

supremac}-, as Isaiah directed them. These passages

will sufficiently illustrate the ' political ' use of the

term Torah ; and, in view of this use and the illustra-

tion which these chapters in Isaiah afford, it becomes

a matter of interest as to whether the term Torah

may not be similarly employed in the present passage.

It would be no argument against this interpretation
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of the term, that there is nothing in the context

which would definitely suggest it ; for the same

might be said of any one interpretation that has

The tenn been placed on the word. In favour, however, of

'/c7/iVy
'
; fl;/^ this explanation it ma}- be pointed out that the

^^^fhlimiyic
expressions ' is numbed or cold ' and ' will not go

out ' at least create the impression that the prophet

is speaking of some definite policy rather than the

maintenance of the moral or social law or the

performance of priestly or juridical duties.^ On the

whole, then, we are inclined to believe that the

Torah, of which the prophet speaks, is what he as

a true prophet of Jehovah taught and directed to

be followed in the affairs of the state, in a word

the religions-political policy advocated by him and

those like-minded with him. In this case UDtTD

* right ' will be synonymous and, while meaning

literall)' ' that which is judged to be right,' may be

rendered here * right course of action.'

Accepting, accordingly, this explanation of the

terms Toi'ak and Mispat, we ma)' now consider the

second part of this verse (v. *''), and see the relation

in which it stands to the leading idea expressed in

the first part (cl. n). Clause b"" pnvn-nx i^nso y^h ^3

(' For wickedness [M.T. ' wicked '] beleaguers the

righteous'), it will be noticed, states the reason why

' It may be noticed, also, that this interpretation of the term Torah

would permit of TVilh l>eing used in the usual sense of ' never.'

Comp. note, p. 22.
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the prophet despairs of ' right ' ever going forth.

But what does he exactly mean by "i^nao yen

P^nVirnx ? Here again, the meaning of the

clause will depend on a right understanding of a

term, viz. yC"). And in this connection it is

necessary to point out, though the case in point

does not perhaps materially affect the issue of the

question, that there are good reasons (see Notes on

Hebreiv Text, pp. i6iff) for believing that what the

prophet intended was not yen (as in M.T.) but }i^.

Adopting then this punctuation, does "H^ describe

the wickedness which is prevalent in Israel or that

which is being perpetrated by the advancing foe

and which is described in greater detail in the

following verses, or is it the case that it is

used with neither of these significations but is

intended rather to have a more special applica-

tion ? What has been said above with reference

to the terms Torah and Mi^pat will lead us

to expect that yu*") (' wickedness ') will also in

some way be closely associated in meaning with

those terms and therefore be used in other

than its general sense of ' wickedness,' whether

as practised by Judah itself or such as was being

perpetrated by the foe. Now, whatever be the exact

date to which we may be inclined to assign the

prophec)-, there was one principle which was funda-

mental to prophetic teaching. It was the principle of

'simple trust' in Jehovah, and the discountenancing
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of foreign interference. And any infringement of

this principle, so essential to the maintenance of a

right conception of Jehovah, could only be regarded

by the prophet as an act of yt^i ' wickedness.' Such

an application of the term we find in Hos. lo^^

:

' Ye have plowed wickedness^ ye have reaped iniquity,

ye have eaten the fruit of lies ; for thou didst trust

in thy way, in the multitude of thy mighty men.

Therefore (v. ^*) shall a tumult arise, etc' (R.V.)

;

here the term y^'i evidently indicates, in the prophet's

thoughts, something more than what is ordinarily

understood by ' wickedness.' Not only are the

expressions ' ploughed ' and * reaped ' strongly sug-

gestive of some definite line of action, but the follow-

ing clause ' for thou didst trust in thy way, etc.,'

whether it be taken with what immediately precedes

or follows, shows clearly that the prophet had in

mind some political scheme or other which was directly

adverse to the fundamental position of the religious

life of the nation. What the nature of that scheme

was, is seen from 12^
; it was the polic)' of reliance on

Egypt, or possibly alliance with Assyria. Now it is

just such an attitude on the part of the nation and its

leaders, as Hoshea refers to under this term, that

might well be spoken of here as subversive of the

Toralt. It would, as we see, strike at the very root

of prophetic teaching. So long as the nation ceased

to acknowledge fully the all-.sovereignty of Jehovah

and involved itself in political intrigue or sought
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foreign help there could be no hope of it ever

realising, or even approaching, that ideal which the

prophets held out in their ToraJi and which had for

its fundamental conception the intimate relationship

in which Jehovah stood to His people. That such

was actually the position to which the prophet is

alluding in the present passage would seem to be

further indicated by the reference to ' strife ' and

* contention ' in i-; for it is not unnatural to see in

these words an allusion to the friction and strife

caused by contending parties, who, advocating some

one policy or other, were directly hindering the work

of those who were endeavouring to assert the claim of

the ToraJi. We are inclined therefore to conclude

that what the prophet had in mind when he

wrote pnvn-DN itidd yt^i '3 was not the wickedness,

which the foe was perpetrating, nor such acts of evil

and wrong as might have been prevalent among the

Judean people, but those policies, for instance, of

intrigue or reliance on foreign help, which the leading

factions in Judah were endeavouring to set on foot

in view of the oncoming foe, and which, as opposed

to the authoritative direction which he and his associ-

ates put forward in Jehovah's name, could only be

termed yen ' wickedness.' On this view, then, the

verse as a whole will refer to the gloomy prospect

which circumstances at that time held out to the

righteous in their endeavour to carry through that

course of action to which they were pledged by the
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authoritative tcachin^j of the prophets. Jehovah's

apparent indifference to wrong and the presence of

party strife and contention among the people had a

paralysing effect on the Torah, so much so, that the

righteous despaired of right action ever succeeding,

because, however much they tried to enforce it, they

were continually met by some counter policy. Such
' wickedness' as this, said the prophet, 'beleaguered

'

them, ' and therefore Mispat or right action went

out'—not straight but—'crooked.' Instead of its

being adopted and followed as was hoped and wished

for, it was bent away from its course ; it was foiled

in its purpose.

Concimion. \\'e are now able to understand why the prophet

should have expressed so much concern. It was due,

as we see, to the spirit of opposition which was then

manifesting itself among his people towards the

divine Tora/i and which was directly traceable to the

evils which were being perpetrated by the Chaldeans.

The Chaldeans were not only assuming a threatening

attitude and striking terror into the heart of his

countrymen, but the continuance of hostility and the

rapid advance they were making were leading to

strife and discord within the state with the result that

the Torah or authoritative policy of Jehovah's

prophets was being disregarded and the leaders

of the people were having recourse to measures

which were detrimental to the tiue welfare of

the nation.
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It is no objection to the above interpretation of

vv. -* that while v, - and v. ^ will refer respectively

to events outside and within the state, v. ' will refer

partly to one and partly to the other ;
^ for, though

the text of this latter verse is not at all certain, all

that the prophet would seem to intend is to state in a

terse, summary way the scene of trouble and mischief

on which he looks, and which is filling not only his

own country but the land throughout with consterna-

tion and alarm.

There would appear to be, then, no sufficient V(rrses 5 and

reason for doubting the present position of i'--* and

their connection with i"J'^"; as thus understood,

both passages will be concerned with the presence

of a threatening foe, and in both the prophet will

directly address Jehovah. What follows, however,

in i^' ^ is inconsistent with the present con-

nection, and we have already concluded that these

verses, at least in their present form, are (JUt of place.

But it is equally apparent that v. '^'' did not follow

immediately vv. - * ; for, among other reasons, we

expect at least some verse which will take up again

the subject of v. - and v. ^^ after the prophet's refer-

ence in V. •^'' and v. * to the effect which events are

having on the Torali ; while the terms of v. '''' would

' To state it more precisely, tlie ' trouble ' .ind ' mischief,' the ' spolia-

tion 'and ' violence,' of which the prophet speaks in this verse, will

refer, as in v.-, to the action of the Chaldean; while 'strife and

contention' will refer more particularly, as we have seen, to what is

happening within the community.
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lead us also to expect that a definite reference has

been made as to who the foe is that is contemplated.

Now there would not seem to be any good reason

for doubting the accuracy of tradition that the foe

described by the prophet is actually the Chaldean.

The description throughout would suit quite well the

character of that people. So much seems clear.

What, however, is more doubtful is whether vv. *• *^*

are really replacing the original text or whether, on

the other hand, the original text forms the basis of

the present M.T. and has simply been lijorked over

by the editor. The former view would be quite

possible, and, as a matter of fact, v. ^ has been

regarded as an editorial insertion by some scholars,

notably by Budde and Rothstein ; but on the whole

it would seem somewhat better to suppose that the

editor is really not replacing but transforming the

original text, in order to bring it into conformity

with the purpose he had in view. That this is the

case appears to be indicated by the combination

m'3ni • • . isn, which in view of v. ^ and v. ^^ strongly

suggests, in some form or other, a trace of the

original text ; and also by the consideration that an

editor would more probabl}' have adjusted an exist-

ing text than have simply replaced it by an insertion

of his own. As to the original text the onl)' point

which may be asserted with confidence is that it

must have been in the form of an address to fehovah
;

for, as we have seen, not ojily vv, -* but vv. '^'' " are
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to be understood as part of the prophet's plea. It

will follow from this that neither the plural impera-

tive nor the clause D''pD ''Jjn can have formed part of

the original. It is probable, also, that the verse

contained a reference to the nations^ for in what follows

the prophet is mainly concerned with the treatment

they are receiving at the hands of the foe ; for this

reason the M.T. D''1J3 is more probable than the LXX.
onn. On the supposition, then, that the present text

represents substantially the original, we may under-

stand the passage either (i) to contain an appeal to

Jehovah to look at the nations and see what is

happening among them, or else (2) to introduce a

description of the nation's surprise at what is happen-

ing in their da)-s. Of these alternatives the second

is perhaps the more probable ; in this case the

prophet will be directing attention to the astonish-

ment which the Chaldean army is causing among
the nations. In the original the text may possibly

have read ^yo '3 (?) Mnom innnonn Mo^nni" dmjh ist

•'Ji Dnt:'3n v^^rs ^a (v. «) -iqd^ '3 iros' x^ dh-d^d ^ys (i'ys^ or)

This would not involve much change ; the substitu-

tion of D^un for D"'1J3, and the change of the second into

the third person would be all that would essentially

affect the consonantal text. If this view be correct,

we may suppose that an editor at the time of the exile

or perhaps later desired to make clear—what events

had only too trul)' proved to be the case—that the

' For ihe i cop. cf. Is. i"'- 2", elc.— Dr. Tenses, % 131, 2.
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Chaldean had been raised up for judgment on the

nation. Accordingly understanding vv. ^"^ to refer

to violence and wickedness within Judah, he so

altered the text in v. ^ and v.^-'* as to make the

prophet announce as a future event the appearance

of the Chaldean rather than refer to that power as a

present evil and scourge within the land.

Chapter 2. The interpretation, which we have suggested as a

possible solution of the difficulties in ch. ij'will have

made sufficiently clear that the prophet is treating

not of two distinct subjects but of one only. Accord-

ingly he will not be understood to complain, in the

first place, of the wickedness of his own nation and

predict their judgment at the hands of the Chaldeans,

and then, in vv. ^^" of the wickedness of the latter

people and predict in a similar manner their coming

judgment ; but throughout the chapter he will have

in view simply the outrage which the Chaldeans

are inflicting on the peoples and which, on account

of its continuance and the disastrous effect which

it is having on the welfare of the Jewish nation,

(cf. i^"^' *) is giving the righteous just cause for alarm

and perplexit)'. What follows in 2^"'* gives Jehovah's

lehovalis answer to the prophet's plea. It is that ' his soul

{inz. the Chaldean's) is puffed up, is not even in

him ; but the righteous will live b)- his faithfulness.'

The first part—'his soul is puffed up, is not even

within him '
— forms a suitable answer to the

question which the prophet has raised in ch. i.
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There, as we have seen, the outrage and violence

of the Chaldeans suggest to him a moral difficulty
;

how can Jehovah, the Pure and Holy One, allow

such a power, so outrageous and grasping in its

acts, to go on unchecked ? Will it be thus permitted

—he asks—to continue the merciless treatment it is

showing towards the peoples ? In answer to this

Jehovah points to the pride of the conquerors, and

in so doing, not onl)- confirms the prophet's im-

pression of the latter, but implies that it will sooner

or later encompass their ruin. The second half of

the answer—' The righteous shall live by his faith-

fulness '—is perhaps not so obvious, since the prophet

has nowhere directly raised the question as to what

will be the destiny of the righteous. Still this is

more apparent than true ; for, though his thoughts

centre mainly on the character of the Chaldeans

and the destiny which awaits them, he nevertheless

betrays (cf esp. i^-) a deep concern as to the future

which lies before his people. As a true Judeaii

prophet he knows full well how intimately involved

was the welfare of Judah in the affairs of the

peoples, while the circumstances to which he refers

in i^"^' * show only too plainly that to him the

welfare of the nation was at stake. In fact, it may
be said that the moral question, with which he

deals, would only directly suggest itself and call

for some explanation when it was seen that it

was one which vitally concerned the wellbeing ot

C
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the state. It is but natural, then, that in the

answer given in 2^* reference should have been

made to the righteous and indeed to the future which,

in contrast to the Chaldeans, was awaiting them.

An objection It has been objected that the answer, as a whole,
answered.

is too meagre ; that we should have expected the

power which is to cause the fall of the oppressor to

have been mentioned or at any rate their fall to

have been more explicitly referred to (cf. Encyc. Bib.

col. 1922, 1923 ; We. Kl. Proph. p. 163). But this is

to attribute to the prophet more knowledge than he

possessed ; for if, as is likely, he wrote in the early

years of the Chaldean movement, it would be more

than improbable to suppose that he had any definite

knowledge as to how or by whom that power was

to be overthrown. Moreover to urge this as an

objection would be to mistake the real purpose of

his message. His purpose is neither to describe how

or by what means the Chaldeans will be destroyed,

nor even mainly to predict in an explicit and direct

manner their fall ; but to call attention to the character

which they display and to impress upon his fellow-

countrymen that that character is the earnest of

what their destiny will be, just as in the same way

he points out that faithfulness will in the end be seen

to be the quality in virtue of which the righteous will

live. And so far from its being too meagre to be

revealed, it was just this one truth which needed to

be impressed on the mind of the nation, and on the
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realisation of which its welfare depended ; for if

we have rightly interpreted i^- *, and the time was

actually one of party strife, in which the authorita-

tive direction of the prophets was inclined to be

rejected in view of threatened invasion, such an

answer as the prophet is here commanded to give

would not only come as a message of comfort and

assurance to the righteous, but would be one further

testimony to the nation at large as to the course in

which their safety lay. It is improbable also that

the answer which Jehovah commanded the prophet

to write on public tablets would have been of any

considerable content ; the injunction, thus given,

would admirably suit the terse, pithy utterance of

2*, which may be compared with the passage in

Is. 8^ in connection with which a similar injunction

is found.

2:\ the text of which is far from certain, is The sigm'fi.

best understood as the prophet's commentary on the
'^''""^ ^ ^ '

above message, and as forming a transition to the

following series of ' mashals ' in which the character of

the Chaldeans is vividly portrayed.

The passage (2 *^-'^) is divided into five sections: I'he' Mashah,

vv. «-8, vv. 9-11, vv. 12-it^ vv. ^-1' and vv. ^^^o
; each

^'""•

section, with the exception of the last (though in

all probability v. ^^ should precede v. ^^), is intro-

duced b}' 'in (R.V. 'Woe') and each is apparently

termed a ' mashal,' cf v. ^"\ The Hebrew ' mashal

'

is a word of wide significance and its precise con-
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notation in each case must be judged from the con-

text in which it occurs. In the present passage the

word is defined by the following words nv!?© and m^n,

which respectively mean ' a turned or figurative say-

ing 'and 'a riddle'; in this case the idea intended

by i'B'O would seem to be that of a figurative, indirect

utterance, though, as the passage implies, one which

was uttered in a taunting and sarcastic way. Accord-

ingly the character of the oppressor in these verses

will not be described in plain, straightforward

language but indirectly and in a figurative manner.

That this is so seems further indicated by the fact

that the '•in clause is mostly followed by another,

which explains its meaning and application, cf vv. ^•

^^' ^*^, It is, therefore, important to bear in mind

that the 'mashals' of these sections are to be

distinguished from such direct statements as are

found, for instance, in Is. 5^- ^^ and which are intro-

duced in a similar way. In the one case we have

suggestive pictures or sayings, in the other plain

statements. It is necessary to insist on this, because

it will be seen that it is to some extent due to the

fact that these verses have been interpreted literally

that their authenticity has been questioned.

Theirgmuhte- The genuineness of section vv. ^"^^ has been
ness iscusse

.

^^jj^j j^^^^ question mainly on two grounds. It

has been felt, partly, that much of it is unsuitable

to the Chaldeans, and, partly, that it is dependent

on other Old Testament passages. The first, who
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questioned the section as a whole, was Stade.^ This

scholar maintained that the ' mashals ' in vv.
^'^^

and vv. ^^'^'' are inapplicable to the Chaldeans and

refer rather to some Palestinian tyrant who had

established his power by oppression and who,

according to vv. ^^'^'', had been celebrating in his

newly built fortress a drinking-bout with his com-

panions ; while both vv. ^'-'^^ and vv. ^^-'^, the

former on account of its quotations, and the latter

on account of its subject, were regarded by him as

later insertions. Kuenen likewise rejected these

four ' mashals ' on similar grounds. Since then

most scholars have doubted one or more passages

of the section, though there is a general tendency

now to regard vv. ^'^ and most of vv.
^''^' as

genuine. Now the objection which has been made

to vv. ^'^^ and vv.
^'''^'

will really be seen to rest

on the assumption that their ' mashals ' are intended

to be literally applied ; but this, as we have just

remarked, is to mistake the character of the ' mashal.'

which is intended to be rather a suggestive picture

than to be one of literal application. Accordingly,

though what Stade has said with reference to these

passages majf quite well have given rise to the terms

of the ' mashals,' they are not in the present case to

be so interpreted ; rather are they intended to

portray in an indirect, though highly suggestive,

way the character of the oppressors. Thus in

1 Compare ZATW. 1S84, pp. 154-1 59-
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vv. ®'ii the violent means by which they have

endeavoured to secure themselves against misfortune

is referred to, and similarly in vv. ^^"^" we have

a suggestive picture of the humiliation and con-

temptuous treatment to which they have subjected

the vanquished. Both these features would suit

admirably the description of the Chaldean in ch. i,

and both passages resemble vv. ^"^ in structure.

There would, therefore, be no sufficient reason for

regarding them as not genuine. The case, however,

may be different with regard to vv. ^^'^^ and

vv. ^^'^^. In vv. ^-'^^ the meaning would be applicable

to the Chaldeans ; for (since we are not to press

the terms in a literal sense) all that the verses

would imply is that the Chaldeans have been

acting similarly to some tyrant
;
just as the tyrant

builds up his capital by acts of iniquity and blood-

shed, so have they—it would be implied—been

building up their empire. But, as it has been

repeatedly pointed out, these verses resemble verbally

other passages in the Old Testament, e.^: v. ^'^ =
Mic. 3^0. v."= Jer. s^''^^ and v.^* = Is. ii"''. This

apparent literary dependence does excite suspicion
;

as a later editor, wishing to supplement the ' mashals,'

would not unnaturally draw from other Old Testa-

ment writings. Still in itself this is not a sufficient

reason why Habakkuk should not himself have

written them down.^ There are, however, two
' In this case the verses may either he actually citations (at least in
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reasons which would go to prove their unauthenticity.

{a) If we compare the verses with vv. ''"^^ and

vv. ^^"^'^, we notice that the structure is different

;

we miss, namely, a reference in the 2nd pers.

sing, to the Chaldeans which we find in the latter

passages ; while {b) they do not add very much to

the description which the other ' mashals ' give of

the Chaldean. In fact they may be said to be

practically equivalent to vv. ^''^^, and indeed they

look as if they had been actually added by an

editor as a commentary on the latter passage for the

purpose of showing how futile such efforts are. The

expression nin' 1133 (v. ^*) and the phrase 'jl T\'ir\ N^n

(as emended, cf Notes on Hcb. Text, p. 206) in v.
*^

would tend also to prove a later date. On the whole,

then, we are inclined to regard the section in question

(vv. ^-^*) as suspicious. Still more doubtful are

vv. 1^20. For (a) the structure is different from

that found in vv. "^, vv. ^'^^ and vv. ^^-^^
;
(b) the

verse introduced by ^in is of a different type to the

'mashals' noticed above, and (c) the theoretical con-

demnation of idolatry is similar to what we find e.g.

in Deutero- Isaiah, while (d) v. "^ is clearly editorial.

For these reasons vv. ^'^^ ^^ are most probably to be

regarded as a later addition, made perhaps by an

editor who thought that something ought to be

said against the idolatry of the Chaldeans ; and v.
-o,

case of vv. !'-• ^•') or else—and this would be more probable—they

had become in the prophet's day current proverbial expressions.
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which is transitionary, will probably be a still later

addition. While fully allowing, then, the authen-

ticity of vv. ^'^, vv. ^"'\ vv. ^^"^^ we would mark as

doubtful vv, "^*, and, with still greater confidence,

vv. i^'^**. With these three ' mashals ' the original

book of Habakkuk probably closed ; for, as we have

had already occasion to remark, there are good

reasons for believing the psalm in ch. 3 to have

formed no original part of the prophet's writing.

§ 2. The Date and Circumstances
OF the Prophecy.

Connection of The aim of the previous pages has been to ascer-

chs*\'and7. tain the point of connection between the different

sections of chs. i and 2 ; and, in course of our argu-

ment, we have been led to the following conclusions :

(i) that the violence, of which the prophet speaks in

I-"*, was such as was being perpetrated by the Chal-

deans among the peoples ; and that his concern was

due to the bad consequences which it was having on

the welfare of his own country. (2) That vv. \^'
^'^

in their original form were most probably not an

announcement of the Chaldean but a continuation

of the prophet's expostulation with Jehovah, in

which he called attention to the utter amazement of

the nations at the ' work which was being done

among them,' and of which (v. •^) the Chaldean was

the instrument. (3) That i^''^' are not to be
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understood as a description of the Chaldean, whose

advent was only announced, but were intended to

represent an actual picture of the trouble and mischief

which that power was then causing, and which everj'-

where filled the land. (4) That 1^-"^" are still a

continuation of the prophet's remonstrance. Though

assured that the Chaldean was being raised up for

judgment, he could not help being perplexed that

Jehovah should allow its excessive violence and

tyranny to continue unheeded. And (5) that 2^"

introduces Jehovah's answer to the prophet's complaint

in ch. I ; the answer given implying the future down-

fall of the oppressor. Such would appear to be the Datafor

connection of thought in these chapters. And we /ate. "

may now proceed to inquire into the circumstances

which occasioned the prophec)^ and endeavour to

ascertain the approximate date of its composition.

Now there are several considerations which will help

us in our inquir)- ; we notice (a) that the prophet's

thoughts centre chiefly on the violence and mischief

which were being perpetrated on the nations in

general. Thus in i^ (if the text has been rightly

emended) it is the nations that are amazed at the

work which is being done :
' The nations have looked

and beheld ; they tarry and are astonished, for a work is

being done in their days, which they would not believe,

were it told them.' And so in i^" it is the kings

and princes at whom the conquerors mock and

whose fortresses they capture ; while in i^^'^" their
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victims are referred to either as ' those who are more

righteous than themselves ' (v. ^^) or as ' men ' (v. ^*)

or, quite plainly, as ' the nations ' (v. ^"). And so

again in 2*" it is the nations who are represented as

taking up the taunt-song over their fallen foe (cp. also

2^). (/3) That the foe thought of is the Chaldean.

This is expressly stated in i*^% the accuracy of

which statement we have seen no reason for doubting.

(7) That there are no indications that Judah had been

or was actually being invaded at the time when the pro-

phet wrote. This is in fact clear from (a) according

to which the prophet's attention is directly occupied

with what was being done by the Chaldeans among

the nations, and not what was being done among his

own people. But (d) while this is the case, such an

invasion, on the other hand, was highly probable and

was in fact contemplated by the prophet. Thus in

i^- the prophet expresses his assurance that they

would not perish (if text is correct) in the imminent

invasion, and that it is for judgment and for correc-

tion that the Chaldeans have been appointed ; and

again in 2', in Jehovaii's answer to the prophet's

remonstrance, it is expressly pointed out that the

righteous (i.e. the true Israelites) will survive, viz. the

coming judgment, by their faithfulness. It follows («)

from this latter observation that, at the time when

the prophecy was spoken, there was no likelihood

of a. cessation of hostility. This is implied also in

the question which the prophet raises in i^^

:
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' Will he therefore draw his su'ord (so prob. emend)

and continually kill nations unsparingly.' (5) That

Lebanon in particular had been the scene of violence

and destruction. This is expressly stated in the

' mashal ' in 2K (jj) That the description in i''" and

the 'mashals' in ch. 2 would indicate that some time

had elapsed since the Chaldeans had first appeared

on the stage of history. This need not of course be

considerable, but it would demand such time as would

be sufficient to make clear to ever\' one their purpose

and for a series of victories to have been won. At

the same time the way in which they are referred

to would indicate that they were now for the

first time being seriously brought to the notice

of the prophet and his contemporaries. And
lastly, (6) that the crisis was having a bad effect on

prophetic teaching and social life in Judah. It is

not simply the outrage on the nations that the pro-

phet has in view, but it is the outrage on the nations

as it relates also to his own countr\-. He does not

speak merely as the champion of the nations' cause,

but as a true Judean prophet, who knows how inti-

mately involved are the affairs of his own countr\- in

those of the surrounding nations. Thus he deplores

the violence which the Chaldeans are perpetrating,

and the tyranny which they are exercising, not only

because such appear to be a moral injustice, not only

because there is the danger lest the same will also

befall his own nation, but because these acts of vio-
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lence and tyrann)- are sowing party discord, render-

ing ineffectual the prophetic Torah by setting in

movement some ' wicked ' policy or other, and, in

consequence, thwarting the efforts of the righteous

who are endeavouring to follow out the right course

of action (i^**- *). These indications which the pro-

phecy gives would point to the years immediately

succeeding the rise of the Chaldean (or Babylonian)

Empire, when this power first made its appearance

in the west. Since Nineveh, the seat of the Assyrian

Empire, fell before the combined forces of the Chal-

deans and Medes in 606 B.C., or possibly 607 B.C.,

and the victory at Carchemish, which first opened

Da/f soon a/ier ouX. the west to the conqueror, was gained in 605 B.C.,

^
"

"

we may conclude with some confidence that the

prophecy of Habakkuk dates from the years im-

mediately following the latter event.

Unfortunately we have not so much information, as

we would desire, for this critical period in the history

of Judah and of the other neighbouring states. No in-

scription has yet been found which throws any con-

siderable light on the events of these years, and we

have thus to depend almost entirely on such informa-

tion as may be gathered from Biblical sources. The

latter comprise the short section in 2 K. 23^^-24" and

its parallel passage in 2 Chr. 36", and some historical

notes and allusions in the book of Jeremiah.^ The

rise and progress of the Chaldean or Babylonian

' Comp. also Dan. I'ff.
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power and their bearing on the history of Judah

therefore can, in the absence of fuller and more

authoritative information, only be sketched in the

main with more or less certainty.

Soon after the fall of Nineveh and perhaps after The history of
(he Period.

quelling the different raids which were being made mto

Mesopotamia at that time, Nebuchadrezzar, Xabopol-

lassar's eldest son and general, turned his attention

to the Egyptians. The latter, who on the decline

of the Assyrian Empire had set out to assert their

power over Syria, had been successful in bringing

Judah and the Syrian states under their rule, and by

the year 609 or 608 B.C. had reached Riblah. Here

it would seem Necho H. had pitched his head-

quarters,^ and had thence extended his operations

to the western banks of the Euphrates. This threaten-

ing attitude of Egypt and their desire to maintain

their supremacy over Syria on the fall of Assyria

naturally brought them into immediate contact with

the Babylonian power, which, on the capture of

Nineveh, claimed as its share of spoil the regions

south and west of the Tigris. The decisive battle

was fought at Carchemish in which Nebuchadrezzar

gained a complete victory over the Egyptian army

605 B.C. The power of Egypt was broken and

Necho was henceforth compelled to relinquish his

' The village was admirably suited for this purpose ; it lay on the

main road from Egypt to Babylon and in the vale between the two

ranges of the Lebanon, and commanded a good position, cf. HDB-
sub. 'Riblah.'
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hold on Syria. It is precisely at this point, however,

that authentic records fail us, and we are more or

less left in the dark as to the exact course events

took. The battle of Carchemish is in fact only once

referred to in the Old Testament, and that neither

in the narrative of 2 Kings nor in the parallel narra-

tive of 2 Chron. but in one of the historical intro-

ductions of Jeremiah (Jer. 24-). It is accordingly

uncertain what circumstances exactly marked the

period immediately succeeding this event. Josephus

(Ant X. vi.), after describing the defeat of the Egyp-
josephits )m>: ti^ns at Carchcmish, concludes with the words, 'So
rati'i'e not

wholly trust- the king of Babylon passed over Euphrates and
^°^

took all Syria, as far as Pelusium, excepting Judaea.

But when Nebuchadrezzar had already reigned four

years, which was the eighth of Jehoiakim's govern-

ment over the Hebrews, the king of Babylon made

an expedition with might}' forces against the Jews

and required tribute of Jehoiakim and threatened,

on his refusal, to make war against him. He was

affrighted at his threatening and bought his peace

with money and brought the tribute he was ordered

to bring for three years.' The same writer then

proceeds to relate how that in the third )-ear

Jehoiakim, rel)'ing on help from Egypt, rebelled

;

and, on being besieged by Nebuchadrezzar, received

the latter at length into the city and met death at his

hands after a reign of eleven years. From this

account we gather that Nebuchadrezzar, immediately
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after the battle of Carchemish, pursued the Egyptians

as far as the border of their own country and

brought the whole of Syria under his rule with the

exception of Judah; that four years later, i.e. 601 or

600 B.C., Nebuchadrezzar came up to Jerusalem and

received tribute from Jehoiakim who, after paying

tribute for three years, at length rebelled ; and that

in consequence of this rebellion the Babylonians

made a second expedition against Jerusalem (598 or

597 B.C.). This account it will be observed is based

to some extent on the Biblical narrative ; thus

2 K. 24 (cf v. ^^) mentions that in the days of

Jehoiakim Nebuchadrezzar came up and made Judah

tributary for three years and that in the third year

Jehoiakim rebelled. The same narrative also adds in

a note, which seems to have no connection with what

immediately precedes, that ' the king of Egypt came

not again any more out of his land ; for the king of

Babylon had taken from the brook of Egypt unto the

river Euphrates all that pertained to the king of

Egypt.' This may refer to the conquest of Egypt, of

which Josephus speaks, after the battle of Carchemish,

or possibly to the time when Nebuchadrezzar first

received Jehoiakim's submission, in which case the

writer may perhaps be understood to connect the

event with some intrigue with Egypt. We cannot,

however, accept Josephus' account as it stands. His

view that not only the expulsion of the Egyptians

from Syria but also the battle of Carchemish took
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place in the first year of Nebuchadrezzar's reign is

almost certainly incorrect. Nebuchadrezzar did not

come to the throne till 604 B.C., and the battle of

Carchemish seems certainly to have been fought

in 605 B.C.^ Moreover it is unlikely that Judah, as

Josephus makes out, so long remained independent

after the rest of Syria had been brought under

Babylonian rule ; such a statement is either due to

national bias which sought to show the superiority

and independence of Judah, or else—and this is more

probable—to the writer's desire to reconcile the

passage in 2 K. 24^ with the rest of his account.

But while pointing out these difficulties in

Josephus' account it is not easy, in the absence of

any thorough and unambiguous data, to construct

with chronological precision the history of this period

(605-598 or 597 B.C.). It is probable, however,

that after the battle of Carchemish Nebuchadrezzar,

as Josephus states, continued his advance against

Egypt and that he either had already reached the

border of Egypt (cf. Josephus -) or, perhaps more

probably, had not yet completed his advance against

Egypt and the further subjugation of the Syrian

states when he heard of the death of his father and

' Cf. Jos. ^n/. X. vi. I. This is borne out by Berosus, whose

account, though obviously confused and abridged, nevertheless gives

the impression that Nebuchadrezzar had already at least begun his

operations with Egypt before he received the news of the death of his

father and succeeded to the throne, cf. Jos. A>t^. X. xi. i.

- This may quite well have happened during the interval between

the battle of Carchemish and the death of Nabopollassar.
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had to hasten back to Babylon.^ But it would not

be long before Nebuchadrezzar would be back again

in Syria, for it is hardly conceivable that any per-

manent conquest had yet been effected, even if Syria

had previously submitted to his rule, and it was here

moreover rather than in any other quarter of his

empire that danger threatened his power. Accord-

ingly we may suppose that by the end of 604 B.C. or

at the beginning of 603 B.C. Nebuchadrezzar was

already again in Syria, and that Judah along with the

other Syrian states now acknowledged his supremacy.

The note in 2 K. 24^ may be taken to refer to this

time.'^ The chronology of this note, however, occa-

sions some difficulty. If it gives the correct date

of Jehoiakim's submission, then his rebellion will

have taken place in 601 or 600 r..c. ; three years

before his death.^ It is felt that three years w<juld

be too long an interval before the investiture of the

city by Nebuchadrezzar. In view of this it has been

suggested * that for ' three ' we should read ' six.'

• It is likely that after his victory at Carcheinish he had made
Riblah, as Necho had done, liis headquarters and the centre of his

further operations in Syria.

- ' In his days Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up, and

Jehoiakim became his servant three years : then he turned and
rebelled against him.'

^ This would be still more evident if with some scholars we place

Jehoiakim's submission prior to Nebuchadrezzar's return to Babylon,

comp. H. P. Smith, O. T. History, p. 283.
^ So McCurdy, Hist. Proph.and Moniint. vol. iii. p. 167 f. Maspero

thinks that Jehoiakim submitted in 605 (this is not mentioned in

2 Kings), rebelled in 601, when Neliuchadrezzar came up (cf. 2 K. 24'),

D
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This, which is a simple change, would obviate the

difficulty ; still it is doubtful whether we should

have recourse to this expedient. The third year

may represent the time when the movement towards

rebellion was first set on foot ; and it may have been

only later, when open hostility towards the empire

became manifest, that the break was finally effected.

Moreover we have no knowledge as to the nature

and circumstances of the rebellion. It is more than

probable, especially in view of 2 K. 24'^ which at first

sight seems to have no apparent connection, that the

real cause of rebellion was a renewed activity on the

part of Egypt. The latter may well have planned

some large scheme of revolt with the other Syrian

states, in which Judah took part, for throwing off the

Chaldean supremacy. We know that that happened

in the days of the Assyrian domination, and it is not

probable that the Egyptians would now quietl)'

submit to the Babylonian power. This would help

to explain why some time elapsed before Nebuchad-

rezzar appeared in person in Judah, and why, on the

other hand, the latter was first opposed (mostly) by

eastern tribes ; for Nebuchadrezzar would have first

to direct his attention to Egypt and the other states

and it would only be at a later time that he would

be able to turn to Judah. At the most, however,

this can remain only a hypothesis and, until more

and three years afterwards rebelled again. Cf. Maspero, Passing of
the Empire, pp. 515 ff.
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information is forthcoming^ as to the circumstances

of these years than is at present at our disposal, it is

impossible to say for certain what exactly was the

course events took. But in any case it seems best

to regard the year 604 B.C. or the beginning of 603

B.C. as the approximate date when Jehoiakim openly

submitted to the Babylonian supremacw

We have been led to dwell at some length on the

circumstances of this period because, as we have

already remarked, it is to the early years of the

Chaldean invasion that we must assign the short

prophecy of Habakkuk. We have noted, also, that,

at the time when the prophet wrote, Judah was pro-

bably being threatened by the Chaldeans. This

would suggest either the year 604 or 603 B.C. when

Nebuchadrezzar came up and received the sub-

mission of Jehoiakim, or perhaps the later invasion

subsequent to Jehoiakim's rebellion in 601 or 600 B.C.

The former and earlier date is, however, by far the Occasion of

most probable; for throughout the whole prophecy ^X/r>W-

there is not the slightest indication that the Chaldeans ^'"-<^^jf^P-° /•roach in 604
have as yet directly interfered with the affairs of "^6038.0.

Judah, and the way in which the Chaldeans are

described would at least indicate that they are being

alluded to as a rising power which for the first time

was really assuming a threatening attitude. But

though, so far as Judah was concerned, their power

had still not been experienced, yet its character was

fully gauged and known, so that the prophecy must
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have been written after the battle of Carchemish

(605 B.C.) and the events immediately subsequent to

that battle. The most natural occasion, therefore,

for the prophecy would be on the approach of

Nebuchadrezzar in the year 604 or the beginning of

603 B.C. This date would agree with Jer. 36"' ^^,

where the fast proclaimed in the 5th year and the

9th month was apparently in view of the approach

of the Chaldeans.

The period was one which must have caused much

distress and even misgiving to the faithful Israelite.

Not only was the Chaldean power assuming an

alarming attitude, and, by the successes which every-

where attended its progress, giving the impression

that its domination would be far-reaching, but the

circumstances of the age and the fortunes of the

faithful must have been far from bright. We have

to picture within Judah a band of resolute, courageous

men, devoted to the cause and religion of Jehovah,

whose controlling influence was the Torah of the

prophets. They were the adherents and champions

of the latter. As a definite party they may have

owed their origin to the influence and teaching of

Isaiah ; at any rate it was just those principles, which

he had put forward and maintained with such

enthusiasm and zeal and which his successors in

the prophetic office endorsed, for which they stood.

They upheld the sovereignty of Jehovah ; His

supreme control over the powers of the world ; and
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the need of whole-hearted trust in His power and

protection.^ They, accordingly, opposed any policy

which tended to compromise that position ; they

discountenanced intrigue and alliance with foreign

powers, strongly denounced those who would rely

on external help, and at each crisis advocated the

duty of yielding themselves unreservedly to the

Divine Will. During the preceding decades they

would appear to have become a strong body and to

have so won their way into the influential circles of

Judah that in the reign of Josiah they were actually

in the ascendency at Jerusalem. One product of their

labours was the promulgation of the ' Book of the Law.'

This won the king to their cause, and enabled them

for the first time to put into force the reform which

the prophets had so long advocated. We have little

information of the circumstances attending this

reform ; but their prospects must have been bright,

in spite of the opposition which would confront them

on all sides, and, had circumstances shaped themselves

differently, their labours must sooner or later have

effected much towards realising that ideal which

inspired their efforts. But their hopes were short-

lived and their labours soon checked. Josiah met

his death in battle against the Egyptian Necho at

Megiddo in 609 or 608 B.C. It is a matter of con-

jecture why Josiah was led to oppose the Egyptian

army, but it seems probable that ' he acted as he did

' Comp. Eucyc. Bib, col. 2244.
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trusting in Jehovah,' ^ and because he regarded it as

his duty to avert foreign interference in Palestine and

Syria. If we are correct in this supposition, then we

may see in his action the influence of the prophetic

party who were averse, as we have already remarked,

to any foreign interference, especially Egyptian.

That they were then taking a large and active part

in the political affairs of Judah is further indicated

perhaps by the fact that Josiah's third son Jehoahaz

was chosen as successor. Jehoahaz, however, after

reigning but three months was forced to appear

before Necho at Riblah, where he was deposed and

sent captive to Egypt (cf Jer. 22^*"^). We do not

know the exact circumstances which necessitated his

appearance at Riblah. But it is not unreasonable to

think that it was brought about by that part}' who

favoured Jehoiakim and who were not averse to the

Egyptian claim. In any case it is probable that

Necho deposed Jehoahaz because the latter, like

his father, was unwilling to acknowledge his authority.

The succession of Jehoiakim placed the government

of affairs into the hands of the opponents of the

prophetic party ; and, so long as the monarchy lasted,

the latter were never again in the ascendency. A
fresh crisis was soon to follow. Nineveh fell in 606

B.C. ; and the Chaldeans followed up this victor}- as

we have seen by defeating the Egyptian army at

Carchemish in 605 B.C. Whatever hopes the prophetic

' Comp. Encyc. Bib, col. 2247.
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party may have had on the defeat of their old foe,

they could not have remained for long in doubt as

to what would prove in the end to be the real issue

of events. For, if indeed not before the battle of

Carchemish, certainly not long after that event, it

must have become evident that the goal of the

Babylonian power was not only the subjugation of

Egypt, but also that of the Syrian and Palestinian

states. The future can have held out for them no

brighter prospect than the transference of their

nation's allegiance from the Egyptian throne to a

power, which was not only more than a match for

the latter, but whose pretensions bid fair to be far-

reaching in extent.

The new power, then, which entered on the stage Their pe>

r i 1 • 1 • ^ .1 1 pUxity I'oiced
of western histor)- m 605 B.C. must have caused no ^j, fjabakkuk.

little consternation and perplexity to the faithful

within Israel ; and it is not surprising to find one

among them raising his voice in bitter complaint to

Jehovah. Habakkuk looks forth on the scene which

the circumstances of the time present. The violence

and devastation, the trouble and mischief which he

sees the Chaldeans are causing, are no matter of

indifference to him, for he knows how intimately

involved is the welfare of his countr)- in the affairs of

the neighbouring states. He has constantly addressed

Jehovah against the work which is being done among

them ; but as yet there has been no answer, no sign

of deliverance :
' How long Jehovah have I cried, and
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Thou hearest not ? I cry out unto Thee, Violence !

but Thou bringest no deliverance.' On the contrary

the Chaldeans have continued unchecked, unhindered

in the course on which they are set ; they ' march

through the breadth of the earth, to possess dwellings

that are not theirs' ; they ' gather captives as the sand,'

' mock at kings ' and ' deride princes
'

; they ' swallow

up men that are more righteous than themselves,'

and like some fisherman 'take up all of them with

the angle,' and * gather them into their drag.' The

prophet feels assured that as a nation Judah will not

perish (cf i^-) and that it is for judgment that the

Chaldeans have been appointed: 'For judgment

Thou hast set them, to rebuke hast Thou appointed

them.' Still the question forces itself upon him as to

what will be the destin)- of this rapidly rising power
;

will Jehovah, the Pure and Holy One, thus permit it

to go on committing the violence and outrage that it

is doing? Can it be that it will realise its purpose

and ' continually kill nations unsparingly ' ? So he

speaks out the perplexity which the progress of the

Chaldean power is causing not only to himself but to

the righteous as well. Then he repairs to his watch-

tower and seeks for an answer. And there at length

he becomes conscious of what answer Jehovah would

have him return ; and, like Isaiah before him, has it

written on tablets, so that all may read : ' And
Jehovah answered me and said, " Write the vision, and

make it plain upon tables, that he may run that
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reacleth it. For the vision is yet for the appointed

time, and it hasteth towards the end, and shall not

lie : though it tarry, wait for it ; because it will surely

come, it will not delay. Behold, his soul is puffed up,

it is not even in him ; but the righteous shall live by

his faithfulness." ' The Chaldeans will not attain their

purpose
;
Jehovah has fixed the appointed time, when

the pride and rapacity and insatiability which they

show will encompass their ruin, while the righteous

will survive b\' their faithfulness.

The prophet, it will be seen, does not ask what is

the meaning or sigtiificancc of this new phenomenon

which has appeared on the stage of history. That

indeed he knows (i^'). Nor does he directly raise

the question wh)- evil and wrong should be thus

allowed to triumph—a question which was first

definitely raised at a later period in Israel's histor)'.

But he asks what will be the issue ; will the Chal-

deans maintain their present progress and become in

the end (for so we are led to infer) a world-power

perhaps greater and more enduring than the Assyrian

power that has just perished ? That is his question.

And the way in which he raises it forecasts the

nature of the answer that is returned. The violence

and evil committed by the Chaldeans, their moral

indifference and insatiability, on which he dwells,

mark out the destiny of this people ; they are the sure

indication of their coming ruin.

Incidentally the prophet also, as we have seen,
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refers to the state of affairs within Judah at this

epoch. The rise of the Chaldean power and the

formidable and threatening attitude which it is assum-

ing are directly effecting the work and efforts of the

righteous ; they are sowing discord ;

' strife and con-

tention rise up,' says the prophet, ' therefore Torah is

numbed, and right will never go forth for wickedness
Tlupohtical beleaguers the righteous.' The political factions,
factions and

.

the policy of which perhaps for some time had fallen into abeyance,

Party
"^ '^ had HOW come once more to the front, and confusion

and strife were prevalent ; in consequence of this the

Torah, or true policy of the prophets, was being

paralysed, and the righteous, through being opposed

continually by some counter policy or other, were

despairing of ever carrying out the right course of

action. The allusion is interesting, because it con-

firms what we should naturally have supposed

must have been the situation in Judah at this time.

We do not know precisely the nature of these

political factions or what was being advocated in view

of the approaching invasion. But, to judge from

what we know of the other crises in Judah's history

and also from the allusions in Jeremiah, we should

gather that there would be a large part)-—probabl}-

the most influential—who were ready to stand by

Egypt and endeavour with them to secure the

arrest of the Chaldean advance. What special

policy also the prophetic party advocated at this

particular stage in the Chaldean movement is not
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altogether certain, yet, in view of the attitude

which Jeremiah adopted, and the growing certainty

that their independence could not be maintained

before so strong a power, it is more than probable

that they advised yielding themselves unreservedly

to the Divine will and submitting to the Chaldean

domination. In fact the prophecy seems strongly

to presuppose this policy (cf esp. i^^'').

The message, then, which Habakkuk would give, The /'lophet's

is one of encouragement. The sudden rise of the comfort.

Chaldean power, the formidable and rapid advance

which it made, must, as we have said, have bewildered

and unnerved not only the nation in general, but

especially those who were loyally endeavouring to

maintain unimpaired the religion of Jehovah. Many
of the faithful, doubtless, must have been tempted

as they beheld the acts of violence and t)Tann)- that

were being done to waver in their allegiance and

even openly to apostatize. And so, like another

Isaiah, Habakkuk comes forward at the crisis of

his people, and gives them the reassuring message

that these Chaldean conquerors, though they have

been raised up for judgment, and though their

power seems so assured, will on account of the

violence and t)ranny which the)- are exercising be

just the ones—and not the righteous—that in the end

will succumb. It has been thought that the teaching His teaching

of Habakkuk and that of his contemporary, Jeremiah, '^r"reniiah'^^^
'

are opposed ; that the former took a similar view
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of the Chaldean invasion to that of the professional

prophets, who, as Jeremiah tells us, prophesied

peace for Judah. But this is not the case. Habakkuk

does not for one moment doubt that the Chaldeans

have been raised up for judgment ; indeed he

expressly states this to be the case (i^-) ; while the

answer which he receives
—

' And the righteous shall

live by his faithfulness '—seems certainly to imply

that the nation will have to experience that judg-

ment. The teaching of the two prophets is, in fact,

not opposed but rather supplementar)- ; the one

completes the teaching of the other. Jeremiah

addresses all classes among the nation ; Habakkuk

speaks as one of the faithful within Judah and

confines himself chiefly to what concerns their

interests. Jeremiah seeks to awaken the conscience

of the nation in view of what is about to befall them

at the hands of the Chaldeans ; Habakkuk speaks

to the heart of the righteous Israelite and assures

him that he will survive by virtue of his faithfulness

to Jehovah the nation's crisis. Jeremiah centres his

thoughts on the judgment which the Chaldeans are

to effect; Habakkuk, on the contrary, looks into

the future and reads the judgment which in turn

is to befall them.

To our prophet that judgment seemed near,

although from the somewhat indefinite way in which

he speaks of it, it is evident that he had no certain

knowledge by whom or in what way it was to be
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effected. But he felt no doubt that, in view of the

outrage and evil which the Chaldeans were com-

mitting, punishment could not for long be delayed.

In reality, however, many decades had to pass before

his message was fulfilled ; and much, too, had to

happen. His nation had to leave their land and

experience the bitterness of exile
;
yet even then

Jehovah did not forsake His people. The Chaldean

power, like the mighty power that preceded it,

vanished from the stage of history, and the prophet's

message of comfort and assurance that the righteous

would live by their faithfulness proved true, but in a

way which he little thought of or expected.

si} 3. The Personal History of the Prophet.

We have no certain information respecting the life

of the prophet Mabakkuk. He is not again men-

tioned, either in the historical narratives or elsewhere

in the Old Testament ; and all that we can learn

about him has to be derived from the writing which

bears his name. In the title he is simply spoken of

as ' the prophet,' and no mention is made either of

his parentage or of the time in which he lived.

From 3^*^—
' For the precentor on my stringed instru-

ments '—it has been inferred that he belonged to

one of the Eevitical families,^ and for this reason

was associated with the arrangement of the Temple

^ So Delitzsch, Keil.
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music, but the inference, though it receives support

from a late tradition found in the Chisianus Codex

of the ' Bel and the Dragon,'^ is hardly trustworthy
;

for not only is the text in 3^^^ doubtful, but the

psalm itself, as we shall see later, is most probably

not from the hand of the prophet at all. There is,

moreover, nothing in chs. i and 2 which would tend

to support this supposition.

In view of what has been said above with regard

to the circumstances and date of the prophecy,

Habakkuk will have lived during the early years of

the Chaldean movement. We do not know the date

of Isaiah's death, or how long he continued to pro-

phesy after Sennacherib's invasion in 701 B.C., but it

is hardly possible that Habakkuk could have been

even a very late contemporary of that prophet. On
the other hand, there is some reason for believing

that he was closely associated with the disciples of

the latter. Small as his prophecy is, the graphic and

forcible style in which it is written, the literary re-

semblances which it contains, the method in which

its subject is treated, and, above all, its teaching,

would appear to indicate that the prophet had been

at least indirectly influenced by Isaiah. We may
compare, for instance, such parallels in language,

' In this codex the legend is prefaced by the words e\- TrpocprjTelas

^Afi^aKot'/j. vioO 'Irjaov (k t^s rpvXfjs Xtvi. But it is probable that this

tradition was ultimately derived from the fact that the psalm in ch. 3
was accredited to the prophet and especially from the passage in v.'"

(juoted above.
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thought and treatment, as are seen in : i^ (where

inoni inononn is probably to be read) and Is. 29^^;

the combination of nxn and U2: in i^-s^is a^id Is. 5^^

(though the combination, it is true, is more fre-

quent in other writings) ; the expression niv as

applied to Jehovah,^ i^- and Is. 30^^ (cf. also 17^'');

the graphic description of the Chaldean in i^"^^

and Isaiah's description of the invader in 5-*''^

;

the characterization of the Chaldean in in^din^

and the similar characterization of the Assyrian in

Is. 10^^; the injunction to write the Divine answer on

tablets in 2^'*, and the similar injunction in Is. 8^'-;

and, lastly, Isaiah's emphasis on the pride and

arrogancy of Assyria in 10^*^ as an indication of its

coming fall, and the similar emphasis which Habak-

kuk places on the character of the Chaldean as a

mark of their near destiny (cf chs. i and 2*). More-

over, in maintaining that the safety of the righteous

depended on their faithfulness to Jehovah, Habak-

kuk was essentiall)' occupying the same theological

position as Isaiah, and advocating that policy which

the latter prophet had maintained and strove for

with such courage and zeal. This and the resem-

blances, which we have just noted, would seem to

argue strongly for the view that Habakkuk was a

prominent member of the school of Isaiah, which

after the latter's death laboured to carry on the teach-

ing and policy of its founder.

Cf, also 'j^'np i'-.
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The name Habakkuk, if Assyrian, may perhaps

have been either assumed by the prophet or given

him in his early days, when the Assyrian domination

was still powerful, as a mark of his nation's allegiance

to that power (cf. Isaiah's denunciation of his nation's

intrigue with Egypt as a breach of faith with Assyria).

Moreover the reference in i^'^ to the presence of

party strife and discord and to the fate of the Torah

would indicate that he had a full knowledge of the

political situation of his nation, and might, therefore,

be taken as showing that he was actually a resident

of the capital. Beyond these surmises, however, we

cannot go. Nor can we accept the traditions that

have gathered round his name. According to the

' Lives of the Prophets ' (attributed to Dorotheus and

also to Epiphanius) it is said that the prophet was of

the tribe of Simeon, and that he fled to Ostrakine on

the advance of Nebuchadrezzar but returned later to

his own country, where he died two years before

the return of the Jews from Babylon ; while in the

legend of ' Bel and the Dragon ' he is represented as

having miraculously fed Daniel, who had been cast

into a den of lions by Cyrus. And Jewish legend

has even identified him with the son of the Shuna-

mite woman whom Elisha restored to life. These

traditions, late and in part extravagant, cannot be

seriously regarded as attributing any trustworthy

information to our knowledge of the prophet's life.^

' Comp. Delitzsch, Dc Habacuci propheta vita alqtic aelate.
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§ 4. SOiME Critical Views
ON Chapters i and 2^"^

Until the latter half of the last century neither the

genuineness of the book nor its present arrangement

was called into question ; the short oracle and the

psalm, with which it concluded, were fully admitted

not only to be the work of the prophet, whose name

it bears, but to represent exactly that work as it left

the hand of its author. In i860, however, a different

arrangement of the book was propounded, and some

few verses were regarded as not genuine. The critic

was a German scholar—von Gumpach ; and, though

his view of the prophecy was not accepted by any

other scholar nor became (except perhaps in the case

of de Goeje's view) the basis for later and more

adequate proposals, yet it is to him that the first

critical attitude towards the book of Habakkuk is to

be accredited. Since that date not only has the

genuineness of certain sections of the book been

doubted, but, especially in recent times, different

arrangements of its contents have been suggested,

and even the fact that it relates to the Chaldean power

at all is now denied in some quarters. That this critical

attitude towards the prophecy is not isolated is indi-

cated by the fact that it is now generally agreed that

the problems which the book raises are difficult and

call for a more adequate explanation than that which

E
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the traditional view adopts. At first it was to the

section which comprises the ' mashals ' in ch. 2^" and

to the ode in ch. 3 that objection was taken, and,

with the exception of de Goeje's theory as to the

structure of the book in 1861, some thirty years

elapsed since von Gumpach first published his

studies on Habakkuk before any really critical view

was advanced by way of solution for the difficulties

which suggested themselves in chs. i and 2^^. It is

with the latter that we are now more immediately

concerned ; and we propose to review briefly in the

following pages some of the various views which

have been put forward with regard to them. In

view of this we might follow step by step the course

which criticism has taken, and review chronologically

the different theories that have been held ; but it

would seem on the whole better simply to attempt

to classify them according to what will be seen to

constitute respectively their chief feature or method

of treatment.

A propostd We may, accordingly, classify the different pro-

ofthe main posals that have been made, under five heads, which

'^theorfe d "^^^ ^^ designated respectively as: (i) the ' two-

vanctd. oracle ' theory, (2) the ' fragmentary ' or ' composite'

theory, (3) the ' re-constructive ' theory, (4) the ' re-

dactional' theory, and lastly (5) the ' interpretative
'

theory, or the theory which rests essentially on a

difference of interpretation. It is no doubt true that

the views which are set forth under these different
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heads will be seen to have much in common with

each other, and, therefore, a different arrangement

might be adopted from that which is made here ; but

the present classification will, it is hoped, be seen

to rest upon what would appear in each case to

be the main distinguishing feature of the several

views.

I. The ' Tivo-oracle ' thco)y.—According to this v<ni Gumpac,

theory either the book as a whole or more especially "" ' °'-'''

the section, chs. 1-2'*, is really composed, not of one

connected oracle, but of two distinct oracles which

by a later editor have been given the form of one

prophecy. This view is in fact the oldest one which

criticism has put forward. It was the one advanced

by von Gumpach in i860 and also in the following

year by his critic, de Goeje. These writers both

treated the book of Habakkuk as a whole and

regarded it as the combination of two distinct

prophecies. In 1854 von Gumpach had expressed

the view that Habakkuk's first prophecy referred not

to a Chaldean but to a Scythian invasion,^ and this

view he further developed in his commentar}- in i860.

He based it on the agreement - between the passage

in i*^'^^ and Jeremiah's description of the ' Foe

* The writer considered that Q^'nba in i* had been wrongly

punctuated, and that the word was originally pronounced DHtJ'D

i.(. 'like the Demons' or 'Demon-like,' which he regarded as an

epithet of the Scythians.

- Cf. esp. 4'^ 5'^' '•'. 6^.
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from the North ' in chs. 4-6/ and concluded that

the book of Habakkuk really comprised two oracles.

The first oracle, which announced the invasion

of the Scythians, contained i^'^^* (vv. ^^"^^ not

genuine) ;
2^

"^
3^*^' ^'^

; while the second oracle which

refers to Judah's deliverance, was understood to

comprise 3^- - ;
2^-<^ (vv. '^"i*' ^'^ not genuine), 3^''

;

^is, 8-14, 18, w yiig view, as we have said, found no

support among scholars, and even if the supposed

reference to the Scythians was possible, his recon-

struction of the text does not produce really two

consistent oracles, and is, moreover, quite arbitrary.

The same may be said, though perhaps to a less

degree, of the view expressed by de Goeje in 1861.

This scholar, while leaving it an open question as to

who the foe is that is announced by the prophet,agreed

nevertheless with von Gumpach's division into two

prophecies:—the first prophecy = i^-* ;
2^"^; P'^^

;

^lo, 17. and the second prophecy = 3^; i^-i^ ;
2-*"20

(vv. ^244
j-jqi- genuine and text corrupt); 3^"' !''• s".

18. 10^ The reconstruction is better than that of von

Gumpach but not less arbitrary, and in either case

it would be difficult to conceive how such a confusion

in the present text arose. Both these views are in fact

only of interest as showing the first critical attempts

in connection with the study of this prophecy.

The first real exponent of what we term the

' These chapters in Jeremiah in all probability referred originally

to the Scythians.
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'two-oracle' theory^ was Giesebrecht. In \^go Ginebncht.

in his Beitrdge sur Jesaiakritik (p. iQ/f.) Giese-

brecht expressed the view that the passage i°'^^ is

really an oracle complete in itself, which is out of

place in its present context, and refers to a time

anterior to the events implied in i-'^ He started from

the view, which had already been expressed by Well-

hausen in 1873, that the ' wicked ' and the ' righteous
'

mentioned in i* are naturally identical with the

'wicked' and 'righteous' referred to in i^^; in the

latter verse the ' wicked ' are clearly the Chaldeans
;

and therefore it was argued i- * must be understood

to refer not to social wrongs within the state but to

the violence which Judah was suffering at the hands

of the same foe. In this case i"'^^ are clearly out of

place, for there the Chaldeans are but announced

while in the rest of the chapter their tyranny and

violence are spoken of as having already continued

for some time. Accordingly Giesebrecht was led to

infer that Habakkuk's original oracle was simply

J
1-4. 1-2 17. 2i-s, - which probably dated from the time

of the exile, and to which v'^^ may have been added

by the prophet as an introduction, its original place

being before i^ A similar view was expressed b)-

Wellhausen in 1892 (cf. Kl. Proph. pp. 161, 162), Wellhaustn,

, 1 XT 1 • I • , T^ t n 1 N<ru'ack and
and by Nowack \w his commentar)' 'Kl. Proph. peake.

• In what follows the term is only intended to refer to chs. I and 2

and not to ch. 3.

^ Giesebrecht would reject apparently 2''^'.
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p. 269}, and has been more recently advocated by

Peake {Problem of Suffering in the Old Testament,

p. 5 and p. 169).^ Wellhausen and Nowack, how-

ever, would regard the original oracle as pre-exilic

and not, like Giesebrecht, as dating from the time

of the exile. This solution of the difficulties raised

by I-" may be commended for its simplicity,

and has the further merit of bringing the opening

verses into immediate connection with what forms

the real subject of the oracle, namely, the violence

and tyranny which the Chaldeans are exercising.

But it is doubtful whether it can really be claimed

as a satisfactory solution of the problem, though it

must be admitted that of all the views which have

hitherto been advanced, it would certainly appear to

be the most satisfactory.^ In the first place this view

would not only reduce the original oracle to a very

meagre dimension, but it would reduce it in part to

what one might almost call a tautology. Thus in i^

^ Compare also Ilalevy {Revue S^mitique 1906) who adopts Giese-

brecht's rearrangement of the text ; and Staerk {Das assyrische Welt-

reich im Urteil der Propheteu), who disconnects i';" and refers it to the

Scythians (about 630 n.c.
) ; the rest of the prophecy is directed, he

thinks, against the Assyrians.

" It is not perhaps directly subversive of this explanation that one

of the chief arguments on which it is based, namely, the identification

of yyn in I* and in i'-' may ultimately depend on what proves to be an

erroneous punctuation in the Massoretic text ; for, if—as would appear

to be not unlikely (cf. pp. i6iff.)
— 'wickedness' (Vt^'")) rather than

' wicked ' (VKO) is the correct reading in I*, the prophet might still be

intending that 'wickedness' which the foe, alluded to in i'\ -.vas

perpetrating. Still it must be admitted that the force of the above

argument would be somewhat lessened if this reading is correct.
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the prophet already raises the question of Jehovah's

attitude to evil and wrong, and complains of his

apparent indifference, but on the above interpretation

he does so again in all but the next verse. There

is no doubt a slight difference—especially if D^nx in

v. ^ is read for D''2n—in the way in which the question

is addressed/ and also it is no doubt true that, as

this is the main point in his plea, he would

naturally be expected to emphasise it
;
yet there is

a difference between repeating practically the same

thing in all but successive verses, and having

recourse a/^i:y an inter-cal to the same thought in

order to reiterate it and emphasise it afresh. The

former is tautological and weak, the latter natural

and emphatic. And, secondly, the statement that

Jehovah has appointed the oppressor for judgment

(i^2*») is somewhat intrusive. It is true, no doubt,

that the prophet, as he reflected on the wrong and

violence which were being perpetrated and thought

of what Jehovah was, might feel assured that the

oppressor had been appointed for judgment and

that his nation would survive it, but this feeling of

assurance is not such as would be directly suggested

either by i--* or by what follows in i^^. The clause

is not prepared for, and, moreover, it would break

the immediate connection which this view -postulates

^ In 1" the prophet asks why Jehovah should allow him to behold

evil, while in l'" the question is why Jehovah Himself should behold

evil.

-According to this interpretation, in i^^ the emphasis is under-
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between i^-* and i'^. Nowack has recognised this

and would accordingly regard i^^'' as a later

addition. But this is arbitrary.^ And, lastly, it

would be a little difficult, on the supposition that

the above view is correct, to account for the present

position of i''" unless it be supposed that the

arrangement is purely accidental, but even then

the further difficulty is suggested as to why this

independent oracle should have been brought into

connection with the original oracle at all. It is

scarcely adequate to say that the author of i^-*-
i^ff

inserted it as an introduction, because there is

no obvious reason why he should have done so,

seeing that his readers would be quite familiar with

the oppressor at whose wrongs and violence he was

indignant. It would be better in that case to regard

it as the insertion of a much later time ; this, how-

ever, does not readily commend itself, as the passage

—in spite of what Giesebrecht says—does not give

the impression that it is an oracle complete in

itself It is rather incomplete and fragmentary in

character and would therefore perhaps scarcel)-

be selected as a fitting introduction to another

stood to be on the lioUne^s of Jehovah— ' Art Thou not Israel's Holy

One from of old '—rather than on Jehovah's unchangeable attitude to

Israel, cf. Nowack, also Marti.

^ On the other hand the clause is not only fully prepared for but is quite

natural if we suppose that at least part of i"'" had actually preceded

i''^ ; and, as we have already seen, there is nothing in these verses

which would suggest that the present arrangement of the text is at

fault, at least so far as the connection of i*""-" and l'-"^ is concerned.
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oracle.^ For these reasons Giesebrecht's view cannot,

in the opinion of the present writer, be deemed

satisfactory. It has been rejected by Davidson and

Driver, though on different grounds.

II. The 'Fragmentary' or 'Composite' theory.—
Under this term those views are intended to be

included, which would regard chs. i and 2 as a

combination of several distinct utterances. The

book is not thought of as forming a literary unit, but

as possessing a fragmentary character. The two

best known exponents of this view are \V. B. Stevnnou.

Stevenson and Marti. Both these scholars, however,

work on independent lines, and they differ for the

most part in their view as to the component parts of

these chapters.

In the Expositor for 1902 the former scholar made

a new suggestion as to the contents and structure of

chs. I and 2. He started with Giesebrecht's proposal

to connect i-'^ with i^-^, but, unlike the latter scholar,

admitted that only v. ^- and v. ^^ bear a close relation

to vv. -"*
; the rest of the section, viz. vv. ^^"^',

is a

continuation, not of v. ^^, but of vv. -''^^r As thus

reconstructed, the chapter forms two distinct

prophecies ; i-\ ^-^^, referring to the state of societ}'

towards the end of the seventh century ; and i^^^- ^^^',

' It may, of course, have come into the hands of the editors as a

mere isolated fragment for which they sought to find some fitting

place in the prophetic writings. This, however, is not probable.

- In i" nb'y 'S t° t)e read for nb'Vn in agreement with the 3rd

persons of section i^'" : so also Rothstein and Nowack.
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being a delineation of the Chaldeans and their

conquests. The present position of vv. ^^ ^"'^ ^^

is ingeniously explained as due to their having

fallen out on to the margin, and as having been

subsequently replaced at the wrong point in the

text. Ch. 2, in the opinion of the same writer, is

similarly constructed. It, too, is composed of two

distinct oracles. While fully admitting that 2-"^ have

a close affinity with i-"*, ^-"^'^ yet, as 'it is difficult to

account for the separation if this was the original

sequence,' he would conjecture 2^ to be editorial and
2-23(4) |-Q i^g Qj- |-j^g nature of a preface, possibly an

introduction tow. ^'^ which comprise the first main

division of 2^'^^ and which predict either the

overthrow of the Assyrian or the Chaldean. The

remaining verses of ch. 2 (with the exception of

redactional additions, viz. vv. '^' ^^' ^^"-^) form a

second and distinct oracle, referring to the same

condition of things as is implied in ch. i'-'* and pro-

bably belonging to the same date. On this view

then chs. i and 2 will comprise not one but four

distinct oracles, which for the most part belong to

different dates, though they are to be regarded as the

work of one author. This solution for the problem of

chs. I and 2, it must be admitted, is not very satis-

factory ; and there are several difficulties which are

immediately suggested, (i) Though it is quite true,

as the writer points out, that the literary writings of

the prophets are composed of a scries oforacles which
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have been handed down for the most part without

any logical order or coherency, yet the purpose for

which each oracle has been uttered or written is as a

rule quite intelligible. This, however, can hardly be

said to be the case, if the section i^*- ^-^^ is taken

as a distinct oracle. In fact it cannot be regarded as

an oracle at all. It would be a mere complaint which

does not lead up to any announcement on the part of

the prophet, nor would it be eas}- to see why indeed it

should have been committed to writing at all. The

same may be said of i^"^\ for is it probable that the

prophet should have left on record an announce-

ment of the rise of the Chaldeans without pointing

out the purpose which Jehovah had with them ? No
doubt this objection would be modified to some

extent if i^ (reading Dn:i3 for M.T. D'1J3; was re-

tained, but this verse Stevenson is inclined to regard

as an editorial addition. (2) i^-^ would constitute a

real difficulty ; for, unless the clause be excised, there

would be nothing to which the suffixes could refer
;

they cannot refer to the ' wicked ' (v. '), for, on the

above view, these are not the heathen but the

Judeans. (3) The excision of 2^ as an editorial

insertion is a violent measure. Nor is there any

indication in the text that 2'-'^^ were ever intended

to be regarded as two distinct oracles ; if indeed

certain of the ' woes ' are felt to be inconsistent with

the character of the ' woe ' in vv. ^"^, it would seem

to be far better to regard them as later additions
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similar to vv. ^2- ^•*' ^^-'^, than to attempt to form

them into a separate oracle and regard them as being

by the same author as vv. ^^. This proposal,

therefore, can hardly be said to commend itself, and

so far as the present writer is aware, it has not met

the acceptance of any scholar.

Marti. A somewhat similar view of the structure of chs. i

and 2 has been put forward by Marti in his com-

mentary on the minor prophets {^Dns Dodekapropheton

,

1904). In this scholar's opinion chs. i and 2 are

composed of three distinct sections—(i) a Psalm:
j2-4, 12a, 13, 2i-4^ jn whicli the psalmist complains of the

sufferings of the righteous at the hands of the wicked

and receives the Divine assurance that judgment

will not long be delayed. (2) A Prophecy : i'''^^'
^*"

announcing the rise of the Chaldeans. (3) A series

of ' woes '
:

2'''"^^ directed against the insatiable con-

duct of the Chaldeans ; the section is not by the

same author as (2) but was uttered at a late period,

when the Chaldeans had already exercised their

power for a considerable time. Marti would regard

J
510, i4ff as the only genuine work of Habakkuk,

while the psalm in i-*'
^^a. 13 ^nd 2^* and ' the woes

'

in 2^"^^ are respectively post-exilic and exilic pro-

ductions, i^^'
^-''' ^" and 2-° are to be regarded as

slosses added at the time of the redaction of the

book ; and the present arrangement of the text is

ingeniously explained by the supposition that, while

sections (2) and (3) were connected at the end of the
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exile, the psalm (i) was added at a still later time

—

when ' man die alten Prophetenschriften anfing als

Prophezeiungen der Ereignisse der letzten Zeiten zu

betrachten und mit grosster Spannung den Eintritt

des jungsten Tages erwartete '

^—on the margin of

the manuscript and then carelessly inserted into the

text by a scribe. This view of the structure of the

book is more consistent (cf. the connection of

J
2-4, 12a, 13 ^^.ji-h

2^-^ and the omission of i^-'') than the

one we have just noticed, but it can hardly be said to

be more satisfactory. If, as Marti and other scholars

surmise, we should follow the LXX. in reading

DHjn in i^ the prophecy P'^*'-
^^'^^ may quite well be

addressed to the faithless in Judah, but then we miss

after v.^ any explicit reference to them; nor would

the prophet, on this view, show—at least explicitly

—

how the coming judgment would affect them. It is

of course possible that they may be included in the

general terms of vv. '*'''', still this would be some-

what surprising, as the prophet usually in such a

description refers expHcitl)- to the interests and

welfare of his own nation. Moreover the excisions

which this view involves for ch. i are arbitrary and

violent ; and the dislocation postulated for the psalm

j2-4. i2:i, 13, 2I
1 is^ as Driver points out,- too improbable.

Neither of these views, then, can be regarded as

satisfactory, and though the latter of the two is, as

we have said, preferable, yet it is improbable that it

^ Dodekaproph. p. 330. - Cent. Bib. p. 59.
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will ever gain the same support, which the views of

either Giesebrecht or Budde have acquired.

In this connection mention must be made also of the

Nicolardot. view of Nicolardot, the latest contributor to the Book

of Habakkuk (^La Composition du Livre d'Habacuc,

Paris, 1908). Nicolardot believes the book to be com-

posed of four originally distinct pieces : namely two

psalms : i-^' ^^' 2* and 3 ; and two prophecies—the

one announcing the Chaldeans, i^"^^" i^^- ^^, the other

containing the ' woes ' in 2^". The oldest piece is

1 5 10. 14, 17 (about 604 B.C.) ; while 2^'^^ dates about

550 B.C. and is the only portion written by Habakkuk.

The psalms were composed somewhere between the

fifth and third centuries. This view, though ably

argued, can scarcely be said to possess any advantage

ov'er the ones just considered, and it would be inter-

esting to know the history of the preservation of

J
510. 14, 17 and indeed of 2^^^ before the work of

redaction began.

///. The ' Re-cotistructive ' Theory.—We apply this

designation especially to the theory which Budde of

Marburg has put forward as to the structure of chs.

I and 2 ; for, while maintaining for the most part the

literary unity of these chapters, he has nevertheless

so re-constructed them as to place upon them quite

a different interpretation from that which they are

Budde. generally understood to bear. In 1893 Budde in the

TJieologische Studien und Kritiken (pp. 383-393)

expressed the view that the prophecy really speaks
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not of one but of two foreign peoples. The violence

and wrong to which the prophet refers in i-* are

those of a hostile people ; but this people is to be

vanquished in turn by another people (cf. 2*). This

stronger people is the Chaldean, the other the

Assyrian. On the basis of this Budde proceeded

to reconstruct the present text ; i^" are out of place
;

their real position is after 2-"* and before 2^ (for

p\n-''3 e)Xl, PK3 DQN1 is to be read with Bredenkamp,

and in i^"^^ for the imperfects consecutive, the

simple imperfects) while i^-" are to be regarded

as the proper continuation of i--^. The present dis-

location of the passage which announced the rise of

the Chaldeans arose in exilic or post-exilic times. It

was seen that events had really falsified the hope

which the prophecy held out ; for the Chaldeans

could hardly be regarded as instrumental in saving

Israel ; they were rather the latter's oppressors.

Accordingl)' ' the prophec)' was so transformed as to

be capable of being interpreted by the fall of the

Chaldeans' {Encyc. Bib. col. 1926). In 1895 Budde

defended his view against Rothstein in an article in

the Expositor, and has more recently advocated it

afresh in the Encyclopddia Biblica, and less fully in his

Geschichte der althebrdischen Litteratur (1906). That

this theory of the structure of chs. i and 2 is both

able and ingenious must be freely admitted ; it has

been accepted unconditionall}' by Cornill {Einleitiing^ , Comili.

p. 218 f), by Sellin {Eiii/eifioig in das Alte Testai)ient, StlUn.
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p. lOO) and also, though with some hesitation, by

-•/. Smith. G. A. Smith, who makes the alternative suggestion

that the oppressors may be the Egyptians {The Book

of the Tivelve Prophets, vol. ii. pp. 119 ff.).^ It will,

therefore, be necessary to review at some length the

arguments which are advanced in its support. It

is argued (i) that if the prophecy were directed

against the Chaldeans, we should have expected to

find Cyrus or the Medes mentioned by name as the

instrument of Jehovah's justice or 'at the very least

the announcement made that a warlike people should

appear, even if no name were given.' - Now it is

true that a prophet not infrequently in announcing

the fall either of his own or some other nation refers

to the instrument by which that fall is to be effected,

compare for instance (among the examples quoted by

Budde) Is. 13^" where it is the Medes whom it is said

Jehovah will raise up against the Chaldeans, or again

Is. 21- where we have both Elam and the Medes

mentioned as the adversaries of the same power.

And it is also true that, because the fate of a

nation was usually determined by the power of

another people, a prophet was naturally led to con-

clude that the same would happen in a case where,

in predicting the coming fail of some power or other,

'Ills adopted also l)y F. T. Kelly
(
'J^ie Slrophic stniclurc ofHabakktik,

AJSL. xviii. p. 94 ff.) ; and compare Kent {Sermons, Epistles and
Apocalypses of Isfaers Prophets, p. 221), who, like Budde, transfers

|5ii iQ 2* but thinks l'-^' "''' follows on i" and precedes 2^
- Encyc. Bib. col. 1922, 3.
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it was not clear by whom that fall would be effected.

This is almost certainly the case in Is. lo'' where, in

his prediction of the fall of Assyria, the prophet does

not give the name of the people by whom the over-

throw is to be accomplished, but simply states that

it will be brought about ' by a profane nation.' ^

But it would be pressing the point in question too

far to say that such a specification must necessan'Iv

be expected. If these chapters, as it is usually

thought, date from the early years of the Chaldean

movement, it is quite obvious that the prophet would

have no certain knowledge as to how its progress

would be checked and its power crippled. He could

not possibly have thought of any one nation ; he

might have thought—as Isaiah thought in the case

of Assyria—that it would be effected by some future

people,'- But in reality such details were to him

quite a secondary matter ; what he wanted to convey

to his readers was not how or by whom the Chaldeans

were to fall but the assurance that the proud atti-

tude, which the Chaldeans were adopting, was fatal

to their existence, and that, however much the

righteous might dread their power, events would

show (though the future was quite obscure) that

' At any rate the absence of any description of ' this profane people
'

viould seem to show that at the time when the prophet wrote he had

no special nation in view but was really making his statement in

accordance with what events had invariably proved to be the case.

- This, however, is not certain, for from 2" we might possibly infer

that he hinted at an alliance of the nations.
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faithful adherence to Jehovah was hi reality the

pledge of their own national safety. Budde's argu-

ment, therefore, hardly does justice to the prophet's

main contention, and in reality amounts to nothing.

It is urged (2) that the picture of the oppressor in

i^*" and 2^ does not suit the Chaldeans but does suit

the Assyrians. The writer says, ' Not all at once,

but by numerous separate efforts spread over three

centuries, not merely by force of arms, but (as the

angling metaphor suggests) by policy and craft were

so many petty principalities . . . swept into the

hands of these robbers ' (cf Is. 10^"^^'^^^). The Chal-

dean, on the other hand, far from being the unrest-

ing, persistent, grasping amasser of wealth, was

' simply the smiling heir.' ^ That the above description

is a true estimate of the Assyrian victories no one

will be disposed to dispute ; and it may be fully ad-

mitted, further, that the picture in i^'*"—at least at

one period in the history of Assyria—would be very

suitable to that power. But when Budde speaks of

the Chaldean as 'simply the smiling heir,' he is

assuming more than he has historical evidence for
;

in fact what evidence there is at hand would directly

point against such an assumption. It is probable

that some time before the fall of the Assyrian

Empire the Syrian states had practically gained

their independence ; at least this was so far the case

that Egypt, just before the final attack on Nineveh,

' EiiQ'c. Bib. col. 1923. The italics are the present writer's.
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had succeeded in establishing itself in Syria. And
when at last the Chaldeans inherited as their spoil

the country to the south and west of the Tigris, their

claim had to be made good. Egypt disputed it on

Syrian soil and, though they were decisively de-

feated at Carchemish, yet we are not thereby to con-

clude that the Syrian and Palestinian states directly

acknowledged the Chaldean sovereignty. W'c do

not know the exact course events took, but we do

know that Judah did not submit until Nebuchad-

rezzar ' came up,' and it is reasonable to infer that

there would be many of the states in Syria and

Palestine that would show similar opposition, even

though, as is probable, the}- were easily brought

under the rule of the new power. But does the

description in i^*" give the impression that the

conquest of the peoples was effected not with ease

but by long-sustained endeavour, not ' all at once

'

but by ' numerous separate efforts spread over three

centuries ' ? To this question there is but one answer

that the present writer can return, and that a nega-

tive one. When in v. ^^^ the prophet speaks of the

' wicked as swallowing up those that are more right-

eous than themselves,' and then, again, in vv, ^*"

compares men to fishes which are ' zcholly taken up

'

and ' swept along with the drag ' and ' gathered,' it

seems difficult to resist the impression that (as against

Budde) both the rapidity and ease of the conqueror

are intended to be emphasised in these verses. The
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angling metaphor in i^^^ as Budde suggests, may in-

deed denote the crafty policy of the conqueror, yet

it is quite as probable to suppose that it is intended

here to convey the more general idea of the all-sweep-

ing way in which the subjugation of the different

peoples was effected. The description in vv. ^2'' ",

then, so far from being inapplicable to the Chaldeans,

would admirably suit the ease and swiftness with

which they apparently succeeded in establishing

their supremacy over the Syrian and Palestinian

communities. But Budde objects (3) that 'even if

the Chaldean ascendency did come to partake of the

character described, Judah at all events had no time

allowed her to experience it.' Between 602 [the

year in which Budde places Jehoiakim's rebellion]

and 597 B.C. ' the prophecy [indeed] might conceivably

have been directed against the Chaldeans,' but then

' this short interval is hardly long enough to account

for such a picture as we have in i^^'^.'^ The objec-

tion, it will be noticed, involves two suppositions.

It supposes (i) that Judah has actually experienced

the oppression of which the prophet speaks, and (2)

that such a description is hardly possible before the

siege of Jerusalem in 597 B.C. But the first supposition

is only a supposition and Budde has yet to prove

that the prophecy speaks of any oppression of Judah.

On the contrary we have seen reason for believing

that the reverse is the case, and that the prophet

' Eiuyc. Bib. col. 1923.
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is simply alluding to the oppression of the peoples

(cf. esp. V. ^^'' where, in the phrase i:c?D pnv, a refer-

ence to Judah seems purposely excluded by the

addition of iddd, cf p. 17). While the second sup-

position that the description is hardly possible of the

Chaldean before 597 B.C. presupposes a knowledge of

the period for which there is not only no evidence but

which does not seem probable in the light of what

information there is at hand. For if what we have

said above is true with regard to the submission of

the Syrian and Palestinian states, this in itself would

be surel)' quite sufficient to account not only for the

prophet's picture of the Chaldean in i^^^ but for that

in i^^^ as well.^ Again it is difficult to see how any

satisfactor\- argument (4) can be based on the fact

that ' the strong personification of the enemy in the

image of the fisher' would be 'very appropriate in

the case of the Assyrian, who are always designated

by the singular Assur,' but would ' not fit in with the

plural Kasdim nearly so well.' - For if in vv. ''^^

the prophet refers to the Chaldean throughout in the

singular, why should he not have continued to do so

in vv. ^*".? Especially as the image of the fisher, as

' Budde further remarks that ' within these years {i.e. 602-597) a

prophecy of the fall of the Chaldean power would certainly have been

most premature.' But as we have seen this is to mistake the prophet's

purpose. All that he wishes to emphasise is that the character of the

conqueror will sooner or later mean his fall, without definitely specify-

ing how or by whom that fall will be brought about.

- Encyc. Bib. col. 1923, 4.
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we have seen, may just as suitably be employed

with reference to the Chaldean as to the Assyrian.

Lastly it is argued (5) that the series of ' woes ' in

2617 (vv. ^2""' ^^'2° are to be regarded as later addi-

tions) favour an application to the Assyrian rather

than to the Chaldean. But, as Davidson remarks,

* there is little in them that favours one application

more than another ' ;
^ and the same writer points

out that the charge of * spoiling ' all nations (vv. ^'^)

is also made by the author of Is. 14 (cf. vv. ^' ^^' ^^)
;

while that of contemptuous humiliation of conquered

nations is—he rightly urges—one that might be

directed against any conqueror (cf. Jer. 51^). The

reference, too, to the violence done to Lebanon

(cf. 2^^) may be paralleled from Is. 14^ and,

when we remember that it is not unlikely that the

Chaldean army made their headquarters at Riblah

not long after the battle of Carchemish,^ the circum-

stances implied in v.
^'' would receive a natural

setting. The charge made in vv. ^'^^ may not

be quite so clear ; but even if it is to be under-

stood more or less literally (which, however, is not

probable, comp. above on ch. 2), then it must

not be left unnoticed that the inscriptions testify

largely to Nebuchadrezzar's building operations, to

the fortifications, palaces and temples reared by

' Camb. Bib. p. 54.

- Cf. 2 K. Z'-^- '^^'- where at a later time at any rale Nebuchadrezzar

is said to have had his headquarters. Cuuip. p. 49 note.
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him.^ The charges made, therefore, in this section

(vv. ^^'^) would hardly be determinative.

The above arguments, then, which Budde adduces

in favour of his interpretation of chs. i and 2, will

be seen, on a close consideration, scarcely to carry

conviction ; and there is a tendency at times rather

to overlook the fact that our knowledge of the

history of the years preceding the investment of

Jerusalem is really very meagre ; it is probable that

much, which otherwise suggests a difficulty, would,

on fuller light, become quite natural. There are,

moreover, one or two considerations which argue

strongly against Budde's views of these chapters. He

refers, as we have seen, i-"^'
^-•^'' to Assyrian op-

pression, but would it be possible to speak of Assyria

as really aggressive in the middle of Josiah's reign ?
-

What we know of the history of Assyria at this

period would certainly seem far from supporting such

a statement. Towards the end of the reign of Ashur-

banipal (who died in 625) Assyria was overrun by

the Scythians, and since that time revolt succeeded

revolt, which shook the empire to its very founda-

tions ; its resources were considerably weakened, and

^ Comp. Goodspeed, A History of the Babylonians and Assyrians,

pp. 342 ff.

- Budde would interpret ' Torah 'in i^ as referring to the Deutero-

nomic code, and would accordingly place the date of the oracle after

621 but before Josiah's death in 609. The ' righteousness claimed in

V. 4 and V. 13,' he says, ' is the will for good produced by this law, the

promulgation of which was accompanied by such high hopes.' Perhaps

615 or earlier would be the approximate date, cf. Encyc. Bib. col. 1924.
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its decline rapid. In view of this it is scarcely con-

ceivable that Assyria could have any real hold on its

dependent states ; and in the records of Josiah's

reign there is not the slightest hint that the nation

was at that time oppressed by the Assyrian power.

Moreover the fact that Josiah was able to set in

movement the plan of Reformation, and even extend

it beyond the confines of Judah, would strongly

suggest that the country was not trammelled by

foreign oppression. This is a serious objection to

Budde's view, and, as Peake remarks,^ it is to be

regretted that he does not deal directly with it in his

later articles in the Eficyclopcsdia Biblica and the

Gesdiichte der althebrdischcn Litterat7ir. And, further,

the description in i^-^* creates the impression that

the writer is describing the Chaldeans as he

then knew them rather than drawing a somewhat

imaginary picture of that people based on his

knowledge of the Scythian hordes.- But in this

case the fortunes of the Chaldean in 615 B.C. ^ would

hardly be known to the prophet, nor is it prob-

able that he would have an}- clear insight into

the part which they were destined to play in

the history of the following decades. The way in

which the nation is described in these verses is

most naturally explained on the view that the}'

» The Probleri of Suffering in Old Teslament, p. 158,

- Comp. Eucyc, Bib. col. 1926.

' Budde's approximate date of the prophecy.
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were written at the earliest after the battle of

Carchemish in 605 B.c.^

Under the term ' Re-constructive ' may also be men-

tioned the proposal of van Hoonacker, one of the latest

writers on Habakkuk, In his commentary on the

Twelve Minor Prophets {Lcs douze petits Prophetcs,

Paris, i9o8),this commentator has made the suggestion

that i^'^^ are out of place in their present context and

should precede i-^; r-"^,ofwhichi^-"^''are a continuation,

are then to be understood as the prophet's complaint in

view of the announcement in P"^^, to which Jehovah

replies in 2^'^ For this arrangement Hoonacker finds lloonackir.

support in the clause lyiD^ ;nn mv '•3
(2-'v which is to be

rendered, 'for there \s yet a vision for a fixed time'

;

and he points out that this implies that some pre-

vious vision had already been given. This previous

vision, accordingly, can only be that which refers

to the Chaldean invasion, viz. i^-^K i^^** (ma n Dirsi

ini'Ki') will, however, no longer represent the original

text ; in its present form it is a corruption of ^'^?N?

^nan D'iJ'N = ' I will address my complaint to my God,'

and introduces the prophet's expostulation in !-*•

1217- -pi^g suggestion has the merit of bringing i'-*

into close connection with i^-'^", and of referring

them to the same circumstances as are implied in the

' It may be added that, since his first article in St. K'rit., Budde
thinks that the Assyrian is referred to by name in l'^ ; he would read

IVJ'X for Dti'S- ' Then shall disappear like the wind, and pass away,

Asshur who hath made his strength his God,' of. Expositor for 1S95 and

Encyc. Bib. col. 1924.
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latter passage, but otherwise it will hardly,it is thought,

meet with approval. For, among other reasons, it is at

least doubtful whether, as Hoonacker would urge, the

proposed rendering in 2^ does in reality give the sense

intended by the prophet. If the prophet had meant

that Jehovah had still another vision to give, it is al-

most certain he would have expressed himself differ-

ently, and not in the ambiguous way which this view

would imply, especially as in 2^ it would have been so

easy for him to have written some such phrase as ' and

Jehovah again answered and said
'

; while, in spite

of what might be urged to the contrary, the emphasis

in 2^"^ '""' ^ on the certainty of the vision's realisa-

tion is most naturally prepared for, not by a state-

ment that * there is yet a vision for a fixed time

'

(with emphasis alone on ' yet '), but by a statement

that the realisation of the vision, which is about to

be given, lies still in the future (with emphasis both

on niy and on nVIO^, the lyiio^ re-affirming what is

implied by ^1y). Moreover, to suppose that in i-"^,

^-" the prophet immediately raises a complaint in

view of the announcement which he has just made

of the impending Chaldean invasion is hardly

probable. In fact such a procedure on the part

of the prophet would be without parallel in Old

Testament prophecy. A prophet in making a

pronouncement in Jehovah's name^ does not

' Hoonacker would suppose that at the beginning of l^ there stood

originally the formula :
' Thus saith Jehovah.' Comp. Petits Prophctes,

p. 458.
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dissociate himself from the message he gives and

expostulate with Jehovah for what He has predicted,

but, on the contrary, speaks as His representative

and seeks to interpret and justify that pronounce-

ment in the light of the circumstances in which he

lives. Nor does, it may be added, the fact that the

proposed solution rests in part on a conjectural text

(unsupported by the versions) tend to command

confidence.

IV. The 'Redactionar Theory.— In the year follow-

ing that in which Budde first published his view

there appeared in the same magazine an article by

Rothstein of Halle. The purpose of the article was

to show that Hab. i and 2 had reached their present

form through a somewhat considerable redactional Rothstem.

process. Starting from the fact that i-'* show a

close similarity to the circumstances of Jeremiah's

age and are accordingly to be referred to the

opposition between the righteous and ungodly in

Judah, and accepting the further conclusion that

the Chaldeans are to be the instrument in effecting

the divine punishment, Rothstein found a difficulty

to this sequence in thought at i^^ ' The TN at the

beginning of [this verse] transports us to a later

time than that in which we find ourselves in the

preceding section.' The storm of judgment, which

was threatened, has passed, and the Chaldean has

exceeded his work as the instrument of Divine

wrath. Verses i^-'' and i^^" show that this has
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already happened or is at least in process of execu-

tion. In view of this and * through a series of

observ^ations on the text as well as through not a few

analogies elsewhere in the Old Testament ' the writer

was led ' to explain the strange form of the prophecy

as due to the fact that an older prophecy had

been worked over by a later hand, and its purpose

transposed.' Instead of being simply directed

against the godlessness prevalent within Judah, the

older prophecy was so expanded as to become a

prophecy against Babylon. On the basis of this

conclusion, as well as on the further supposition that

the redactor depended on older prophetical writings,

especially those of Isaiah, for his material, Rothstein

attributed to the work of redaction—the present

position of i^'^"^, which he thinks originally came

after 2^
; i^* (comparing Is. 51-^ and 29^) ; i" (com-

paring Is. 21^ and 10^"); i^-^ (a re-echo of Is. lo*'-'^);

ii;-ib,ic,i7. 2^'^(cf. Is. 5"); 2^'^(cf. Is. 14*); 28; 210'"'

('-I 'V nivp) ;
2^2-14 (^cf. V. 12 with Mic. 3^^" ; v. ^^ with

Is. 1 1^*")
;

2^^'^'' (both verses partially redactional) ; 2^^

;

2^^ The original and older oracle would then com-

prise :
i2-^.i2a,i3. 2i''^; jGio^ ji^ (reading nby^i), i-"*

;

2r,b.7
.
2^11 (except '-I 'y nivp) ;

215.16 (partially) ;
2^^'^^.

This view of the prophecy has been worked out

on consistent and definite principles, and shows a

keen insight into the literary writings of the time.

But it will no doubt be felt that it is too elaborate,

and the redactional process, through which it pre-
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supposes these chapters to have passed, too extensive

in character to command for it much probability.

For it is intrinsically improbable that any editor

would have re-edited an older oracle so minutel}-,

and transformed it so thoroughly, as Rothstein would

suppose ; it would be in realit}- to attribute to him

all the acuteness and insight of the modern critic.

The editor of Old Testament times, on the contrary,

contented himself with making some slight changes

or additions rather than set himself to transform an

earlier prophecy in any complete and drastic way.

Moreover the connection which this view postulates

for the different sections of the older oracle is, in one

or two places at least, very unlikely. Neither the

connection of 2^'' with i*"', in spite of a manifestl)-

corrupt text, nor that of i^-"' with 2^'' can be pro-

nounced satisfactory ; in both cases the transition is

abrupt. But, while the above view has so far met

with no acceptance, its merits should not be over-

looked. Rothstein would seem—at least to the pre-

sent writer—to work on right lines, when he seeks to

explain the difficulties, which these chapters present,

as due to redaction, although the wa)- in which he

has applied this view can scarcely be deemed satis-

factory. And also he has done good service in show-

ing the affinity which these chapters bear to the

writings of Isaiah,^ though in this case too he would

^ In some of the above cases, however, it must be admitted that the

resemblance is somewhat superticial. .
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appear to go wrong in attributing it to the redactor

rather than to the prophet himself.

V. Lastly, we may consider those theories, ad-

vanced in recent years, which, while regarding the

book of Habakkuk as forming more or less a literary

unit, nevertheless place upon it quite a different in-

terpretation from that which it is ordinarily under-

stood to possess. This section will comprise the

views of Lauterburg, Happel, Betteridge, Peiser and

Duhm. Of the theories which these scholars respec-

tively advocate, that of Prof Betteridge will claim first

consideration, not only because it is the most probable

of them, but because it represents a definite attempt

to arrive at a consistent view of the book as it stands,

ivithout any serious alteration in the text. In the

Americati Journal of Theology for October 1903 Prof.

Betteridge. Betteridge expressed the vierw that the prevalency of

oppression and strife, of which the prophet complains

in i^"*, and the tyranny, which is seen to be exercised

over other nations as well (i^^"), are due neither

in the one case to social disorder nor in the other to

the Chaldeans, but both to the presence of the

Assyrian. The Chaldeans are not the subject

or the occasion of the prophecy ; they are simply

the instrument in Jehovah's hand for punishing

the oppressor {i.e. Assj-ria). In this Betteridge

agrees with Budde, but disagrees with the latter,

in that he would see no need for the transposition

of !'" to the end of 2'^. ' To make the description,'
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the writer says, ' culminate in the glorification of

any human power is to distort the picture and mis-

interpret the religious philosophy of the prophet.

His prediction ... is based upon his concep-

tion of the justice and righteousness of Jehovah

. . . the human agency is not ignored but given

a subordinate place . . . and is introduced early

so that it may not detract from the force of the

conception of Jehovah's justice and power with which

the prophecy culminates.' A different date is also

advocated. Whereas Budde would place the

composition of the prophecy about 615 B.C.,

Betteridge thinks that the conditions best suit the

invasion of Sennacherib in 701 B.C., and points out

that it was just at this period that the Chaldeans

were more prominent than at any later time till they

came forward at the fall of Assyria. Merodach

Baladan had held the Babylonian throne from 720 to

709 B.C., when he was defeated by Sargon ; but he

again came to the front under Sennacherib, probably

inducing other dependencies to join his rebellion.

The revolt was quelled ; and Sennacherib then turned

his attention to Palestine and succeeded in besieging

Hezekiah at Jerusalem ; but he had to raise the

siege, perhaps as Betteridge suggests, owing to

another uprising on the part of Merodach

Baladan. This latter suggestion would necessitate a

second expedition by Sennacherib into Judah, but it

is a view which is held by eminent scholars, and may
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be correct. At any rate it is to the time of the siege

of Jerusalem that Betteridge would refer the book of

Habakkuk, and the author would be, therefore, a con-

temporary of Isaiah, perhaps the associate and pupil

of the latter prophet. This date has a distinct

advantage over Budde's, in that it places the

prophecy actually when the Assyrians were known

to be oppressing Judah and the other States. But,

otherwise, it is doubtful whether the suggested

interpretation is really an improvement on that of

Budde. For (i) it is not obvious why the prediction

of Assyria's fall should be definitely associated with

a revolt on the part of Merodach Baladan in 701 B.C.

The revolt may no doubt have been an extensive

one, but there does not seem to be any reason why

the prophet should have predicted from this the fall

of the Assyrian empire, especially as Merodach

Baladan had already before revolted and had already

failed. Moreover (2) if this were the case, it is

remarkable that Isaiah is silent ; it is true he

predicts the fall of Assyria, but he never directly

attributes it to the Chaldean ; and, on the occasion in

question, all that he would seem to have predicted is

that Sennacherib would ' hear a rumour,' cf. Is. 37^

(3) The description in i^"^*^ suggests the approach of

an 'enemy towards Judah, or at any rate towards

the region in which the prophet lived rather than a

description of an invasion by Assyria, cf. esp. v.
^

' they come from afar ' and v.
"^

' all of them come for
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violence. And lastly (4) the present position of i^"^^

on this view would tend to spoil the symmetry of the

chapter and interrupt the prophet's address. We
should certainly in this case, with Budde, have

expected these verses to have followed at the end of

2*, or to have at least been brought into connection

with the answer given in the latter passage. It is

not sufficient to say that it is introduced early that it

may not detract from ' the force of the conception of

Jehovah's justice and power with which the prophecy

culminates,' especially if (as Betteridge supposes) ch.

3 is to be regarded as an integral part of the book.

Moreover, in 1^^^ the rise of the Chaldean is directly

attributed to Jehovah, so that, quite apart from ch. 3,

the force of the remark would not be at all obvious.

That the Assyrians are the oppressor spoken of in

these chapters is also the opinion of F. E. Peiser, Pciser.

who, in the same year, published a monograph in

the Mttteiluugen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft.

Noticing a similarity' between certain passages in the

book of Habakkuk and the Assyrian literature, Peiser

came to the conclusion that the author must have

been intimate with that literature, and had studied it

in its own language. And, as there was nothing in

these chapters which would point definitel}- to the fact

that the author lived in Jerusalem, he made the further

inference that he was really a resident in Nineveh.

Support for this inference is found in 31'^^ where

the LXX. render the difficult words my ay^ nii>yij

G
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by TOii ava^rjvai etV \aov TrapoiKia^ jj-ov, reading

apparently niJ» uvh, ' against the people of my
sojourning,' for M.T. iJir uvh- The author sees

oppression threatening the people among whom he

dwells as a stranger. This people must be different

from those whom Jehovah, according to 3^^ went

forth to help. They cannot be, therefore, the people

of Jerusalem but those of another city, who had been

once ^ attacked by the Chaldeans and were now in

danger of being conquered. This would point to

Nineveh shortly before its conquest by the Medes.

Peiser thinks the author was probably a Jewish

prince,- and sees a reference to him in ' the anointed

'

of 3^2. He would also suppose that the 'right'

spoken of in i* is his claim to the throne of

Judah. The prophecy is not earlier than 609 B.C.,

and was perhaps occasioned by the news of Josiah's

death.

With the exception of the parallels from Assyrian

literature, it will be seen that Peiser bases his view

almost entirely on evidence derived from ch. 3, this

^ This would perhaps be in 625 when the Medes, probably in

alliance with the Chaldeans, made an attack in which the Median

chief fell.

'^ He had probably in his youth been taken as a hostage on one of

the occasions of the rebellions, and may have been a son or grandson

of Manasseh. The ' house of the wicked ' in 3" must be Assyria ; and

the chief or 'head ' Peiser conjectures to be Madyas, the leader of the

Scythians, who endeavoured to bring relief to Nineveh on the advance

of the Medes. Madyas was the son of Hartatua and grandson of

Esarhaddon.
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chapter being allowed to determine the interpretation

of chs. I and 2. This is the reverse of the method

which criticism has hitherto adopted ; and it is a

precarious procedure, for it is, at the least, doubtful

whether chs. i and 2 originally stood in connection

with ch. 3 ; and it is a still more precarious procedure

to construct practically the whole of a solution on a

LXX. rendering of an admittedly corrupt text, especi-

ally when that reading is not accepted by the majority

of scholars. But other objections may be urged : (i)

it is not probable that a Scythian leader (cf footnote,

p. 98) would be described as ' head of the Assyrian

house,' even though he was connected with the latter.

It might be otherwise if he had actually commanded

the Assyrian forces, but he did not ; he simply led

the Scythians when they endeavoured to bring relief

to the city. (2) It is not likely that the author would

have simply regarded the Chaldeans as the people

who would effect the fall of Assyria. We should

have expected at least a reference to the Medes.

This might be excusable on the part of a writer who

lived at some distance from the scene of activity, but

not in the case of one who actually resided at

Nineveh. (3) If the author is ' the anointed,' the

people in 3^" will nahirally be those who, like him, are

prisoners in Nineveh ; but so far as we know there

never occurred any actual deportation from Judah to

Assyria, such as the term ' thy people ' (on this view)

would imply. (4) The extreme correction of the
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present text (cf. op. cit. pp. 27 ff.), which Peiser advo-

cates, will hardly command confidence ; especially as

the writer does not scruple to cut out, as glosses, clauses

which are adverse to his own theory.^ And, lastly,

(5) Peiser does not specify exactly the way in which

he would understand the connection between the

sections in ch. i. One thing, however, is certain,

his view (cf. esp. i'' and i^'^^) would not solve the

critical problem which this chapter raises.

The theory, then, though ingenious, is for the

above reasons quite improbable ;
while the Assyrian

parallels, which he adduces, may, as Peiser himself

would appear to admit (cf. op. cit. p. 10), be capable

of a different explanation.

So far the different theories that we have con-

sidered have not differed very widely as to the period

in which the prophecy is to be placed. They have

suggested either the Assyrian or the Chaldean periods,

the later monarchical or exilic times. But now we

turn to two views which would suppose the book of

Habakkuk to be entirely a late post-exilic work. In

Happel. 1900 Dr. Otto Happel expressed the view that the

Habakkuk prophecy does not really refer to the

Chaldeans ; but that this people is only typical for

the enem)' who is to rise up at the time of the

messianic age. The oracle is not primaril\- historical.

' Yox instance in i^ which Peiser reads p^lVH flS "^TiaD V:;'") *3

hTi'^i'O nV3^ DQC'01 the reference to Tota/i is dismissed ; for its

insertion would be opposed to the particular meaning assigned to

DDt^'O. v'^- "fih* ^° ^^^ throne.
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but eschatological. One of the principal arguments

in support of this view is that, while the victims of

the oppressor are called ' the righteous ' {i.e. the

people identical with the prophet), in i^* they are

called ' men ' and in i^^ ' the peoples.' On the other

hand, in 2^ the ' Chaldeans ' are identified with ' the

peoples,' as they are there spoken of as 'gathering

to themselves ' all the peoples ; but in 2^ they are

again differentiated. Thus * all the peoples ' are

found on both sides.^ This representation is to be

explained by the eschatological picture which repre-

sents a powerful enemy rising up at the time of the

messianic age and seducing all the nations into war

against the righteous {i.e. Israel). But on the fall of

this seducing enem}', all the nations turn and join

themselves to the latter people.- The historical back-

ground of the prophecy is to be found in post-exilic

times, for (i) the nation is called 'righteous ' i.e. free

from idolatry, etc., which could not be predicated of

Judah in pre-exilic times, not even in Josiah's reign
;

and (2) 2^^ is a quotation from Jer. 51^^; and (3) in

i^ we have, the writer thinks, the remark of a glossator

who evidently understood the enemy to have come

from the west. This latter statement would indicate

the Greek period ; and in fact. Dr. Happel believes

that the circumstances of the book best suit the

beginning of the Syrian oppression, i.e. the reign of

^ Cf. Das Buck dei Prophetm Habcuktik, p. 3.

- For the picture the writer compares Is. 14*"^, Rev. 20'*^,
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Antiochus IV. cir. 170 B.c.^ This view of the book of

Habakkuk,it is thought, will scarcely commend itself, in

spite of the somewhat lengthy and detailed treatment

which Dr. Happel has bestowed upon it. For there

is nothing in the book which would definitely suggest

an eschatological interpretation. The reference to

' the end ' and ' the appointed time ' (ch. 2)—terms

which, it is true, are familiar in apocalyptic pictures

—

as well as the theophany in ch. 3, which might

possibly suggest such an interpretation, are capable

of quite a different, and indeed simpler, explanation
;

while the argument that the nations are represented

first on the side of ' the Chaldeans ' and then on

the side of the ' righteous ' rests, it would seem, on

a mistaken view of i^^ (lJ»D pnv) ; for there 'the

righteous ' are not Israel but ' those who have more

right on their side than the oppressor.' But even if

this were not the case, 2^ would not by any means

necessarily imply the interpretation which the writer

would place on the phrases ' collect ' and ' gather.'

The arguments also, which are adduced for a post-

exilic date of the book, are equally indicisive. The

' Happel interprets chs. i and 2 as follows :— l'-"*, the prophet

laments the oppression which he sees in the spirit ; i''" gives God's

answer, the oppressor will certainly come but will finally fall (on i"

cf. p. 31) ; i^-^', the prophet expresses his confidence ; but still fear

outweighs and he cannot yet fully enter into God's plan. In 2^*^, after

waiting God's answer, he is bidden to bring to public notice the answer

given in l"* " ; trust will be the righteous' means of deliverance ; to

this is added as a further ground for comfort that punishment will soon

befall the oppressor.
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title ' righteous ' cannot simply be regarded as a post-

exilic term. ' The claim to righteousness is really a

claim to be worshippers of the true God' (Davidson),

and as such could be made in pre-exilic times ; nor

does the term necessarily imply that the nation as a

whole was free from idolatry, for there was always a

portion of the people who were at least conscious that

they were faithful followers of Jehovah, even though

the rest had lapsed into apostasy, and it would be easy

for any of the former, while speaking in the name of the

nation, instinctiveh- to speak of Israel as ' righteous.'

The quotation (2^^), to which Dr. Happel refers, may
be neither original here nor in Jer. 51^^ but proverbial

(cf.p. 38n.); while to rest an argument on an admittedly

corrupt text (i^) is, at the least, precarious. The

interpretation, moreover, which this view necessitates

for chs. I and 2 (cf. footnote, p. 102) is very artificial.

A still more extravagant view of the book has

been advocated by Bernard Duhm {Das Buck Dukm.

Habakuk, 1906). According to Duhm the book is

composed of six poems, viz. i-* ; i^'^^; 1^-'^; 2^'3
;

24a, 5-12. 13b. 17, 1.^, 16 ^nd s^^^. Thcse poems are closely

connected with each other and treat of the same

subject. They do not, however, refer to the Chal-

deans ; the reading onb'sn in i*^ has been inserted or

corrected by the editor or scribes. In support of this

it is urged that there is nothing in the whole of the

book which compels us to think of that people, while

there are several considerations which directly forbid
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it. Thus it is argued:—(i) That the people must

have appeared quite unexpectedly on the stage of

history, for though the prophet says much about them,

he is nevertheless filled with alarm and astonishment,

cf. i^. But in the seventh century the Chaldeans were

a people which had been for a long time known to

the Jews, nor could it be a matter of surprise that it

divided the Assyrian heritage with the Medes. (2)

That the people are ' fierce ' and ' terrifying
'

; but this

is not the description of the Chaldean which is found

in Jeremiah, Baruch, Ezekiel. Only after the fall of

Jerusalem and the deportation of the people were

they judged cruel, cf. Is. 14*" Ps. 137, but no one

could speak of them in this way about 604 B.C. The

people are, further, said to be quick ; but the Chal-

deans were very slow, (3) That the conqueror is

represented as excessively wicked, but one who had

experienced the Assyrian yoke and also Judah's sub-

mission could not cir. 604 B.C. have spoken of the

Chaldeans as ' wicked,' especially when they set about

clearing Palestine of the Egyptians. And (4) that

the conqueror marched on his expedition from west

to east ; but the Chaldeans from east to west. On
the ground of these and other minor ^ arguments

Duhm would suppose that not Dnb'3 but D^na or

D''^nD, i.e. the Macedonians of the time of Alexander

the Great, is the original reading. The latter people

' Comp. Biuh Hah. p. 5. But the objections stated rest solely on a

particular interpretation.
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marched from the west eastward, and would, it is

urged, suit the above description. The period,

accordingly, to which the poems most probably refer,

will be the years 334-331 B.C., i^'^^ being understood to

relate not to what is future but to what is present and

past. Duhm is not the first scholar who has elimin-

ated the reading D^nbon, Lauterburg [Theol. ZeitscJi. LaiUtrburg

aus der Schiveiz, 1896)^ had already proposed its

excision on the basis of the reading of the LXX.
MS.A. and referred i^^^ to the Persians, assigning the

oracle to the later exilic period. But both in case of

this latter supposition and that of Duhm the dis-

missal of Dnb'3 is an extreme measure ; and it is not

easy to see an)- real reason wh)-, if ' Kittim ' had been

original, the word should have been changed into ' the

Chaldeans.' The above arguments, moreover, which

Duhm adduces in support of his view are far from

convincing, nor does the somewhat dogmatic way in

which they are set forth tend to inspire confidence.

In the first place is it so clear that the Chaldeans

would not have caused the alarm and astonishment

to which 1^ apparently alludes ? It is true that the

Chaldeans had for a long time been known to the

Jews and that in 607 or 606 B.C. it must have become

evident that Assyria would ultimately fall before the

combined forces of the Medes and Chaldeans ; but it

is quite a different matter whether JudaJi had for any

^ For a criticism of Lauterburg's view comp. Nicolardot, Cotnposi'

Hon dit Livre Hab. p. 45 ff. ; and Marti, p. 338 f.
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length of time anticipated that the Chaldeans would

actually coerce the Syrian and Palestinian states into

submission. The battle of Carchemish was no doubt

seen to be inevitable, because the Egyptians had

assumed a threatening attitude, but we cannot with

confidence assert that Judah ever thought its position

would be endangered by the Chaldean power, especi-

ally as in the past the latter had shown a friendly

attitude towards the Syrian states rather than the

reverse. In any case it is not necessary to suppose

that the alarm, of which the prophet speaks, was

due to a new people having appeared on the

stage of history, for it might equally be due to a

well-known people having assumed a different role.

Secondly, the argument that the character which is

attributed to the Chaldeans in i*^'^ is not borne out

by the description in Jeremiah (Baruch) or Ezekiel

would seem to be contradicted by Jer. 4-6, Ez.

20^'^ 21 and 7, cf also 26"", which, if they do not

literally speak of them as ' fierce ' and * terrifying,'

nevertheless, certainly imply it ; nor would the

information we have of the events of the years 605-

597 B.C. warrant the inference that their movements

were slow. The third argument, to which we have

referred above, may stand good only if what Duhm
says represents the whole truth of the situation ; but

a consideration of the period would tend to show that

it does not. The Chaldeans did not merely content

themselves with driving out the Egyptians, they
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sought to bring the Syrian and Palestinian states into

submission, including Judah ; and though the absence

of any detailed record concerning the Chaldean

movement for these early years forbids us to dogma-

tize, yet the strong attitude adopted against them in

this book would certainly not appear inconsistent with

such information as we have at hand. The further

suggestion that the enemy referred to came from the

west rests on a conjectural rendering of the text ; and

it is not at all clear that it was the writer's intention to

state the direction from which the conqueror marched

(cf Notes on Heb. Text, p. 175). The late date, more-

over, which this view would presuppose is not pro-

bable ; for we should hardl)- expect to meet with the

language of an Isaiah at so late a period,^ Nor is

the literary structure advocated natural and clear.

Our criticism of the main theories, which have been

put forward in view of the difficulties which the first

two chapters of Habakkuk suggest, is now concluded
;

and though there would not seem to be any particular

view which we can pronounce quite satisfactory and

which—with the exception of those of Giesebrecht and

Budde—has gained so far, it will be seen, any weighty

support, yet it is not from this to be concluded that

the above proposals have not severally contributed

something towards a more thorough knowledge of

the book. We notice, on the one hand, the tendency

' The same is true of Happel's view.
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to bring into close connection sections i^* and i^-",

treating them both as prrt of the one and the same

plea, as well as the tendency to understand not i^"

but 2"^ as introducing Jehovah's answer ; and, on the

other hand, the general desire to maintain section

1^-11 as an integral part of the prophecy. Less

general but not less important, also, is the suggestion

to regard at least part of i^^" as closely connected

with i'^"^^ What is required is some explanation

which will embrace these different elements of truth

without at the same time either postulating any con-

siderable re-arrangement of the text or disturbing the

literary unity of the chapters. It is only when this

is done that we can hope for a satisfactory solution

of the problem.

§ 5. The Prayer of Habakkuk.

In the preceding pages no account has been taken

of the psalm, which is attributed to the prophet

Habakkuk, and which, according to the present

arrangement of the text, forms the conclusion of

his prophecy. The reason for this lies mainly in

the fact that the very character of the passage

—

ch. 3 being a poem and not a prophecy—marks

it off as something different from what has preceded;

and also in the fact that we have no right to assume a

priori that the psalm dates from the same period and

proceeds from the same hand as chapters i and 2.
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We have no right to assume it, because not only Method of

has criticism shown that the titles, which are found
"'^""'^*

attached to poetical passages, are no trustworthy

criterion as to their date and authorship, but it is a

canon of sound historical criticism that every passage

or section of a passage should be tested by such

means as we have at our disposal, before it may be

accepted or rejected. Moreover in the present case,

the poem cannot, even on the supposition that it

proceeds from the prophet's hand, be said to

determine the meaning and teaching of his message

or the circumstances of his age or the object of his

mission ; it may elucidate these questions ; it may
supplement them ; but it cannot be said in any

reliable way definitely to establish what they are.

The message itself, as contained in chs. i and 2 if

it is in any sense consistent and intelligible, must

have sufficientK' revealed this. It is the neglect of

the above principle of criticism and the tacit assump-

tion that tradition is right that have led many

—

chiefly earlier—scholars to formulate interpretations

which, even if they are possible, are nevertheless

strained and improbable. A sound criticism, on the

other hand, will require that the psalm should be

considered by itself and judged on its own merits
;

and then only may the further question be discussed

as to the relation it bears to the chapters that

precede. The method of inquiry will therefore be

clear. It will comprise (i) a consideration of the
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psalm itself—its contents, the aim of its writer and the

circumstances in which he lived
; (2) the question

of its relation to chs. i and 2 ; and, then, (3) if

it be found that the traditional view has to be

abandoned, the further question as to its integrity,

origin and date, and the probable reason for its

insertion in its present position.

(i) The psalm ; its contents ; the aim and circumstances

IVhieh it presupposes.

ConUnts. The psalm falls into three main divisions : v. -
;

vv. ^"^^ and vv. '^^'^^. It opens with a prayer.

The psalmist has heard of Jehovah's fame, which

awakens in him a feeling of awe ; but he prays

Jehovah to renew His work in the midst of years,

and in wrath to remember compassion (v. 2). The

prayer is followed by the description of a theophany.

God manifests Himself in the thunder-cloud which

the psalmist sees sweeping along from the south,

from the mountains of Edom and Paran. It bursts

over the land, bringing in its train pestilence and

plague. The tribes of the desert tremble in dismay.

Nature is stirred at its approach. The rivers and

sea are disturbed. The mountains quake. There

is no sun, no moon to be seen. Everything betokens

the storm of Jehovah's wrath. But it is not at

nature that Jehovah is angry ; it is at the nations.

In wrath He goes forth to deliver His people. He
smites off the head from the godless house, and
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treads down the warriors who had come forth as a

whirlwind to scatter them (vv. ^^^^). Here the

picture of the theophany ends ; and the psalmist

again expresses the feeling of awe which comes over

him at what he has heard, and concludes—not as in

v.- with a prayer that Jehovah would again manifest

His work, but with an expression of confidence in

Him. He will rest in the day of trouble, when the

people go up to attack ; for though the crops fail and

the flocks and herds diminish, yet in God will he

exult. Jehovah will prove his strength and will

cause him to tread upon the high places of the land

(vv. ^*^'^^). The text in places is uncertain and

corrupt ; and the psalm contains passages upon

which more than one interpretation have been placed.

It is therefore not always possible to say precisel)' situation

what the psalmist intended. The general meaning ""/''"''''

and drift of the psalm, however, are clear. It is a

time of national and material misfortune, and the

psalmist speaks in the name of the community (cf

vv. "' ^^) ; he looks back on the past, and pra)-s

that Jehovah will again, as He had done before,

intervene on their behalf He then describes a

theophany, which encourages him to rest in this

day of trouble ; and, in spite of the material mis-

fortune that has befallen them, he and his fellow

-

countr)men will joyfully trust in Jehovah, who will

again lead them to triumph and victory. This would

' On V. ", see Notes on Heb. Text, pp. 247 ff.
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appear, in broad outline, to be the situation which

the psalm presupposes. But, apart from smaller

matters of interpretation, there is one question which

it will be necessary to treat of in some detail, as it

directly bears on the significance of the psalm. It is

The Tkeo- (-j^g question as to the interpretation of the theo-
phany. ^ ^

phany in w. "^•'. Are we to suppose that the poet

is simply recalling some previous manifestation of

Jehovah on His nation's behalf, or is it the case, as

some think, that he is really picturing the coming

deliverance which he feels Jehovah is about to grant

them, though stating it in terms of what Jehovah has

done in the past, presumably at the time of the

Exodus? In other words, do vv. -'"^^ give the

answer to the psalmist's prayer? The question is

not one which can be easily answered, inasmuch as

there are not sufficient data at our disposal which

would indicate a definite solution ; in fact all that

can be done is to point out what would appear to be

the more natural conclusion. The latter of the

alternative views has been advocated both by earlier

as well as by more recent commentators.' It has

been argued that the theophany described in vv.
^'•''

forms really the answer to the prayer in v. '-. The

psalmist thinks of the work of deliverance which

Jehovah had effected long ago, and prays that He
will again manifest Himself on His nation's behalf.

In a moment there flashes upon him the vision of

* Compare e.g. Kirkpalrick, Doctrine of Prophets, pp. 281-290.
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Jehovah coming in the storm-cloud to execute judg-

ment on Israel's foes, and he vividly portrays it as

though it were an actually realised fact, and under

figures, it is said, which are borrowed from the

events of the Exodus.^ In this case the tenses,

which are for the most part past, will be understood

to refer to the future. In itself this explanation is

quite intelligible ; a poet may well have pictured

Jehovah interposing, on behalf of His people, and

have described it as a realised fact. Moreover, v. ^',

which speaks of the foe as ' coming out as a whirl-

wind to scatter me,' and the further description,

' their rejoicing was as to devour the poor secretly,'

would seem to suggest that the writer was portray-

ing a foe with which he himself was familiar. Yet

it is not quite clear that this interpretation was the

one which the writer intended. The tenses which,

as we have said, are for the most part perfects are

more naturall}- understood as descriptive of what has

passed ; while the expressions just referred to in

V. ^* may denote nothing more than a vividly con-

ceived experience of the past. Moreover, the prayer

in V. - becomes somewhat artificial, if we suppose that

the tiieophany that immediately follows is tiie ansu er

which the psalmist has received in the spirit to that

prayer ; in this case we should rather have expected

that prayer would have given place to praise, fear to

' It is generally thought that Jehovah's work at the time of the

E.xodus is referred to in the "p^Z of ^'-

H
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joy; and that, instead of supplicating Jehovah to renew

His work (v. -), he would have directly represented

Jehovah as coming to judgment and redemption.

Again, if the theophany is understood to refer

primarily to the future then we are almost certainly

compelled ^ to understand "Tiynt^ in v. ^^ differently

from TiyKDK' in v. -
; this is of course possible, but it

is more natural to suppose that ^nyDB' in v. ^^ takes

up again the ^DVOK' of v. - and to think that what the

psalmist has heard and prays Jehovah to renew is the

theophany which he describes in vv. ^"^l For these

reasons, then, it seems better to understand vv. -^"^^

as referring to what is past and to form the ' report

'

which the psalmist has heard. In this case it is

possible that he has in mind the great historical event

of the Exodus. Ps. yy^''^, which bears a strong

resemblance to vv. "'•"' and may be dependent on

them, has at any rate been so interpreted (cf. v. -'');

and the poetical description of the theophany in the

present passage would certainly lend itself to such an

' It has been thouglit that TlVOK' '" ^'- '" has no reference to the

preceding theophany (so Keil), in which case the objection raised

would not apply, but such an interpretation is far from natural. The
objection will also not apply in the case of those who think that the

ode throughout refers to the future world-judgment and that ' Thy
report ' and * Thy work ' refer either to the signs of this coming event

or else to what the psalmist has seen in vision (cf. Marti, Duhm).

But this view rests almost entirely on a prio)-i grounds. There is

nothing in the psalm which directly suggests such a reference, and,

moreover, Jehovah's manifestation is not primarily for judgment but

for deliverance (cf. v. '^).

- C(. Briggs, Psalms, vol. ii. p. 176—who thinks the verse in

question a later addition.
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interpretation. Moreover, the thought of Jehovah

as coming forth from Teman and Paran not un-

naturally recalls the events at Sinai. Still there is

nothing in vv. ^'^^ which would directly require such

a reference. And, though it is true that the memory
of the Exodus was always one which was prominent

in the mind of the Hebrew poet, yet it does not

necessarily follow that that event always coloured a

poet's descriptive pictures of deliverance. On the

contrary, the primary idea, according to which

Jehovah was conceived of as manifesting Himself,

seems to have been that of the storm-cloud
; and

considering the primitiveness of such a conception,

it is not unreasonable to think that not a few of the

details which wc find in these poetic descriptions are

traceable to this earl)' idea. It is this which in realit)-

colours the accounts of the Exodus. There would,

therefore, necessarily be much in common in these

descriptive theophanies, whether of the Exodus or

otherwise, and unless we have any explicit reference

to the circumstances of the Exodus, we have no right

to conclude that the thoughts of a psalmist directly

associate themselves with that event. In the present

passage, moreover, there are one or two features

which would point against such a reference—at

least any primar)- reference. Thus v. ^- speaks of

the peoples in tJie plural which would be somewhat

unexpected in a passage which is supposed to refer

primarily to the people of Egypt ;
while in v. ^•' the
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phrase, ' Thy anointed,' would seem to indicate the

time of the monarchy unless indeed we are to under-

stand by it, as some scholars hold, the nation Israel

;

this latter usage, however, though possible, is by no

means certain and has still to be proved. These

indications, slight as they are, taken in connection

with the fact that there is no direct reference to

Egypt, suggest at any rate that the passage is

capable of a different explanation from that which

has been usually advanced. And, as a matter of fact,

may we not suppose that the ode commemorates

either generally Israel's victories over its enemies

or, if it be thought that vv. ^^' ^^ indicate a particular

foe in question, some special occasion of victory ?

There is more than one occasion in the nation's

history which might suggest itself as a special

instance of Jehovah's intervention. Here, however,

the question must be left but we shall have occasion

to refer to it later, when we come to estimate finally

the nature and character of the psalm. For the

present all that need be said is that the view which

would regard vv. ^"^^ as essentially referring to the

past would seem to be the more natural one.^

There is one further point, which we should perhaps

notice before we pass on to consider the nature and
1 Yy 3 1.-.

^jjj^ then, form the report which the psalmist has heard,

the ' work ' which he would fain see repeated ' in the midst of years.'

In this case we might have expected that in vv. •'" the psalmist would
have directly addressed Jehovah, viz. ' Thou Jehovah didst come,' etc. ;

but the interpretation does not necessarily require it ; vv. '" may be

directly attached in thought to 'lyOB'.
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circumstances of the psalm ; it relates to the difficult interpntatitn

clause in v. ^^', which is usually rendered :
' that \°J^'

should rest in the day of trouble when it cometh up

against the people which invadeth us (so emend) in

troops.' A fuller discussion will be given in the notes

on the Hebrew text as to the proposed renderings of

these very difficult words. All that we intend to

refer to now is the interpretation which has been

placed on the words, ' the day of trouble.' It is not

uncommonly thought that ' the day of trouble ' refers

primarily to the theophany which has been described

in vv. •*'^^, ' the day of trouble ' being more exactly

either the world-judgment in which Jehovah will

execute judgment on the nations, or else the day

which is to witness Jehovah's judgment on Israel's

(present) foes ; and it is said that ' this manifestation

of the great God [would be] terrible even to Israel,

notwithstanding that the issue of it [would] be the

deliverance of the people of God, and the destruction

of their adversaries.' ^ But, on either interpretation,

such an explanation is ver^' doubtful. The language

of vv. ^"^^ does not lend itself readily to a representa-

tion of the judgment which Jehovah is thought of as

executing on the nations at the time of the Messianic

age ; the picture is quite different to such eschato-

logical pictures as we find in later literature ; nor is it

at all natural to speak of the day, which was to bring

Israel deliverance, directly as ' a day of trouble.'

^ Comp. Dav. Camb. Bib. p. 93.
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Zeph. 1 1^ has been adduced in support; but the two

passages are really distinct. There Jehovah's mani-

festation is spoken of naturally as a day of wrath and

as a day of trouble, because it will bring judgment on

Judah and not on itsfoes (cf Zeph. !*). Here through-

out the theophany there is not the slightest hint of

any coming judgment on Israel, while the purpose

of Jehovah's manifestation is solely for its deliverance.

In fact the present passage finds a close parallel in

Ps. i8 ( = 2 Sam. 22), where Israel's victories over its

enemies are pictured in the terms of a theophany.

The text in v. ^^'^ is no doubt corrupt, and, though it

is uncertain how it should be emended, there is some

reason (cf Notes on Heb. Text, pp. 251 ff.) for believing

that what is referred to is not the theophany which has

been described, but the time of trouble and wrath, to

which the psalmist alludes in v. 2, and which makes

him long for Jehovah's intervention.

We are now in a position to summarise the

inferences, which ma}' be drawn from the psalm itself,

Nature and as to its nature and circumstances. And we may

"f'thePmln!
''''^'^^' '^ that the psalm is national; the psalmist

speaks in the name of the nation or community

(cf vv. "• ^*). (2) That the psalmist is writing at a

time which would seem to indicate Jehovah's dis-

pleasure at His people, for they are being invaded

by a foe, or at least threatened with an invasion, while

the country is apparently suffering from some natural

calamity (cf vv. -' ^*^"^''). (3) That he has heard of
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Jehovah's fame and work in the time past, and prays

that He would again show mercy and manifest

Himself (cf. v. -). (4) That the theophan\- which is

described is most probably the report which he has

heard and the work which he asks Jehovah to

renew. And (5) it will follow from this that the

theophany pictures, not a universal world-wide

judgment, but Jehovah's intervention for the deliver-

ance of His people from their foe. (6) That the

description of the foe whose conquest the theophany

celebrates, is too general for one to say what

foe is intended, but the reference to ' Thy anointed
'

would seem to indicate the period of the monarchy

when some Davidic monarch was reigning. (7) That

as the theophany relates in all probability to what is

past, its details cannot be regarded as throwing light

on the circumstances of the time in which the psalmist

wrote, except perhaps in case of v. ^\ which may
possibly reflect the character of the nation's present

foe. (8) That the description of the theophau}- was

probably intended to serve a twofold purpose : (a)

to recall before Jehovah what He had done in the

past on Israel's behalf, and (b) to encourage and keep

alive within the nation the spirit of hope and trust in

Jehovah. Such are the inferences which we may
draw from the psalm itself as to its character and the

conditions under which it would seem to have been

written ; and though they may not be so specific as

one might desire, yet they will be seen to be helpful
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in enabling us to come to some conclusion as to the

relation of the psalm to chs. i and 2, which is the

next question to be considered.

(ii) The relation of chapter 3 to chapters i and 2.

Does ch.i coti- j|- j^^g already been remarked that earlier views have
7teci with ens. •'

I and 2? tacitly assumed the accuracy of tradition, and have

endeavoured to substantiate the connection of ch. 3

with chs. I and 2. Thus it has been urged that ^yDl^

' thy report ' in 3- is used in the sense of ' message ' or

' oracle ' and refers to the vision which the prophet

has received in 2*. But this is a more than doubtful

procedure, for y>DB' has nowhere else in the Old Testa-

ment this meaning and the genitive which follows

VDK' (when used in the passive sense) is always that of

the object and not subject ; moreover, as the oracle in

2'* has been described as a ' vision ' (prn), we should

naturally have expected the prophet to have used the

same term here.^ Or it has been argued, again, that

the motive of the prayer in 3^ is to hasten either the

deliverance implied by the oracle in 2*, which might,

it was feared, be long delayed,' or else the universal

rule of the messianic age, pictured it is said in 2^*,

and which is to be preceded by the manifesta-

tion of Jehovah in judgment."' But 2^ lends no

support to the thought that deliverance would be

' The parallel "Ipys would also strongly militate against the view

that yoCJ' is used in other than its ordinary sense.

'•* Comp. Kirkpatrick, Doctrine 0/ the Prophets, p. 281.

^ Comp. Orelli, Twelve Minor Prophets, p. 252.
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long delayed ; on the contrary it is implied that such

a deliverance would soon be effected and its delay is

only mentioned as a possibility. Nor can it be said

that chs. I and 2 give any indication of a future judg-

ment which is to befall either Israel or the nations.

On the contrary the advent of the Chaldean is already

the Divine judgment, and what 2^^ refers to is the

principle by which that judgment—and not some

later judgment— is to be sustained : while ' the know-

ledge of Jehovah's glory ' in 2^' (if genuine) simply

refers to the glory manifested in the overthrow of

the Chaldean. It will accordingly be seen from

these attempted explanations that ch. 3 can have

no very close literary connection with chs. i and 2
;

and recent writers, who hold the possibility that all

three chapters have been written b}' the same author,

for the most part refrain from connecting the psalm

directly with what has preceded, and only suggest that it

may have been composed under circumstances similar

to those of chs. i and 2. Now there are one or two Points of re-

features in ch. 3 which might be regarded as implying

a situation similar to that of chs. i and 2. For instance

the psalm was evidently written at a time of national

trouble, when the nation was at least threatened

with an invasion (cf vv. -> ^^) ; this would agree

quite well with the circumstances of chs. i and 2,

where, as we have seen, the Chaldeans were assum-

ing a threatening attitude towards Judah ; and we

might, accordingly, identify the foe alluded to in 3^*'
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with that people. Again, the theophany might con-

ceivably be regarded as descriptive of Jehovah's

coming judgment on the Chaldean (though this

would imply a different view of vv. ^"^^ from that

which has been advocated above), in which case the

terms of the theophany (cf esp. vv. ^•^' ^^) might be

understood to refer primarily to that power and the

allusion to ' Thy anointed ' in v. ^^ be regarded as

referring to the reigning Jewish monarch, or else

they might be understood more generally and as

only indirectly descriptive of the Chaldean and of

the judgment which Jehovah is about to execute

upon them. But these features at the most only

show that the psalm might possibly laid itself to

such a situation as chs. i and 2 imply, and they do

not indicate in any direct and explicit way that this

Points of was the actual situation implied. There are, how-
'

"'^^'
ever, several considerations which would tend to

create the impression that the origin of the psalm is

really distinct from that of chs. i and 2. (i) The

situation would appear to be different. Though in

both passages the nation seems to be threatened by

invasion, yet other features in the situation are dif-

ferent. In chs. I and 2 the prophet's thoughts centre

mainly, as we have seen, on the outrage which is

being committed against the peoples ; in ch. 3 not

only is there no reference made to this, but the

peoples are pictured in the theophany as those whom

Jehovah treads down in His wrath (cf v. ^-)—just
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the reverse of what the prophet desired to see.

Again, in ch. 3 the country is apparently suffering

from some natural calamity, whereas in chs. i and 2

no reference is made to this, and vice versa no refer-

ence is made in ch. 3 to the political discord and

confusion and to the fate of the ' Torah,' to which we

find allusion in i^ Moreover, 3- creates the im-

pression that the nation had for some considerable

time been subject to Divine wrath (cf. the phrases

'in the midst of years'^ and 'in wrath remember

mercy') from which the psalmist in the name of the

community prays that they may be soon delivered.

This would hardly agree with the circumstances of

chs. I and 2, according to which the nation had not

as yet apparently experienced the ho.stilit)- of the

Chaldean, nor could it be said at that time to have

been witnessing trouble for any considerable length

of time. (2) If, as we are disposed to think, vv. -''^^

allude to what is past, then it must be admitted that

the remembrance of Jehovah's past acts of mercy to

His people betrays rather the absence of prophetic

rev^elation ; but this would hardly be expected in

view of Jehovah's answer in 2^. (3) The aim of these

chapters is different. In chs. i and 2 the prophet's

main purpose is to call attention to the violence of

the Chaldean, and to predict the judgment that is

about to befall them ; whereas in ch. 3 the purpose

of the writer is apparently to keep alive within the

' CoHip. Notes on Hcb. Text, pp. 2l8 ff.
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community the spirit of hope and trust in Jehovah,

during a period of trouble, either by inspiring them

with the prospect of what Jehovah is about to do on

their behalf, or more probably, as we have seen, sim-

ply by recalling what He has done in the past. And,

lastly, (4) in chs. i and 2 the prophet is the speaker

;

whereas in ch. 3 the speaker is the nation. These

differences are on the whole considerable, and, though

it is possible no doubt in some measure to harmonize

them, yet when viewed impartially they do tend to

Conclusion, show that the psalm stood originally in no close con-

nection with the chapters that precede, and, accordingly,

make it improbable that Habakkuk is its author.

The fact that also musical directions and notes have

been added to the psalm must not be overlooked.

This has no analogy in the writings of the prophets,

and is certainly not what we should expect ; nor do we

find such additions in the poetical passages which occur

in the historical books. It rather confirms the impres-

sion, already received, that the psalm was no original

part of the book, and has in fact a different origin.

(iii) TJie origin, present position, integrity

andprobable date of tJic psalm.

Psalm prob- The analogy of the psalms v/ould lead us to infer that

fJl,nfewish t^^e ' Prayerof Habakkuk 'originally belonged to a song-

Songbook, book of the Jewish community ; the musical notes and

directions, which we find, are intended for its right per-

formance in public worship, and in reality can only have
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been added to serve that purpose. We may, accord-

ingly, conclude with much probability that it has

been excepted from one of the temple collections of

psalms, and transferred to its present position, partl\-,

no doubt, because it had been attributed to the

prophet in the original collection, and also partly

because a later editor wished to provide a some-

what more suitable conclusion for the book.

The date and occasion of the psalm are more

difficult to decide ; and it will be necessary first

to consider the question as to whether the psalm

may really not be composite. The phenomenon o{ aiuiprobably

composite psalms is not new, and recent criticism'"'"'''""''

would tend to show that it also is not rare. In

the present case it has been urged that vv.
^~'''^''

are not the genuine close of the psalm on the

ground (i) that the causal clause connects very

loosely with the preceding v. ^'\ It is difficult, it

is said, to see how the failure of crops can give a

reason for the prophet's alarm at the manifestation

of Jehovah in judgment on His people's foes. And

because (2) ' the verse does not suggest a condition

of scarcity and barrenness arising from a hostile

invasion of the land but rather one due to the

incidence of severe natural calamities' (Davidson;.

In view of the interpretation (cp. above) usually

placed on v. ^*''', these arguments would certainly

be weighty, but there are good reasons for discredit-

ing this interpretation (cp. above, and also Notes on
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the Hebrew Text, pp. 251 ff.), and for believing that

V.
'^^^ expresses not the psalmist's alarm at Jehovah's

manifestation, but his confidence and trust, his firm

resolve to rest upon Jehovah in the day of trouble
;

in this case v.
^^"^ will be closely associated with

vv. ^^' ^^ which are an expression of joyful con-

fidence in Jehovah. Accordingly it may quite well

be supposed that the psalmist, instead of simply

writing ' I will rest in the day of trouble ... for I

will exult in Jehovah,' etc., breaks off and inserts

after ' for ' a reference to the present failure of crops

due either to the effects of invasion or, perhaps more

probably, to natural calamities in order to emphasise

still more, by way of contrast, his present jo)'ful

confidence in Jehovah. If this view of v. ^'''', and its

connection with the remaining verses, be correct, then

there would appear to be no good reason for doubting

their genuineness ; moreover v. ^° would not give a

very suitable conclusion to the psalm, and it would be

difficult therefore to think that the psalm originally

ended there.^ But, though it would seem we have no

sufficient reason for doubting the genuineness of

vv.
'^'^''^'\

it is a little doubtful whether we are right

in regarding the present psalm as one original com-

position. It does not appear improbable that vv.

''•'' may have been originally an earlier ode or part

^ Some scholars, however, think that vv. '^ '•' are simply replacing

the original conclusion (cf. We. Dr.); others, again, think that v.
'"

only is an insertion (cf. Bu. OAS. ) ; but neither of these views would

appear to be necessary in view of what has been said above.
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of an earlier ode to which a later editor has added

V. - as an introduction and vv. ^^'^^ as a con-

clusion in order to make it more applicable to the

circumstances of his time and for use in public

worship. There are one or two reasons which would

go to indicate this. (i) The form in which the

present psalm is constructed. The two *nyo{^ in v.
-

and V. ^•' appear to mark off vv. •''•' as something

distinct and give the impression that they are the

framework in which these verses have been set. (2)

V. ^ follows somewhat abruptly after v. -. It is quite

possible, as we have already remarked, that the poet

may be graphically repeating the report as it reached

him, but this abruptness would receive a still more

natural explanation if vv. -^'^^ were actuall)' a quota-

tion of some earlier ode. And (3) while in point of

language there is nothing which would emphaticall)-

dissociate vv. - ^^"^^ from the rest of the psalm,' yet

V. ^^ is clearly dependent on Ps. iS'"- ^* and v.
'^

reminds one of many passages in the psalms (cf Ps.

9^". is'') 75^*^)- This would seem to betray less origin-

ality, and be just what we should expect if these verses

are really a later addition. These reasons, it must be

admitted, are not conclusive
;
yet, on the whole, they

would seem to suggest the view that vv. •''' ha\e

^ Compare, however, /V3, which in the sense of ' deliverance,'

' redemption ' represents a later usage, cf. Ps. 44- 77^-'
; fj^ (exilic and

post-exilic) ; the use of yilH (if Nif'al is to be read in v. -) with refer-

ence to Jehovah is also not earlier than exile.
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been taken up by a later writer, who has added intro-

ductory and concluding verses in order to make the

passage more applicable to the conditions and use of

his own age. Moreover, the way in which the poet

dwells on the past (' I have heard Thy report') not only

suggests that he would go on to mention what that

past is, cf. Pss. 44, yy, etc., but favours also the sup-

position that he may actually be quoting here some
The quesiion o\^Qx poem.^ In this case vv. ^'^^ may quite well be

a pre-exilic composition. There is nothing in them

which would definitely suggest a late date ; and it is

an exaggeration to say that the linguistic features are

such as to exclude the pre-exilic period.- There are,

moreover, one or two features which would strongly

indicate their pre-exilic origin. Thus the representa-

tion of Jehovah as coming forth from the south is an

early one ; in exilic and post-exilic times it is Jeru-

salem or the heavens which are regarded as Jehovah's

abode -^ ; this would indicate that at the time of their

' V. ^^Ij, which not unlikely reflects the character of the present

foe, may however have been substituted by the editor for the uriginal

in order to make the description of the theophany more suggestive in

view of the conditions of his own time.

'-' The only words which might jjossibly suggest a late date are JQ'H)

Ci'np. l'»t these are certainly not decisive
; JOTl besides Ob. 9 E/. 25''',

(ien. 36 (l*), occurs in Jer. 49'.''" and also .\m. i'- (but this passage is

doubtful); C'npi thus al)M)lutely, is found in Is.'- and Job, but in fotlry it

might well be used from the time of Isaiah, cf. I lab. i'- and the intensive

plural in IIos. 12'- While the use of rivX •" pre-e.\ilic literature

—

which has been quoted as a mark of late date (cf. Encyc. Bib, col.

1928)—is vouched for by Dt 33'''' ^"- On Tv^ll cf. Notts on Hebrexv

Text, p. 242.

' Com p. Dav. Camb. Fib. p. 84.
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composition the association ofJehovahwith theTemple

at Jerusalem had not }'et so familiarised itself in the

mind of the nation as to exchide the earlier and tradi-

tional view. The other feature is the use of "]n'C'D
;

this would naturally indicate the time of the monarchy.

It is true that it has been explained to mean ' the

nation Israel,' but this usage, as we have said, has

still to be proved : and, moreover, in the present case,

such a usage would be tautologous. For these

reasons, then, we are inclined to place their composi-

tion in the time of the monarchy—perhaps the later

monarchy, and the ode (vv. ^^'') may commemorate

generally the nation's victories or perhaps more pro-

bably some particular victor)' which was conceived of

as due to the special intervention of Jehovah on the

nation's behalf It is more difficult to fix the date

when the psalm received its present form. The

remembrance of the past in order to give encourage-

ment for the present suggests an exilic or post-exilic

date. It is a time of trouble, moreover, when the com-

munity is at least being threatened by the ravages of

some hostile people, and when, perhaps, some natural

calamity had befallen the land. We might think of the

Jewish community in the early post-exilic times when

it was liable to the attacks of the neighbouring peoples

(cf mr Dj;^ 'the peoplethat invadeth in troops'—which

might possibly suggest this) ; but it may be still later.

In fact, with the data at hand, it is impossible to affirm

definitely when the psalm received its present form.

I





TRANSLATION
WITH

BRIEF ANNOTATIONS



N.B.— The s?g7i <( y denotes that the word or

zuords ejiclosed represent either an entire

or partial emenilation of the Massoretic

Text.



§ I. The Superscription, i, i.

1. The divine sentence which Habakkuk the prophet

saw.

§ 2. The Prophet's Expostulation, i, 2-17.

The near approach of the Chaldean is causing

discord within Judah, with tJie result that the

Torah^ is being set aside, i, 2-4.

2. How long, Jehovah, do I call for help,

And Thou hearest not ?

I cry out unto Thee, Violence !

And Thou dost not save.

3. Wherefore dost Thou cause me to see trouble

and mischief,

Do <(!)> ^ look on <(spoliation)> ^ and violence?

Before me <((are) strife and contention^.^

4. Therefore Torah is numbed,

And right will never go forth
;

For <[wickedness)>'' surrounds the righteous,

Therefore right goeth forth crooked.

^ For an explanation of the term, cf. pp. 22 ff. ^ M.T. =2nd
pars. sing. ' M.T. 'and spoliation.' * M.T. as in R.V. 'And
there is strife, and contention riseth up.' The above rendering of

this verse rests on a different grouping of the words from that of M.T.
(cf. R.V.). ^ M.T. 'wicked,' pointing the consonants differently.

133
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The surprise which the Chaldean is causing

a^nong the peoples. 1,5.

5.<(The)> ^ peoples -(have seen and beheld^ .^

<(They tarry and are astonished)> ^
;

For a work <(is being done)> * in <(their^ ^ days

—

<They)> ^ would not believe were it told (them).^

A description of the Chaldean, i , 6- 1 1

.

6. For <[lo !^ ^ the Chaldeans,

That fierce and hasty nation,

That march on through the breadths of the land,

In order to possess dwelling-places not their

own

—

7. Terrible and fearful are they
;

From themselves <^proceed]> ^ their right and

dignity.

8.<Swifter]> ^^ than leopards are their horses,

And keener than evening wolves.

<(And their horsemen hasten from afar^ ^^

;

They fly like the vulture, hastening to devour.

9. All of them come for violence
;

"(Yea, they turn (themselves) everywhere)> ^^

And gather together captives like sand.

* M.T. 'among the.' - M.T. 'see ye and behold,' pointing

differently. * M.T. 'and astonish yourselves, be astonished.'

*M.T. ' one doth ' (cf. R.Vm.). ^^ M.T. 'your.' « M.T. 'you.'

' On the whole verse, comp. pp. 30 ff^.
* M.T. ' lo ! I am raising up.'

» 'Sl.'X.shig. 'proceeds.' '« M.T. 'and swifter.' " M.T. 'and

their horsemen spring about (not as EVV. 'spread themselves') and

their horsemen come from afar.' ^'^ M.T. very uncertain ; R.Vm,
' the eagerness (or assembling) of their faces is towards the east.'
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10. And they scoff at kings,

And potentates are sport to them
;

They laugh at every fortress,

And heap up earth and capture it.

1 1. Then they sweep on <as^ ^ wind,

And they pass by and <(lay waste)> ^

;

This (people)—their strength becomes their god.

The prophefs confidence m Jehovah, i, 12.

1 2. Art Thou not of old, O Jehovah ?

My God, my Holy One, we shall not die.

Jehovah, for judgment Thou hast set them
;

And, Rock, to correct Thou hast established

them.

The prophet's diffictilty. 1, 13-16.

13. Too pure in eyes to see evil.

And to look at mischief Thou canst not

—

Wherefore dost Thou look at treacherous men.

Art silent when the wicked swallow up those

more in the right than they ?

14. And Thou makest men like the fishes of the sea.

Like the creeping things that have no ruler
;

15. All of them they bring up with the hook,

They drag them in with their net,

And they gather them together with their drag-

net
;

Therefore they rejoice and exult.

^ M.T. without 'as.' ^ M.T. ' become guilty.'
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i6. Therefore they sacrifice to their net,

And burn incense to their drag-net;

For by them their portion is rich,

And their food fat.

The prophet's question, i, 17.

17. Will they <(for ever)> ^ draw^ their <(sword^,^

And continually <(slay^ * nations unsparingly?

§ 3. Jehovah's Answer. 2, 1-5.

The prophet awaits His answer. 2, i.

1. Upon my outlook will I stand,

And station myself on the rampart;

And I will watch to see what He will speak with

me,^

And what answer <^He)> ^ will return to my plea.

Tlie anszvcr. 2, 1-4.

2. And Jehovah answered me and said :

Write a vision and make (it) distinct upon tablets,

In order that he who reads it may run."

3. For yet is the vision for the appointed time
;

And it panteth for the end and will not fail
;

If it tarry, wait thou for it
;

For it will surely come, it will not delay.

' M.T. 'therefore.' '^ Lit. 'empty out' (cf. Ex. 15^).

» M.T. 'net.' * M.T. 'to slay.' • Lit. 'in me.'

* M.T. ' I.'
"

i.e. that one may read it readily.
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4. ' Behold <(swollen is their ^ soul^ - within them,'

And ' The righteous by their faithfulness shall

liv^e.'

TJie propJiet's comment. 2, 5.

5.<^They . . . and are not satiated^ ,^

And they are like Death and are not satisfied
;

They gather to themselves all nations,

And collect to themselves all peoples.

§ 4. A Taumt-Song, 2,6-17.

Tlie first part. The Chaldean s lust for conquest.

2, 6-8.

6. Shall not these,* all of them, take up against

them a taunt-song.

And a satire . , .?^ <(Saying)>,^"'

'Ah! he that multiplies what is not his own

—

how long?

—

And ladeth himself with pledges
;

' i.e. the Chaldeans. * M.T. 'swollen is (and) not even is

their soul.' ^ M.T. 'and furthermore- wine is a treacherous dealer,

a haughty man and does not abide (?)'—the text is clearly corrupt ;

the following words, 'who enlargcth his desire as Sheol,' are prob-

ably to be omitted as a gloss ; comp. Notes on the Heb. Text, p. 196.

* i.e. the peoples. ' Text uncertain ; M.T. '(even) pointed sayings

with reference to them.' ** M.T. 'and (each one) will say.'
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7. Shall not thy biters^ on a sudden rise up,

And thy shakers awake,

And thou shalt be for plunder to them ?

8. Because thou hast spoiled many nations

The whole remnant of peoples shall spoil thee,

On account of the murder of men and the out-

rage to earth.

To city, and all the inhabitants therein.'

The secondpart. Their selfishness and oppression.

2, 9-1 1.

9. ' Ah ! he that gains evil gain for his house,

To set on high his nest,

To be delivered from the hand of misfortune.

10. Thou hast counselled shame for thy house,

<^Thou hast cut off>- many nations,

And <^forfeited^^ thy soul.

1 1. For a stone from the wall shall cry out,

And a rafter from the woodwork shall answer

it.'

The thirdpart. '^ Their iinscrupulousness.

2, 12-14.

12. ' Ah ! he that builds a town by bloodshed,

And establishes a city in iniquity,

' Or ' thy debtors '; there is a play on the double sense of the word

nashak. Comp. Notes on Heb. Text, p. 200. - M.T. ' in cutting off'

—the emendation rests solely on a different pronunciation of the Heb.

word. ^ M.T. ' forfeiting,' pronouncing the Ileb. word differently.

* The authenticity of this section is doubtful ; cf. pp. 38 f.
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13. Are <(they)>^ not from Jehovah of Hosts

—

That "nations labour for fire

And peoples weary themselves for naught " ;

"

14. For "the earth shall be filled with the know-

ledge of the glory of Jehovah

Like the waters that cover the sea " ? '

'

Thefourth part. Their corttemptuotis trcatvient

of the vanquished. 2, 15-17.

15. 'Ah! he that giveth his neighbours to drink

<(from the goblet of his fury)>,*

And also maketh drunk,

In order to look upon their nakedness.

16. Thou art filled with shame rather than glory
;

Drink also thou and <(stagger)>.^

The cup of Jehovah's right hand shall come

round unto thee,

And -(disgrace shall . . . ]>*^ upon thy glor)-
;

17. For the outrage to Lebanon shall cover thee,

And the destruction of the beasts shall dismay

<thee> '
:

On account of the murder of men and the out-

rage to earth,

To city and all the inhabitants therein.'

' M.T. 'behold'—the emendation 'they' will be understood to

refer to the two following quotations. " Comp. Jer. 51*®.

^ Comp. Is. ii9. " M.T. 'pourest thy fury' (R.Vm.). « M.T.
'be regarded as uncircumcised.' ® M.T. 'disgrace'—the Heb.

word occurs only here, and is suspicious ; the emendation implies the

usual word for 'disgrace.' Comp. Notes on Heb. Text, pp. 210 f.

^ M.T. ' ihem ' (in which case we must render as R.V. ).
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§ 5. Woe to the Idolater! 2, 19, 18.^

19. Ah ! he that says to the wood, Awake !

Arouse thyself! to a dumb stone,

Shall it teach?—Behold it is encased in gold

and silver

;

And there is no breath at all within it.

18. What profits a graven image that its fashioner

has graven it,

A molten image and a teacher of falsehood,

That <(its fashioner^^ has trusted upon it,

To make dumb idols ?

§ 6. A Transitional Verse.^ 2, 20.

20. And Jehovah is in His holy Temple
;

Be silent before Him, all the earth !

§ 7. A Psalm.* 3.

TJie Title. 3, i.

I. The prayer of Habakkuk the prophet. With*

tune-change.^.^

' On these verses, comp. p. 39 ; they are probably not genuine.

* M.T. ' the fashioner of its form.' ^ An editorial addition ; cf.

pp. 39 f. * On the genuineness of this psalm, cf. pp. 120 flf. ' Lit.

'according to.' * The meaning of the Ilcb. word is doubtful ; for

the above rendering, comp. Notes on Hcb. Text, pp. 216 f.
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A prayer that Jehovah would again manifest His

power, as He had done in the past, on His

people's behalf, 3, 2.

2. Jehovah, I ^ have heard Thy report
;

^I have seen^,2 Jehovah, Thy work.^

In the midst of years <^make Thyself known)-,*

In wrath remember mercy.

A Thcophany. God is represented as appearing in

the storm-cloud in order to rescue His people and

anointed one. The theophany probably refers

to the past, and is the report zvliich the psalmist

his heard. 3, 3-15.

3. God from Teman came,

And the Holy One from mount Paran
;

His grandeur covered the heavens,

And the land was filled with His praise.

4. Rays of light were at His side^

And there'"' was the hiding-place of His power.

^ The community is the speaker. - M.T. 'I was afraid.'

^ M.T. adds 'in the midst of years revive it'; with this addition

2* would read: 'Jehovah, I have heard Thy report, I was afraid

(retaining M.T. ); Jehovah, Thy work—in the midst of years revive

it.' * M.T. 'make known.' * M.T. reads: 'And there was
brightness like the sun-light, rays of light were at His side'—but the

first clause is probably to be omitted as a gloss, comp. A^oUs on Hch.

Text, pp. 225 ff.). ® i.e. where the rays of light shoot forth. The
psalmist is picturing the rays of sunlight shooiing out from behind the

dark storm-cloud.
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5. Pestilence went before Him,

And fiery darts shot forth at His feet.

6. He stood and <(made^^ the earth -(to melt>,^

He looked and made the peoples start

;

And the eternal mountains were shattered,

The everlasting hills sank down.^

7. Under trouble I saw (?) ^ the tents of Cushan,

The curtains of the land of Midian trembled.

8.<(Wast Thou angry, Jehovah, at the rivers)> *?

Or against the sea was Thy wrath ?

That Thou didst ride upon Thy horses,

. . .^ Thy chariots in triumph.

9.<[Thou didst lay bare)>*^ Thy bow,

<The hills tottered) ^

;

<(Thou didst light up the highway),^

Into rivers <(was)>^ the land <(rent)'.^

10. The mountains saw Thee, they writhed

;

<(The clouds poured down)^^ water,

The deep lifted its voice,

<(The seas raised their>^^ hands.

1 M.T. 'measured.' ^ M.T. adds 'His were goings of old';

probably a marginal gloss, comp. Notes on Heb. Text, pp. 231 f.

3 Comp. Notes on Heb. Text, p. 232. •* M.T. 'was Jehovah

angry at the rivers? Or was Thy anger against the rivers?' ' Some
verb seems desiderated, answering to 'Thou didst ride.' * M.T.

'was laid bare' ('Thy bow' being subject; of. R.V.). " M.T.

'oaths tribes'—quite unintelligible. * M.T. 'a word. Selah '

—

quite unintelligible and corrupt.' ' M.T. 'Thou didst rend ' (taking

'land' as object). '" M.T. 'passed on the downpour of.' " M.T.

'on high it (i.e. the deep) lifted up (not the same as the word

rendered "raised" above; the word "lifted up" is conjectured to
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11. The sun withdrew,^

The moon stood still in <(her^2 dwelling,

At the light of Thy shafts as they sped,

At the brightness of Thy glittering spear.

12. In indignation Thou didst tread the land,

In anger Thou didst thresh the peoples.

13. Thou vventest forth to the salvation of Thy
people,

<(To save)>^ Thine anointed
;

Thou didst smite the head from off the house

of the wicked,

<(Thou didst lay bare)>* the foundation unto the

neck.

14. Thou didst pierce with <(Thy>^ spears the head

of his warriors
;

They came as a whirlwind to scatter me.

Their exultation was as it were(.?) to devour the

poor secretly.^

15. Thou didst tread <(upon them>" with Thy
horses,

<^Like)>^ the surging of many waters.

belong to following verse; comp. Notes on Heb. Text, pp. 239 ff.

>

its.'

' Answering to the word rendered in K.V. 'lifted up' (v. '").

2 M.T. does not express the pronoun. ' M.T. 'for salvation'

—

implying an inadmissible construction, comp. Notes on Heb. Tl-.v/, p. 243.
* M.T. 'laying bare.' ' M.T. 'his.' « The text of this line

is open to suspicion. "' M.T. ' on the sea.' * M.T. omits.
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The psalmist''s awe at ivhat Jehovah has thus

done in the past; and his confidence that

Jehovah ivill again bring them deliverance amid

their present distress. 3 , 16-19^.

16. I have heard and my belly trembles,

At the sound my lips quiver
;

Rottenness enters my bones,

I stand trembling.

I will rest in the day of trouble,

At the going up <(of the)>'- people that troop

upon <^us)>^.

17. For though the fig doth not <bear)>*,

And there is no fruit on the vines
;

Though the produce of the olive hath failed,

And the fields yield no fruit
;

Though the flock is cut off from the fold.

And there are no cattle in the stalls

—

18. Yet I will exult in Jehovah,

I will rejoice in the God of my salvation.

19*. Jehovah, the Lord, is my strength
;

And He makcth my feet like the hinds',

^ Probably two lines have accidentally dropped out of the text,

comp. Notes ott Hch. Text, p. 254.
'^ M.T. 'to.' » Af.T. 'him'

(probably). ^ M.T. 'bud.'
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And upon my high places will He cause me to

tread.

A subscription} 3, iq''.

19^ For the director; on my (?)- stringed instru-

ments.

' Probably not an original part of the psalm, comp. Notes on

Heb. Text, p. 257.
'•' Comp. id. p. 256.
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NOTES

ON

THE HEBREW TEXT





I, I. THE TITLE

xb'on] As a title to a prophecy the word occurs

again in Is. 13^ 'x'p in'-y::'- nm '^m Snn xb'D, 14^^ 15^

3S1?D Nb'D, I/S I9\ 21^' ^^", 22\ 23^ 30^; Nah. I^

nirj 'o ; Zc. 9^ mn"- 131 'd, 12^; Mai. i^; and as a

prophetic term, Jer. 23^^' ^*' ^^- ^s
; Ez. 12^°. It is

found also in historical literature, 2 K. 9-^ at': mn'^i

nrn Nbnn-nN vb ; 2 Chr. 24^^ v!?y xi:*i:n nm nai (Kt.)

;

and its plural or that of a cognate word occurs once

in poetry, Lam. 2^^ 'ji nixb'O 1^ irn"'i. In Pr. 30^ the

text is most probably corrupt (cf Toy, Inter. Conim^.

It will be seen that, though the expression occurs in

the different species of Hebrew literature (except

perhaps Wisdom Lit.), its use is for the most part

confined to the titles of prophecies. It is not found

in the earlier prophets, and its earliest occurrence in

Hebrew literature is apparently 2 K. 9-^ ; but as a

prophetic expression the word would appear to have

been of frequent use in the time of Jeremiah (cf.

23^, etc.). The exact meaning of the term is not

quite certain. It is usually connected with the use

of Nb'J in such phrases as Sp xi:*: (cf. Gen. 21^^; Is.

52^) or ^tTD XK^: etc., and explained to mean 'that
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which is lifted up,' namely, by a prophet, and so

^solemn utterance or oracle.' But this explanation

is not free from difficulty. For {a) Kti'J in itself

simply means ' to raise, lift up,' and it is only when

it is defined by an object such as hp, ^'B'b. r^^^py DK'

etc., or by the prepositional phrase 'y\ ^D~^y (cf.

Ps. ^d^^) or ^n^\y-hv (cf. Ps. i6*) that its meaning

approximates to that of 'utter.' Consequently we

should not expect nb>d to be used in the sense of

* utterance,' except in conjunction with some word

(or words) which would indicate more pt-ecisely this

meaning. And {b) the meaning 'utterance' would

not appear to suit all the passages in which the

word occurs. Thus in the phrase nin'' laT Nb'O (Zc.

9\ 12^), im would be somewhat otiose, if xb'O is used

with this significance ; while in 2 Chr. 24^^ {si ver.

lect.) it would be difficult to see exactly the force

of n"i. Moreover {c) if xba has this meaning, it

would be natural to suppose that its occurrence

would be more frequent, and its use less restricted.

In view of these difficulties it is reasonable to ask

whether after all this is the correct explanation of

the expression, and whether we should not rather

look in some other direction for its meaning. If

we examine the passages in which the word occurs,

we shall find that it is mostly used in connection

with passages which speak of impending or threat-

ened judgment, e.g. in the prophetic superscriptions,^

' Nowack ( A7. Proph. p. 250) is scarcely right in excepting Zc. 9', 12'.
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and 2 K. 9-^, where the reference is to the doom
pronounced on Ahab's house. This creates the

presumption that the meaning of xb'D will directly

bear upon the nature of the pronouncement. In

other words, we may conjecture that the word con-

veyed some such meaning as 'sentence' (judicial),

'condemnation.' If this is the case, it seems best

to explain it as a metaphorical use of Nb'O ' burden,'

' load,' and the full phrase will then be similar to

that which is found in 2 K.
(f-'"

nrn 'on-ns V^v Vi,m nin*")

lit. ' And Jehovah lifted up this load upon him,' i.e.

inflicted or pronounced this sentence upon him, the

sentence being viewed figuratively as a load resting

upon the person sentenced. This explanation would

meet the requirements of the passages in which

the word occurs. In the superscriptions (where its

presence is no doubt due to the editor or editors)

it is a noticeable fact that, with the exception of the

superscription in Malachi (where the reference is to

Judah), it is only found in connection with those

prophecies which speak of threatened judgment on

a foreign nation or nations, viz. in the prophecies on

foreign nations in Isaiah ; in Nahum, which describes

the coming judgment on Nineveh; in Zc. 9^ and 12^,

where in the former passage the prophet announces

the judgment about to fall on the chief Syrian and

Philistine cities, and where in the latter an overthrow

of nations assembled against Jerusalem is described
;

and in the present prophecy, which predicts punish-
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ment on the Chaldean. If sb'o meant simply

' oracle,' the reason for this restriction in usage

would not be clear ; on the other hand, if the word

has the meaning of ' sentence,' etc., it is not difficult

to see why an editor should have all but confined

its use to cases where the reference is to judgment

on Judah's foes. Moreover, in 2 Chr. 24^^ the ex-

pression xbon 31 becomes at once natural, if it is

understood to mean ' the severity of his sentence,'

lit. 'the abundance of the load upon him'; while in

the passage in Jer. 23^^^ (cf. Lam. 2^*) the reference

will be not so much to the abuse of a prophetic

formula as to the false prediction of judgment on

Judah's foes, which that term implied, and which

buoyed the hopes of the people (cf. especially v. ^^,

where doubtless xb'Dn DDK is to be restored) and

blinded them to their actual situation.^

The Versions render variously : LXX. ro Xrififia
^

(an etymological rendering), so Theod. and Symm.;

Vulg. ' onus '
; Targ. NnsU3 ^DO

; Syr. ^oyL

nrn ib'X siyon] The same superscription again in

Is. 13^ ; cf. also Am. i^

1 Similarly Ez. la^".

2 So in 2 K. 9"' ; Nah. i^ ; Jer. 23". H 36. ss
. Zc. 9', 12' ; Mai. i>

;

Lam. 2^*. In 2 Chr. 24^, k. ol viol avrov iravres, k. wpoarjXBov avT<^

ol wivre, they express a different text. In Is. 13^ I9\ 30* they render

by Spao-is, but in 14-^ 15^ 17', 22', 23^ by p^/uo (in 15', 22', 23' A
reads Spafia, in 23' also x) ; and in 2i'' '' by 8pa/xa (in 21' Q has firj/J-a-).

In Is. 21'' the clause is not expressed ; in Ez. 12'" they read

6 dcpijyovfievos.
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p1i53n] A peculiar formation. According to the

vocalisation of the Massoretic text the word would

appear to be abbreviated for P'lapan (cf nmnnn

;

pi])y
; riip.^P^n ;

nipnps and the new Heb. ^^i^^'V?),

and to be connected with p3n ' embrace,' ' clasp.'

Instances of the assimilation of a weaker sound 10

a preceding stronger sound do occur, e.£: )np\2p for

inn^Dp (cf. Ges.-K. | 19/), and, accordingly, pipan

might be similarly explained ; but the form of

the word has no exact analogy in Hebrew, and

it must remain doubtful whether this is the cor-

rect explanation of the Massoretic vocalisation, or

whether it is not to be regarded rather as an en-

deavour on the part of the Massoretes to represent

a traditional pronunciation of what is really a loan-

word in Hebrew. Frd. Delitzsch (cf. Pro/, p. 84,

Assyr. Handwort. p. 281) connects the name with

the Assyrian hambakuku, which denotes a species

of garden plant, and this derivation is supported by

the form 'A/i/Sa/coi/yu, of the LXX. On the basis of

this derivation we should have expected pipan' or

P^pan (cf. Vulg. Habacuc ; Syr. ^r^O-CidL.) ; still it is

not impossible that the present Massoretic punctua-

tion is to be traced to a form which approximated

more closely to the Assyrian. The name may
originally have been pronounced P^papn, with the

duplication of P in order to preserve intact the

^ Cod. E. 3 p^pan Baer and Delilzsch edit. p. 77 ; cf. Ginsburg

(smaller edit.), p. 1090.
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original a-sound (for the retention of a vowel by the

duplication of the following consonant, of. nm, nns

and the waw consecutive with impf., Dr. Tenses,

p. 72) ; in this case the next stage would be the

assimilation of the d, namely P^plin, which, owing

to a certain stress falling on the second syllable

together with the tone on the final p'\\)— , was finally

shortened into P^ppn.

II

I, 2-17. THE PROPHET'S COMPLAINT

vv. 2-4. The prophet complains of the trouble

and mischief, the spoliation and violence, the strife

and contention which fill his day. The authoritative

teaching of the prophets is being seriously affected,

and failure attends the efforts of the righteous.

2. njs-ny] In Baer and Delitzsch's text : n5x~ny,

with Raphe o\er the mm, in order to distinguish it

from the interjection nax (cf. 2 K. 20^= Is. 38';

Jon. i^^ 4-; Ps. ii6'*'^'') incorrectly written for

T T V T T /

'njntJ'] For perfect after njx-ny, cf Ex. 16-^^

' Cf. similarly the perfect after 'nony, Ex. io=» ; I's. So'* ^DOiy
"lOy n?Sn3 njU^y ; but, ns in the case of n3X~ny. the more usual

construction is the impf., cf. I S. I^* ; Ps. 74'", S2-, etc. ; rarely the

participle, i K. 18-'
; i S. 16'.
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Tiixa -lOB'^ nnaso nJK'iy ; elsewhere the impf., cf.

Nu. 14^^ '2 irox" si? rux-nyi nrn nyn "jvxr n^x-ny;

Jer. 476; Ps. I3•^63^ Jb. iS^, 19-, except Jos. 18^

'Jl ntrii' sni' D''D"inD ans n:sny, where the participle is

used. The use of the perfect in such a case seems

to us inappropriate ; but we must remember that

the Hebrew concerned himself rather with the

character of the action than its order in time. Here

the action is conceived as complete, though it

continues on into the present :
' How long have I

already called for help (and do still call)?' Which is

practically equivalent to ' How long shall I call for

help?' Cf. Ges.-K. § 106//. The impf. yorn, on the

other hand, states Jehovah's customary attitude

every time the prophet calls for help. Similarly,

pV^a indicates something which is constantly happen-

ing :
' How long do I constantly cry out, i.e. how

long shall I keep crying out? ' Cf. Dr. Tenses, § 33.

':^ ybii pVti^] Either (a) ' Do I cry out . . . and

Thou dost not save ? '—the force of n:s~ny being

understood to extend also to the following clause (so

Evv., We., Now., Mar., etc.), cf. Is. 58^ n^xi i6) 130V no^

ynn sh ijc'd: ir:y ; or {d) affirmatively, ' I cry out

. . . and Thou dost not save'—Dav., GAS. This

is somewhat more emphatic.

Don • • • pyrs] Not 'cry out ^^w^rrwzw'^ violence,' but

' cry out. Violence ! '—Don being what he cries out (so
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We., Now., Mar.), cf. Hos. 8- hii'^& ']Wl' ^ni^K ipyr 'b ;

Jer. 20^^; Jb. 19" D?Dn pyrx jn. There is no instance

of pyr, in the sense of ' cry out concerning,' being

followed by an accusative. For pyt, with this latter

meaning, cf. Jer. 30^°, where it is construed with a

preposition.

3. Vi'in ^oyi] M.T. ' And mischief beholdest,' not

' mischief causest me to behold ' (Ew.), for D^nrr

is not found with a causative meaning. For CDn
'look upon,' with accusative, cf. v. ^^

; Ps, 10^*;

Jb. 38^^, etc. According to the Massoretic text the

prophet changes his standpoint ; in cl. a"- he depre-

cates Jehovah's indifference to /it's witnessing evil,

while in cl. a^ it is JehovaJi's indifference to evil

that he deprecates. We should have expected

cl. a^ to balance the thought of cl. «"
. This might

be regarded as an instance of that transition in

thought which is not an unfamiliar feature in the

elevated style of the prophet ; but the variant

renderings of the versions suggest that the text is

suspicious. Moreover cl. b, though translatable as

it stands, is very lame and prosaic, and most recent

scholars are now agreed that the text is in some
error. It is not, however, easy to see how the verse

should be restored. In the ancient versions the

words are differently grouped. The LXX.

—

'iva tL

eSet^a? /xot kottov^; k. ttovov; iiri/SXeTreiv, raXanroypiav

Kai acre^eiav ; i^ €vavTia<; uou yeyovev Kplcn'i, Kal o
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Kpnr]^ \a/jb^dv€i,—reading ^''ir[ for M.T. D'2n and

omitting the conjunction, connect Dom 1^ with what

precedes and construe ''li^h with the folIowing^vords,

which were apparently read xi;'^ pnJ2i an ^^^ njji'.

Similarly the Old Lat.^ and Syr.,^ except that the

latter for the infinitive D^an (LXX.) renders a 1st

pers. t3"'3X (so Targ.). The Vulg. follows the LXX.
in reading an infinitive D''3n, connecting it with the

following words ; otherwise this version is the same

as the M.T. with the possible exception of Nb^ pncil,

which it has perhaps read SJU'^ pioi, though it may
simply be a free rendering of the Hebrew. In the

first part of the verse a similar grouping to what

we find in LXX., Syr., Vulg. has been adopted by

Wellhausen and Nowack, who cancelling 1 in Tj'i

connect Dom n:r as object to c^an. The following

words 'i) 2"\ MM Wellhausen leaves untranslated

;

and Nowack, who regards vv. -'* as referring to the

ravages and violence shown by Judah's foes, thinks

them to be the later addition of a scribe who

interpreted these verses of internal evil and wrong

within the Judean community. But the difficulty

of inexact parallelism, though somewhat modified,

^ Old Lat. : ' Ut quid mihi ostendisti labores et dolores, ut

viderem miseriam et impietatem ? Adversus me ortum est judicium

et iudex accepit' ; Syr. ]S\ ]]^0 '. ]l.^0 |Jq-L ^.aJZ^Q_»j |jV)\

^^Tiib UljO . ]j_.5 loOl . iV>pQ . ]t m I "^O ] > g^n ^v > ^
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would still remain ; while Nowack's excision of the

clause 'i^ a^"i \"T'l is a violent measure. Marti, who

follows the Massoretic grouping of the words, adopts

the Syriac reading D-nx for D''3n, and for 'Ji T"i \T'"i

would read simply p^01 pil ; this would be an im-

provement ; the reading Q^2X would bring cl. a^ into

conformity with cl. a"- ; and, rhythmically, the

line would be similar to v. ^.

As an alternative conjecture, we might suggest

that the confusion was due to an intentional altera-

tion of the text on the part of the early scribes, and

read mnn, in view of the following t3''3n, for ^iNin

;

such a change would not be difficult to account for
;

!5»j?"i px nxnn nro^, we might suppose, was felt to be

too bold an expression to be used in reference to

Jehovah (cf. v. ^2, which, on this explanation, might

have influenced the scribes), and accordingly was

modified so as to apply to the prophet.^ Clause I;

would be more difficult to emend ; but nJ3!5, in

accordance with cl. a, would probably represent

Ttjj!?, while "TT'l would either be a corruption of n)n''

(cf. LXX. yeyovev, which might presuppose the

letters n("')in), or both it and xb" (cf v//ra) may have

been introduced into the text, after the latter had

been altered and its words differently grouped.

1 Or such an alteration might be due to the editor, who has, it

would seem, changed the original text in vv. ^''*(cf. Introd. pp. 29 flf),

and who wished to make it clear that the present verses were to be
interpreted of wrongs within the State.
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According to this conjecture, then, the text would

read :

—

p-iDi an [r\\n>] 11::'? .

For the combination ^oyi px, cf. Ps. 55'^ 90^*^ ; and

for Dom nc' Am. 3^<^
; Jer. 6", 20^

; Ez. 45^. The

change, however, which this conjecture demands is

somewhat violent, and one would hesitate to adopt

it without further support.

On the whole, then, it would appear to be better

to follow Marti in reading o-^N with the Syr. and

Targ. ; and then follow either the grouping of

words advocated by the same scholar, or else—and

this seems preferable—the grouping represented by

the LXX. On this view the original text will have

been :

—

^Djn ps ^JNin no^

: pici Tn "\::h

The ^n''i and xb'"" are probably later insertions,

introduced after t2^as had been corrupted and a

different arrangement of the words adopted. There

would not appear to be sufficient reason for Marti's

substitution of pn for M.T. an.

Kb'"'] If the M.T. is correct, Ntr"" will either (r) be

used intransitively, * lift itself up '—compare for this

use of sb3 Hos. 13^; Nah. P; Ps. 89^°, though in all
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three cases the text is suspicious ; and also the

Ar. lu ,'rise,' 'be high.' Or (2) the subject may

be indefinite, 'one lifts up.' Probably, however, the

word did not stand in the original but has come

into the text at a later time (cf. supra).

4. Jian] 'is numbed.' The word occurs again in

Gen. 45-*^ ':i n^ :s'l ; Ps. 38^, -jf {Nifal) ; and is the

same as the Arab. _li(.) = 'was cold' (in reference

to the weather) II = * cooled or refreshed oneself,' 'go

into the open air.' The imperfect is frequentative.

The LXX. render hLea-Kehaarai, (cf. Old Lat., 'dis-

jecta est'), apparently reading iQin, 'is frustrated,'

ci. Ps. 33^'', Kvpio<; BieaKeBd^et ^ovXaf; idv(ov=M.T.

Q'M m-y vsn n)7\>; similarly, Zc. ii^o, Ps. Sg^^ (SS^s).

But this reading is hardly to be preferred to the

striking metaphor of the M.T., which is supported

further by the Syr. -t^ and Targ. njD. The Vulg.

renders ' lacerata est,' which is probably a free or

conjectural rendering.

irnib] Ew., Hitz., and Dav. understand nv3 here

in the sense of ' truth ' ;
' right goes not forth

according to truth' (cf. Is. 42^ ddU'O n^vV nDX^=

'according to truth will he bring forth judgment');

but nV3 is never found with this meaning in Hebrew
;

nor can it be substantiated by any of the cognate

languages. The use of the Ar. -i} in the sense
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of 'be pure,' 'be sincere'—cf. also ^-s'J 'pure,'

and ^J^-'SJ 'sincere' (of a friend)—which would

be the nearest approach to such a meaning, is

rather derivative than original (cf. further Dr.

Notes on the Hebretv Text of t/ie Books of Samuel,

p. 98). In the present passage, therefore, we are

scarcely justified in departing from the sense * for

ever,' the sense which nV3 elsewhere bears in

Hebrew, and we render accordingly ' and right

will never go forth,' viz. so long as Jehovah refuses

to intervene. The prophet speaks despairingly ; so

long as things continue in this state, and Jehovah

fails to take notice, right will never go forth.

Davidson's objection that nvj^ would not mean
' never,' but ' on no occasion/ rests on a mistaken

view of the verse (cf. Introd. p. 24 n).

yK'") ^3] The Massoretic punctuation is supported

by all ancient versions (LXX. ao-e/S?;? ; Old Lat. and

Vulg. 'impius'; Syr. "jJai^ ; Targ. x^rt:n). If this

punctuation represents the original vocalisation,

yc'i will be used collectively without the article.

A word used in the singular and without the article,

as a collective, is, of course, of very common occur-

rence, especially in poetry and elevated style (cf.

e.g. 1^2; Is. II*; Jb. 15-^ 34^", etc.). In the present

passage, however, where yen stands in close proxi-

mity to pnvn with the article, we should have

L
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expected the article to have been used ; for, without

going perhaps so far as to assert that yB'n must in

such a connection have the article, we do find else-

where uniformity as to the use of the article, when

y^h and pni; either occur together in the same clause,

or when they stand contrasted in parallel clauses.

The following instances will illustrate this usage^:

—

{a) with the article, Gen. i8-^ ytj'-in pn^'j n\m

;

Ex. 9^7; Dt. 25^ y5^'^^-nN lyc^'-im pnvn-nx ipnvni

;

{b) without the article. Gen. iS-^- ^^ yB'VDj; pnxn^DH^;

Ex. 23^ ; I K. 8^'^ pni; \>^^'iTh'\ • • • yc;h V^^-yrh. In

the present passage, therefore, yK'T without the

article must be regarded as exceptional ; and, con-

sidering the weight of evidence (cf. footnote) for

uniformity of usage as to the article in such a

case, it seems difficult to resist the supposition that

^ The following list is as complete as possible :

—

(a) yjJ>T and pnV. both with the article : Ez. 33^- ; Eccl. 3", 8'*,

9^ (also the passages quoted above) ; (,b) both without the article

:

2 S. 4"; Is. 5^3; Hab. Ii3; Ez. 318-21, ,322^ 1324 and 27^ gl*. «; Ps.

!«, 710, ir\ 135, 342^, 3721, eS-'l'^iid^a, 75" (cf. Ps. 1478); Pr. 22' aiid2-2^

^i jq3, 6, 7, 11, 16, SO, 24, 25, 28, 30, 31
j j8, 10. 23, 31

/^.f^ g^Jgg \1:\ U)
X'^, 7,

10. 'l2, 26 (cf. 126), 139.25^ I4W. 32('cf.
14II), 156. 28(cf. I58), I7i5, l8\

2112. 29^ 24^5. '«, 2526, 28'. 12, 28^ 29'«; Eccl. f^, 8"; Jb. 92-^ (cf. also

Is. 53^). The only apparent exceptions that have been noticed occur

in Ps. 3712. 16.32^ 58II; Pr. 1221, 21I8; Ez. i82». In Ps. 3712, m. 32

.

Pr. 1221, 21I8, the dissimilarity rests on the Massoretic punctuation,

and may, therefore, not be original ; in Ps. 58'' the yjj'in 's rendered

definite by the context; Ez. 1820 nVChl H^nn vf^V pnVH DplV
n^nn IvJ? ytJ'") if the M.T. is correct, would be an exceptional case,

but the marginal reading has ycj'in, and it is very probable that either

this should be adopted, or else with the LXX. (B)

—

^iKOiWCvvi] hi.KO.ii^

iii avrhv fa-rat, k. dvo/j.[a dci/ny iw avrhv farai— we should read

V'^ nytri • • • pnv npn^;-
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the Massoretic punctuation does not represent here

the original vocalisation, and that what was in-

tended was not J;t^h but yt^h. This, in the present

instance, is a matter of some importance in view

of estimating rightly the relation in which these

verses stand to vv.^"-'^ (cf. Introd. pp. 24 flf.).

TTiaro] 'surrounds.' Cf. /'z'^/ ^jnns, Ps. 22^2, where

it is parallel to "^MlD ; also Ju. 20^' (Moore would

readima; cf. Infer. Coimn^. The ////'//occurs again,

according to the Massoretic text, in Ps. 142^ ; Pr. 14^^.

In both of these passages, however, the text is not

beyond suspicion. In Aram. "in3^ 52^ = ' wait' (cf Jb.

36^). Some commentators think the word in the

present connection is too weak. Thus Wellhausen

leaves the word untranslated, but in his notes (A'/.

Proph. p. 161) suggests n^o^c, with reference to vv.

^*"
; Nowack would read nnso ; but neither conjec-

ture (if necessary) would be directly supported by

any of the ancient versions. The LXX. render by

KaTaSwaarevei, which is followed by the Old Lat.

' per potentiam deprimit,' and apparently the Vulg.

' praevalet.' The Syr. has - • > '^ - • > '-^ ^>, probably

a free, interpretative rendering. The Targ. poV^DD

might at first sight be thought to support Nowack's

conjecture, but oy^D usually represents the Heb.

V^2, whereas m3 is commonly rendered in the

Targ. by ^vt*. In the present case the Targ.,

as elsewhere, is simply paraphrasing. The LXX.
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jcaraSvvaarevei is found in 2 S. S^^ ; Ne. 5^ for

Heb. D'33, which would orthographically be the

nearest approach to the word in the text, but it

is doubtful whether they actually read this word

here ; and, on the whole, Karahvvaarevet seems best

explained as a free rendering of M.T. i'Tido. Cf Pr.

14^^ (LXX.). In any case the M.T. TTiDn is certainly

to be retained ; and so far from being weak when

brought into connection with ytyi, which, as we

have seen above, is most probably the original

vocalisation, admirably expresses the prophet's

sentiments. 'Right' will never go forth, the

prophet argues, for the righteous, who might be

expected to carry it through, are unable to do so
;

wickedness encompasses them, and renders them

helpless in their endeavours. v.'**' at the same

time indirectly argues for the intervention of a

Higher Power; as the righteous only fail in their

attempt to constitute right, there remains but one

solution, namely, Jehovah's intervention.

^pyo 'o KX"" p"^y] ^pyo is an accusative of con-

dition, describing the state in which t3S'J'0 goes

forth (cf Ges.-K. §118 m-p). The clause is not, with

Nowack, to be cancelled as a scribal insertion, which

merely repeats the thought of cl. a^\ nor is it neces-

sary, with Marti, to suppose some confusion in the

text of cl. a^ and cl. b^, and to read fjpi'o nv:^ tas'^bl.

The clause forms the complement to cl. <^", which
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is required no less by the parallelism than by the

context. Wickedness beleaguers the righteous and

thwarts their purpose, with the result that right

is bent away from its course.

V. 5. The prophet now turns to the main subject

of his complaint—the Chaldean. He describes the

surprise and astonishment which they are causing

among the peoples.

5. 'nni D''i:3 1S"i] For a siir.ilar phrase, cf Lam. i^^

nt2'3ni "•'* ns-i, 2-'^
; cf. also Is. 6}^'^\ Ps. So^-'"'

; Jb. 35^

;

and for 3 nNi = ' look at,' cf Ps. 64'^
; Jb. 3^ ; 2 Chr. 7^.

The M.T. D""iJ3 is supported by the Vulg. ' in genti-

bus' and Targ. X'coya ; the LXX., however, read

01 KaTa(f)povijTai, and the S>r. J-kj^Id, rendering

D^nj3 (or DHJan). The latter reading is adopted by

Now., Mar., etc. The te.xt of this verse, however,

is probably not original; for the proposed reading,

cf pp. 29 ff.

inon inonm] (sz vcr. /tY/.) = 'And astonish your-

selves, be astonished.' The HitJipa'el \r\'<2T\r\ occurs

onl\' here. The combination inonn and irton is

somewhat strange ; and the text seems to be in

some error. We might suppose that iron is an

accidental repetition of the preceding consonants,

but the parallelism emphaticall}- demands a second

verb. In Is. 29^ the phrase incni incncnn occurs as

an expression of astonishment, and it is possible that
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this was the original text here (so We., Mar.). This

supposition is favoured by the Targ., which renders

Is. 29*^ and this passage similarly by iniB' IQnriN.^ The

LXX.

—

K. Oavfidcrare davfidcria k. dcf)avi,a6r)Te—have a

doublet: davfidcna = in fin. absol. hDn (cf. Jos. 24^°,

K. evXoyiav evXoyqcrev 7}/>ta9 = M.T. D3nX "JTl2 "1"13M,

and compare especially Num. 23^^ with Num. 24^*^

(LXX.)—the latter being the more usual rendering

of the Heb. in fin. absol.), and k. d(f)avLcr6r)re ap-

parently =ini3n or ^nrsn. For the proposed reading,

cf. pp. 29 ff.

'jl isys ^Vb""'3] For a similar expression, cf. Ps. 44^

"Dn^D""! n^ys bv^. v. ^^ as it now stands would

point to the ist pers. sing, as the subject of hvb
;

some scholars,^ however, would understand the 3rd

pers. sing, as subject, ' He worketh,' viz. Jehovah
;

or the subject might possibly be indefinite, ' one

worketh' (so R.Vm.), but the indefinite use of

the participle in the singular is quite exceptional.

Cf. Ju. 13^^ nitry^ N^DOI, where, however, the text is

very doubtful {v. Moore, htter. Coming, and (perhaps)

Mai. i^K Compare further Dav. Sy7i. § 108(c) and

Rem. 3; Ges.-K. § 144/. On the other hand, the

' The Syr. and Vulj^. also rentier these two passages similarly,

though they reverse the order of the words. In tlie present passage

the Syr. =oaTiDZo OjlDj2.]o ; in Is. 29»=OtSD5Zlo OC711d2..

The Vulg. here ='admiraniini et obstiipescite' ; in Is. 29"= 'ob-

stupescite et admiramini.
" Ew. , Now.
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omission of the 3rd pers. pron. with the participle is

not unfrequent (cf. Gen. 24^° 'i^ npy niini ; i S. 10^^;

Ges.-K. § 116 s). The instances, however, are such that

the 3rd pers, may readily be inferred from the con-

text, and this could hardly be said to be the case

here. Moreover, in the present context the change

of person would be very unnatural, and the follow-

ing M.T. 'ji D''ptD ""J^n would strongly desiderate

a 1st pers. The LXX.

—

epyov ejco epyd^ofiac—
evidently read a ist pers. sing., and it is more than

probable that the latter was intended here by the

editor; in this case the omission of the pronoun is

anomalous. The instances quoted in Ges.-K, § ii6s,

viz. Zc. 9^2. Mai. 2^*^, are questionable. In the latter

passage ^ns^b' is most probably to be restored, while

in the former {sz ver. lect.) the subject has previously

been named. It would therefore—on the supposi-

tion that the verse is original—be better on the

autliority of the LXX. either to insert ^:n or to read

^ysN.^ But the anomaly in the M.T, is in reality an

indication that the text is not original, and, as we

have previously said, in its present form it is prob-

ably due to a later editor (cf pp. 29 ff.).

':i '3 iroNn x^] ^D either with a concessive force,

'though' (cf Jcr. 4*\ 49^'"', etc.), or, according to the

^ The Syr. pj •^V expresses a ist pers. The Vulg. ='opus

factum est'; Targ. ="T«2ynN X13"iy» pointing either the second pyQ
as a passive participle, or else ns pys, understanding it impersonally.
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present text, it may simply = ' that ' (cf. Jb. 9^^

""b^P prx'' ""^ pos"' iib). On the proposed change in the

text, cf. pp. 29 ff.

vv. 6-1 1. A graphic description of the Chaldeans'

character and the conquests they have achieved.

nnb'3n-nj< D"'po •'^^n-'^] An example of the fufu-

runi installs. Cf. Am. 6^* ; 2 S. 12^^; Gen. 9^ (with

a different meaning). The clause in its present

form is probably editorial (cf. pp. 29 ff.). Accord-

ing to the proposed reading, DnK'an will be a

casus pendens resumed by Kin in v.
*" (the singular

in agreement with ""ijn).

'ji -i^n ^ijn] Cf. Ju. 18-^ li'Dj na d"'5J'js DDa iyj2^-|Q
;

2 S. 17^ r\i:ir\ b'qj noi non nnnj '3
; and with a different

nuance, i S. 22-; Pr. 31'^; Jb. 3-"-.

"inojn] Lit. 'that hastens itself,' /.<f. impetuous. Cf.

Is. 32* (where it is equivalent to ' hasty,' as in Jb. 5^^),

and also the use of the Pi'el in Is. 59"; Pr. i^'l In

Is. 35* a^-nnoj, the only other instance of the

Nif'al, it is the passive sense that is prominent,

viz. ' be hurried in heart,' i.e. agitated.

pK"''3n"iD^] h of norm = ' according to the breadths

of the earth,' i.e. far and wide. Cf. Gen. 13^" iSmn

nam^i hdik^ pxa, v. ^; Ex. 17^; Dt. 10^^ i^ Dip

Dyn ^js^ yoo^ {v. Oxf. Lex. sub h, p. 516^7). The

phrase px ^amo only here.
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nijatyo nc^i^] ^ with infin. constr. expressing pur-

pose—a common construction (cf. 2^''-'; Gen. 28*;

Dt. 9^'*'5 and often).

)h~ii!? niJ3C'D] For similar instances of the combina-

tion of x^ and personal pronoun (possessive) in what

is virtually a relative clause, cf. Gen. 15^^ n^ pN2
Dn^

; Jer. 5^^ u^h i6 pN2 ;
Pr, 26^", Compare also

Hb. 2^; Jb. 26-''^, 39^^ (very condensed modes of

expression); Ewald, Sj'fi. § 332a; Ges.-K. § 155^;

Dav. Sfn. § 143(a).

7. D'H] Only again in Cant. 6^' ^". The verb

D"'N is not found in Biblical Hebrew, nor does

it occur in the cognate languages, but a Pi'e/ D^x

occurs in late Hebrew (Talmud, etc.). The deriva-

tive HD^s, however, is frequently found in Biblical

literature.

N"i1j] 'fearful.' Nif'al participle with force of

Latin adjective in—(^//zV (cf. nonj = ' desirable '
; X^iX

'terrible'; 3ynj ' abominable,' etc. ; Ges.-K. § 116^;

Dav. Syn. 97, R. i). The LXX. read e7ri(/)ai^r;9 = nKi:.

The Syr., Vulg., Targ. support M.T.

insbn] ' and his dignity.' Cf Gen. 49^ nxb in' ; Ps.

62^; Jb. I3^\ 31"-^ In Lev. 13 and 14, the word is

used in a phj'sical sense, 'swelling.' The LXX.
render to irXyjixixa avrov (an etymological render-

ing) ; Vulg. 'onus ejus'; S\'r. aioi>jO ; Targ. n^mrJV
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SV^ insE^I ItJDU'b] K^*" singular, although tiie subject

is compound and consists of two words. This may
be explained either on the ground that iDSt^'t: and

inxb' really form one conception, and are therefore

construed with the singular, or else agreement is

made with inscr only (cf. Hos. 4^^ and Dav. Syn.

§ 1 14a). In the present case, however, it is possible

that the text may be slightly in error, and that we

should read INX"', in which case the 1 may have

accidentally become separated from nV'' and been

prefixed to li^pi, or it may have fallen out on account

of the following 1 in 'h^Y

8. Dnnjo i^jpi] Cf. 2 S. i-^; Jer. 4^^. Elsewhere the

leopard is compared for its keen sight (cf. Hos. 13'^;

Jer. 5^); or for its spots (Jer. 13-^). The Syr.

my ^nsTo] Cf. Zeph. 3^ my "nsr h-'dqc'
; Jer. s*"'.

The

LXX. render virep t. XvKovi r. 'Apo/Sta?, pointing

my for M.T. my; so again in Zeph. 3^ (just quoted).

':i icrsi] The root K'la occurs again only in

Jer. 50^^ wsun r]b:v:i (Qr. ic^isn) "t^'isn "d, and Mai. S'*^

pmD ''^:y3 nnji'Si onxvi.^ The word is unknown in

the cognate languages,* and its meaning can only

be conjectured. It has been variously rendered in

' In Xah. 3^* a JVi/^al^^fQ^ occurs, bul this is cither a synonym of

Y)Q or an error for it.

- ^'IB in Aram, is a disiinct root.
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the English versions : in the present passage A.V.

and R.V. have 'spread themselves,'^ R.V^m.,

' bear themselves proudly
'

; in Jer., A.V. ' ye

are grown fat,' R.V. 'ye are wanton'; in Mai.,

A.V. 'grow up,' R.V. 'gambol.' The ancient

versions also offer different renderings : the LXX.
i^iTTTrda-ovrai, Vulg. ' diffundentur,' Syr. ^cmDO^J,

Targ. jinT (cf. t^'12 in Aram., ' to be or become much ').

In Jer. and Mai., however, they agree for the most

part in assigning to the root the meaning ' spring

about "'^
; and some such meaning as this is favoured

by the context in Jer. and Mai., in both of which

instances it apparently refers to the gambolling of

the calf, and is used as a figure of exultation.

Accordingly IK'S, if correct, will mean here ' and

leap or spring about
'

; but the expression ' his horse-

men leap about' is peculiar. Some commentators

take it simply in the sense of 'leap or leap forth,'

and understand it figuratively of the rapid advance

of the Chaldean horsemen, but in view of the

passages in Jer. and Mai. we are hardly justified in

departing from the meaning ' spring about.' The

text of the next clause is, as we shall see, in some

confusion, and most probably the consonants here

do not represent the original reading.

1 Cf. Vulg.

- LXX. in Jer. and Mai. render by ffKiprdv, 'leap about' ; Vulg.

* effusi estis' in Jer. and ' salielis ' in Mai. ; Syr. in Jer. %Pf^yL, in

al. vO^-*?-.
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':i VJJ'iQl] V'iihZi^ following directly on miD is very

harsh, and can hardly be correct. Moreover, this

half of the verse as it stands is overloaded ; what

we expect is not three clauses but two, correspond-

ing to the number of clauses in the first half of the

verse. The LXX. and Syr. do not express VB'iDl,

and it can scarcely be doubted that it is an

accidental repetition of the preceding vt^hs. The

following isa"" should, then, most probably be can-

celled ; it is lame, and not expressed either in the

Syr. or LXX. («. opixi'-jaova-i can scarcely be regarded

as a free translation). As G. A. Smith has suggested,

it was probably inserted by a scribe who wished to

supply the second reha with a verb. By striking

out VK^'iDi and iNT the line will be relieved, but even

then the text is suspicious ; for, as we have already

seen, the reading it'Di is peculiar, and hardly seems

correct. The LXX.

—

k. i^tTTTrda-ovrai . . . k. 6pfii]crov-

acv—express two verbs, and it is not improbable that

their text contained a conflate reading. The word

i^nnrd<TovTat evidently corresponds to the M.T. IC'DI,

while opfirjaouaiv represents probably a different

reading. In Ju. 20^^, LXX. (A) reads to evhpov copfirja-ev

( = M.T. iK'''n nmxni), where 6pp.av is equivalent to

trin, and it is not unlikely that the LXX. are render-

ing icrni here. If this conjecture is correct, then

6p/j,7]aov(Tiv would point to M^'Ji) as the original

reading, which has retained its place in the LXX.
alongside a later and corrupt reading. This would
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yield a suitable meaning, and we may accept it at

least tentatively in place of the obscure "l:^•D^. The
line will accordingly read :

—

h^ah lyn "ijj'j:d] For a similar expression, cf. Jb. 9-^.

^*k^'J^ not "1^^*33 for the article is, as a rule, not found

when the object of comparison is represented in a

particular condition or aspect (cf. Dt. 32^^
; Jer. S^, 14'-',

20II; Ps. 422, 78^5^ 88^ ; Cant, i^ njno invo i6 D^^'xs
;

Jb. 9^^, etc.). The usage, however, is not uniform,

and we find the article used in similar cases

—

e.^.

compare Dt. 32^^ with Is. 61^", and Jer. 12^ with Is. 63'^

—though the cases are usually (not always ; cf. e.g.

Is. 6t,^'^, just quoted) such that the additional clause

describes a general rather than a particular char-

acteristic, and would, therefore, more readily admit

of the article being employed with the object of

comparison. Compare further Dav. Sj^/i. § 29, R. 2
;

Ges.-K. § 126/; Oxf Lex. p. 208 a.

9. n^p] LXX. avvrekeia, punctuating nh^ as in

V. ^^.

Dnn^] LXX. ek dae^eU, punctuating DCh^.

nj::)'''\p Dn^:s no:^] A very difficult clause, nojo

is quite uncertain. Gesenius understood the word

to mean 'assembling'—'the assembling of their

faces is (directed) forwards'—connecting the word
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with the root D»3 = Ar. -^ 'become much.' Ewald

regarded it as akin to the Arabic J-^ ' seek ' (cf.

also NDJ ' swallow '), and assigned to it the meaning

of 'eagerness'; but this derivation is far-fetched

and extremely doubtful. If the text is correct,

Gesenius' explanation would philologically be the

easier, but the sense is peculiar. Moreover, nonp

elsewhere means only 'eastward 'and not 'forwards'

—

as it must apparently mean, if the words are correct.

It can hardly be doubted that the text as it stands

is in some disorder. The versions offer various

renderings : the LXX. express av6e(TrriK6ra<; (agree-

ing with the preceding acre^ei'i, v. supra) irpoaoDiroi^

avTOiv e'f evavria^, avOecrTqKora'i will either be a

conjectural rendering or else, perhaps, some form

of Dip, while e'^ ivavrta^ evidently represents the

consonants nmp (cf. Jos. 19^^ i^ ivavriaf; diro dva-

roXoiv /3ai0ad/jLV(; = M.T. t'Dt^'n n"iT?3 nonp, similarly

V. ^3; I S. 13^ i^ ivavTia<i = M.T. rionp) ; the Syr.

^ I S vpoT-*-^"!? ]o}^, perhaps reading nx"iD for noJD

(or it may simply be a conjectural rendering), while

^ 1 S is apparently paraphrastic ; the Vulg. renders

' facies eorum ventus eorum,' omitting nojo and

reading nnp, 'east wind.' The Targ. paraphrases

by ii^Mp Q'lp nn3 }D1 pn^DN ^apo, similarly Symm.

77 irpocroyp-c<i rov irpoadiirov avrwv dv€fio<i Kavacov ; in

both renderings the meaning assigned to noJO is

apparently conjectural. The versions, it will be
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seen, afford little or no help, and we are thus left

to conjecture what the original text was. Judging

from the first and last clauses, it would seem evident

that this clause was intended to give some further

information as to ivhat the Chaldean does, rather

than a description of what he is. In this case it is

not unlikely that the clause introduced a climax

on the preceding line nu' ddh^ n^3, and it would

not be difficult to see in the first two letters of

noJD an inversion of DJ. If this supposition is correct,

we may suggest as a possible emendation of the

text : (j\iy'-\\> or) T\'tpy\ ne^ (n:2n^ or) njD^-n:. nonp

naturally suggests no', while the letters [on^] jsn [o]

would seem to point to a Hithpa^el form of njE ; but,

as the Hithpa'el is nowhere else found, perhaps the

original reading was the Qal n:£V The second d in

n»3D may possibly be a correction of the preceding

JD, wrongly written for DJ, while the bracketed Dn»

would be a corruption of nov The meaning, 'Yea,

he turns himself (or turns) west and east,' i.e. every-

where, would not be unsuitable, and is just the kind

of clause that the following words would presuppose.

For the order r\ty\^'\ r^)y, cf. Gen. 28^*.

'Ji ^ina ?iDx^i] Cf. I S. 13^; 2 S. 17^^

10. D^pn-] 'scoff at.' Only again in 2 K. 2^^ ; Ez.

22^, 1 631 (^pi^el).

pnb'o] Only here.
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."=il3^''l] Fern. suff. referring to -ivnc, which, however,

is masculine (cf. Is. 17^). Such a grammatical in-

accuracy is not uncommon in the case of a masc.

suff. referring back to a feminine substantive (cf. Gen.

31^; Ex. 1^1, 2^"; Ges.-K. § 1350); but the reverse is

quite exceptional. In this instance the fern. suff.

might conceivably be explained as referring to an

implicit "i^y, "IV20 being virtually equivalent to '30 Ty

{v. Now. ; and cf. i S. 6^^
; 2 K. lo^, 17^, I8^ etc.) ; but

it is doubtful whether this is the true explanation.

It seems better, on the whole, to regard the anomaly

either as due to the Massoretes, who pointed the

n as fem. it\-\ instead of masc. n-^ or as a scribal

error for in-. The latter explanation is perhaps

preferable, as the form of suff. n- in the case of

an imperfect would be isolated in Hebrew. The

form i, however, is found (exceptionally) with the

imperfect (cf. Hos. 8^
; i S. i8\ etc.), and n'- with the

perfect (cf. Ex. 32^ ; Num. 23^), and in the Moabite

Inscription also with the imperfect (cf. line 6 ns^rT'l,

also line 19 nt:hr"i).

II. mi fi^n Ts] 'then he passes on cjs wind'; nn,

if correct, must be understood as an accusative of

condition, describing the condition or manner in

which he passes on. In Hebrew usage, however,

this accusative is generally confined to cases in

which the condition, expressed by the adjective,

participle, or substantive, is not simply one of
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resemblance, but one of exact correspondence. In

the former case Hebrew idiom usually employs the

prep. 3; thus e.g. Lev. 19^*^ ^''3"i n^D N^ ; Mic. 2^

nion I3^n wS^ ; but Ob. 4 -ic^:3 in'^^jn dn. In Arabic,

however, this use of the accusative
( J\^l) is much

more extensive, and we find it employed in the

most varied relations (cf. e.g. \^^ jo *

i" > ^"^ other
•'J J"

examples quoted by Wright, Ar. Gram. ii. pp. 1 14 ff.).

Traces of this more extensive use of the accusative

also occur sporadically (in elevated prose and poetry)

in Hebrew (cf. Is. 21^ nnN Nip^l
; Jb. 24-^ D^NiD p 'ii

ISi*^ nmo3), and the present instance is perhaps to be

reckoned among the number ; still it may be doubted

whether, with Wellhausen, nna should not rather be

read. Gr., Now. propose nn ^hrx' after I s. 40^^ but there

does not seem sufficient reason for departing thus

from the received text. LXX. /ieraySaXeZ to Trvevfia,

Syr. oijooj .g^N ^J
_ Vulg. ' mutabitur spiritus'

—

assigning to ^r\ the meaning which the root usually

bears in Aramaic. The Targ. paraphrases noil i^y

%niby rrrrn. For tn introducing and emphasising a

special feature in a description, cf. Gen. 49''; Ex. 15^^;

Is. 41'*.—Oxf. Lex. sub TX.

Diy'si] So Syr., Targ., and (perhaps) LXX.^ The

ivaw is the waw copulative, and not waw consecu-

^ iiiC\6.(!e.Tai ; this usually renders M.T. ~iS3. The LXX. may have

punctuated Dt-'K> understanding it as a Pi'el privatiaii.

M
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tive. This is found in cases where the writer wishes

to represent two facts as co-ordinate with one

another, to ' exhibit the second as simultaneous

with the first rather than as succeeding it' (Dr.

Tenses, §§ 131, 132), and the present passage is

probably, if M.T. is correct, a case in point. The

reading of M.T., however, it must be admitted, is

somewhat unexpected in the present connection
;

what we expect is some further description of what

the Chaldean does rather than a statement of what

he is or becomes. The Vulg. 'corruet' would

perhaps point to some form of DDK' ' lay waste,'

which would suggest Db'>"i or d:^*>1. This would not

yield an unsuitable meaning. Gr., We., Now.,

Mar., propose Db"\ connecting it with the following

clause. The conjecture is attractive, but, in the

present case, DL*'S1, or whatever text it represents,

seems certainly to complete the description of

the preceding terms, and the ir to begin a new

clause. On the other hand, if D5r^l stood originally

in the text, it would not be difficult to see how,

under the influence of the following clause, it might

at a later time be corrupted into DL*'NV

'y\ in3 ir] it here conforms to its more original

use as a demonstrative (cf. Ps. 12^); elsewhere it is

employed as a relative (cf. Ex. 15^-^*^; Is. 43-^;

Ps. 142^, etc.). IT is best understood as a casus

pendens, resumed by the suffix in idd : 'This one
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—his strength is his god,' rather than as a case of

apposition :
' This his strength, etc' The former

is more emphatic, and at the same time accords

better with the grammatical usage of nr and nxT (yet

cf. Ex. 32^; Jos. 9^'^' ^3) 'phg clause apparently

means that he recognises no higher power than his

own personal strength ; it alone dictates his course

of action.

in^N] The sing, nif^x occurs only here with a suffix,

and it may be doubted whether it represents the

original text, and whether, on the other hand, rn^x

should not rather be restored. In late prose ni^s

was used with reference to a heathen god (cf. 2 Chr.

32^^; Dan. 11^'), and this, together with the desire

perhaps to preserve assonance with the preceding

i and 1 sounds, may have influenced the present

Massoretic reading. The LXX. express avrj] t] lax^'i

T. deS fiov, omitting the suffix in ina and reading

'*T]hiS—a dogmatic change.

V. 12. The prophet's assurance in Jehovah. It is

not to deprive them of their national existence, but

for judgment, that He has appointed the Chaldean.

12. Dipn] Cf. Mic. 5^; Ps. 74^- mpo ''2^D D^n^Ki;

LXX. (Q) dir' ap'xfi'i fiov—the suffix accidentally

arising from the following jyod in ninv It seems,

on the whole, better to regard the mpD as predicate,

and not, as most commentators do •"'in^ ; for it is
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doubtful whether the text in that case would not

have read 'ji Dnp» nin"' nnx s^n (cf. Ps. 74^'^ quoted

above).

"'tJ'np ^nba nin""] LXX. (B) Kvpie 6 6eo<; 6 a'yi6<; ixov=
'•C'ni^ ^rh^ mnv MS. A, however, inserts fiov after

nio: vh^ According to Jewish tradition this is a

Tikkun Sopherim or scribal emendation for niion \h.

This latter reading is supported by the Targ. d^"5 "ji»'0

nin'' ^rhlb- The LXX., Vulg., however, express the

M.T. The Syr. strangely '-^ tS\ ^aku IJ5. See

Barnes, Jourtial of TJieol. Stud. vol. i. pp. iZy ff,

'i) tDs:^v:)^] b marking the aim or object ' for judg-

ment' (cf v.'-' DJDrh ; Gen. i^^ ; 2 S. 15-
; Jb. 7=0^ etc.—

Oxf. Lex. sud !?, p. 515 a).

'J1 "1IV1] ' and. Rock, to correct hast Thou ap-

pointed him.' For iiv used absolutely of God, cf. Dt.

32*. IS' 37, and with suff. Ps. iS^- ^7
( = 2 S. 223- *'^), 19^'-,

28\ 92^'', I44\ etc. The LXX.

—

k. eifkacrev /xe rov

iXiyx^tv TraiSelav auTov—read \3)"iV(^'')1 for M.T. iivi,

and apparently imo"' for M.T. imD"" (though the form

iniD'' is found nowhere in Hebrew), cf. Syr. .->-jA\n..o

CTiLnm o^n\
; both these versions express the suffix

of the ist pers. sing., which would point to mv. The

suffix might be expected, but it is not necessary, iiv

without tvnui would be an improvement (cf. Now.).
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The latter might easily have arisen from the pre-

ceding inob' ; the conjunction, however, is expressed

in all the versions.

vv. 13-16. The prophet's difficulty. Why should

Jehovah, though He has raised up the Chaldean for

judgment, be indifferent to a treacherous foe who
are dragging men—more in the right than them-

selves— into their net like fishes, and who fail to

see in their successes His hand but, on the contrar}-,

deify their own might ?

13. D"'ri; lino] 'pure in eyes'—gen. of specification

(cf. Is. 6^ D^nsb NDD t'^K ; Ps. 24*; Pr. 22^1
; Jb. 17^",

etc.—Dav. Syn. § 24(d); Ges.-K. § 128,1-).

yi niNio] The p may be construed in two ways

:

either (i) 'away from seeing,' i.e. so that Thou art

not able to see—expressing idiomatically a negative

consequence (cf. Gen. 27^ nisio vyy pn^ni ; i S.
8"

UTS'h^ 1^500 1DS0 Tis ; Is. 24^*^, etc.—Ges.-K. § 119;^);

or else (2) it may express the idea of 'too much
for' (the comparative }d), viz. 'too pure in eyes to

see evil ' (cf. Gen. 4^^ Kib':o -i»y hnj, 30", and often
;

cf. Ges.-K. § 133 e).

"X\ D^ani] For order, cf. Is. 5720 ^3^ N^ ^p:^•n

;

Jer. 49^*^ ^3V s!? nnmi (pointing nam for M.T. nam);

Jb. 4^. ^3' in Hebrew is transitive, and may there-

fore be construed with an accusative (cf. Gen. 44^

;
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Ps. 7820; Jb. 83; Lam. i^^). The construction with ^
however, is much more frequent, LXX. MSS. B ^<

= i7n^Xi7reiv eirl irovov^ oZvvr]^, but MSS. ^^^ A Q*
(cf. Swete) = ou hwrjo-T)', and 6hvvri<; is no doubt a

clerical error for the latter.

'31 B^nnn] * wherefore shouldest Thou be silent '

—

the force of the interrogative extending to the fol-

lowing clause (cf. v. ^ supra).

"13D0 P'^nv] So Vulg., Targ. ; but LXX. tov BUaiov,

Syr. |n-.5l\ do not express the IJOD.

15. n^yn] Here and in Jos. 7^ mnyn the short

vowels 3^ have been changed into ^7-7 before the

guttural y; compare the similar change in the

Ho/'al of -;-7 into -^ (Ju. 628 ; Nah. 2^
; 2 Chr. 20").

Cf. Kon. i. pp. 250 ff. ; Ges.-K. § 63 p.

innpDon] ' fishing-net' Only again v.'^; but a parallel

form nnbDJp occurs in Is. 19^ (cf. also "iMO Is. 51^^

and ibsp Ps. 141^*^). In Assyrian Kanidru also means

'a net.'

'31 nDb"" P~^y] LXX. connect with next verse.

16. ")t2p"»"i . . . narj The Impff. are frequentative,

niona] Only again Ex. 30\ 36^ for the more usual

Dna or D3 ; the fern. n:n3 is also found three times,

Lev. 5^2; Num. 13I'';
Jer.

5I'.

nsia "i^ssoi] ^3sa is elsewhere masc, and it is
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probable that sna should be restored here, n having

arisen through dittography from the following p"^j;ri.

V. 17. The prophet's question. Are they con-

tinually to destroy nations and spare not?

'J^ p"^!''^] The M.T. will mean 'will he therefore

{i.e. since matters stand thus, and excess and exul-

tation meet everywhere the advancing conqueror)

empty his net ' (viz. for other draughts). Giesebrecht,

however, followed by We., Now., GAS., Dr., Mar.,

read mn pn^ D^iyn. And there is much to be

said for this emendation ; for, though Din might

quite well be connected with pn^, and is also sug-

gested by the preceding metaphor, y\Th strongly

suggests nin for loin, which is favoured also by the

following pn'' (cf. Ex. 15^; Lev. 26^^; Ez. s^-
^2).

Moreover, the parallelism would suggest a word

similar to D^iy rather than p'^y, which, following on

its occurrence in v.^-^'' and v. ^^ is somewhat lame.

We are, accordingly, inclined to accept Giesebrecht's

emendation, though for th^V it would perhaps be

better to read uh\\h, which is the usual phrase. The

LXX.— a/Mcfu/SaXel r. afjL(f)L^\r](TTpov avrov— is prob-

ably a free rendering of M.T., aix<^i^a\el being no

doubt suggested by the following dficfyi/SXtjo-rpov.

'i1 3"in^] M.T. {sz ver. led.) ' will be continually for

killing'—an example of the so-called periphrastic

future {c'i. Hos. 9^^ ^^^^ jiin-^K s^vini' nnsxi ; Is. lo^^
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i»y^ 3:n Qvn ny ; Ps. 32^, 49^^ etc.—Ges.-K. § 1 14 ^-/^
;

Dr. Tenses, § 204). The Syr. has a different division
;

omitting 1, it connects Tion with what precedes (cf,

Targ.), and for y\rh it reads jini (^^^loo). The

omission of 1 has been adopted by Guthe, who

proposes T\rh ^^^r\ ain pn"- \yhv^- The M.T. divi-

sion, however, seems preferable. Wellhausen would

read either an impf. jin'' as in cl. a (so Now., GAS.,

Dr., Mar.), or else ^in'' for hr^n". The impf. nn^ is

suggested by the preceding p''T', and may quite well

be the original reading. The LXX., Vulg., however,

support M.T.

^1on> x^] A short circum. cl. ' without sparing' (cf

Lev. i^^ ; Is. 30^*; Ps. 35^—Dr. Tenses, § 162 ;
Ges.-K.

§ 156^).

Ill

2, 1-5. JEHOVAH'S ANSWER

v. I. Standing like a watchman on his outlook

tower, the prophet awaits his answer.

^mro:^'D] 'place of watching,' 'outlook' (cf Is. 21^

naVwSi • • • navnxi moys] The cohortatives express

the prophet's resolution :
' I will stand, etc' Vox

a similar use of the cohortative, cf Gen. 1
1" mij T^2r\

DDSir Wsy n^23i ; Ps. 7'*^, 9- and often ; cf Dr. Tenses,
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§ 49; Ges.-K. § 108/;. navnx is a stronger word

than moj?K, and means ' to take one's stand,' ' station

oneself (cf. Ar. i ^. 'be assiduous,' 'constant').

Thus e.g. it is used of 'taking one's stand ' in battle

(cf. I S. i7^<^ or D'yn-iN nv^n^i; Ps. 2- ps ^3^d 13VW);

or, of taking up some particular position (cf. Ex. 19^^

'\r\r\ n-nnna nvn^i, and with ^y, Ps. 36^ -^ -[-n ^y y^n^

ait3, and the present passage). In a narrower sense it

is used especially of 'taking up one's position before

some one,' i.e. presenting oneself before (cf Ex. 8^*

nj?-i3 '•jsij av^nm, 9^^
; Jos. 24\ etc.).

iivd] ' entrenchment,' ' rampart ' (cf Zc. 9^ ; Ps. 3 1'-).

The imagery seems to be that of a city entrenched

against the invasion of a foe. The prophet pictures

himself as one of the watchmen on the outlook,

waiting for some answer to the perplexities which

have arisen in connection with the rapid advance of

the Chaldeans. The terms, however, are usually

explained of the prophetic watch-tower (cf. Is, 21'')

upon which the prophet in imagination stands and

waits his answer ; but iiva would hardly be expected

in such a connection. This difficulty has been felt

by most modern commentators. Wellhausen, ac-

cordingly, would derive the word from nv3 (there

would, however, be no other instance of this

derivative in Hebrew). Gr., Now. propose riEVO

;

Ew. nivtD ; Buhl nvp.^ And if the usual interpretation

> Cf. Targ. -miVD-^y B'DC'Cl-
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be accepted, one or other of these emendations

seems certainly to be desiderated. But perhaps it

is hardly necessary to depart from the M.T. ; the

imagery suggested is not unlikely in the present

connection, where we have described immediately

before the invasion and ravages of the Chaldean.

The M.T. "iivo is supported further by the Vulg.

* super munitionem ' ; the LXX. eVt werpav, however,

seem to have read *11V "hv ; similarly the Syr. t^p^i*.

''a~i3T-n)D] For 3 "im, cf Num. i2''^'S; 2 S. 23-;

1 K. 2228 ( = 2 Chr. 18"); Hos. i^ ; and (in ptcp.

Qal) Zc. i^ ^n nam iK^on, so w.^^.u 327, 41,4,5.10^

6*. The original meaning of the phrase is uncertain.

It is usually explained with Ewald on the analogy

of 2 pnb' 'play with,' i.e. use as a plaything (Jb. 40^^)
;

a '^2V
' labour with,' ie. use as a slave. Accordingly,

2 "131 would mean prop. ' speak with,' i.e. use as a

speaker, the prep. 2 marking the instrument by

which the speaking is, as it were, effected. This is

not an improbable explanation, for the subject is

always God or His angel, and most of the passages

suggest the divine communication of a message

through a prophet to others. Still the latter is

not necessarily the case ; in the passages in Num.

(esp. v.*' and v. ^) the point emphasised seems to

be God's direct revelation to Moses, rather than His

using Moses as an instrument of revelation, though

this latter idea may be included. And in Zc.
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the obvious meaning conveyed by the expression

would appear to be that of direct converse—

a

speaking with or to. In view of this it seems

doubtful, therefore, whether after all this is the true

explanation of the phrase, and whether it did not

originally convey a different idea. On the whole, it

would seem best to retain the simple meaning of

the preposition 'in or within,' understanding it as

indicating the sphere or region within which the

communication is made.^ It would thus call

attention principally to the manner or method of

converse, and the phrase would be descriptive

of that inner revelation communicated— whether

directly by God Himself or through the medium

of an angel -—to a prophet. The further idea of

such revelation being communicated to others will,

on this view, be not properly contained in the

expression, but suggested only by the context.^

For other explanations of the phrase, cf. Dr.,

Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Savmel,

^ Cf. Marti, Dodekaproph. p. i6 : 'es ist auch kaum als du>rh =

n^3 (s. Hag. i') zu fassen, sondern will andeuten, dass die Stimme

Jahwes sich im Innern der Propheten kundgab.'
'^ In Zc. the subject is the ' Angel,' not God. This is to be explained

by the fact that what was at an earlier time attributed directly to God
came at a later time, when the doctrine of the transcendency of God
was developed, to be attributed to His angel.

^ In Num. 12^ the expression is further defined by the additional

phrase nD"?K riD, which would seem to show that the expression

3 "13*1 had come practically to be equivalent to ' speak with or to,'

though still implying probably more intimate converse than the more
usual ^x im or (dn) uv lan-
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p. 274. The LXX. render ri XaXijaei iv ifioi:, Syr.

- .^v VCVvnVn I^Kq ; Vulg. ' quid dictatur mihi

'

;

Targ. >DV ^^nn^ no.

'J1 n^:^'^* nni] ' and what (answer) I bring back

concerning my plea,' or perhaps, ' to my plea

'

(^y = ^X, cf. Is. 46^ with Dt. 4^^). The usual idiom

is im 'd 2''U}n :
' to cause some one to return with a

word ' (cf. 2 S. 24^3 (_ I chr. 21^-) -\2l "'n^C' 3^EJ'K no ;

I K. 12*^ '1 nrn oyn-nx Tt^'n^ ; and with the

omission of nm, Jb. 132-, ^i^* l^a^cs-no, 32^*, ss'^-^l

Possibly the text here is slightly in error, and we

should read, as in the preceding clause, a 3rd pers.

sing, y^'' (or '•JTtr'' in accordance with the usual

idiom).^

"•nnain'^y] Vulg. ' ad arguentem me,' reading

perhaps ''jn"'3lD.

vv. 2-4. Jehovah's answer. The prophet is bidden

to inscribe it on tablets, so that all may read ; for it

is a message the realisation of which lies still in the

future.

2. -iN3i] 'and make distinct,' 'plain' (cf. Dt. 27^).

Besides these two passages the only other instance

of the occurrence of the word in Biblical Hebrew is

Dt. i^ where it is used in the figurative sense of

'explain' (cf. Aram. 1X3 (Pa'e/), 'explain,' ' eluci-

' So We., Now., M.'ir. , Dr., Iloon., etc.
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date'; also the rendering of the Vulg. ' et explana

eum,' in the present passage).^

n"in^n~^j;] Lit. ' upon the tablets
'

; anglice, ' upon

tablets.' The use of the article is idiomatic. In

Hebrew persons or things (hitherto unnamed) are

often conceived of as definite just from the part

which they fulfil, or (in the case of things) the use

to which they are put or for which they are

intended (cf. Ex. 171* -iSD3 pnar nxr ana; Nu. s^s

;

Ju. 4^^ 7^^ ; I S. io\ 21^^ ; Is. 7^*.—Dav. Syn. § 21 e
;

Ges.-K. § 126 q-s). Ewald, however, explained the

article differently ; he thought it indicated the public

tablets, which were put up in the market, and on

which public announcements were made. For this

use of the article, cf Gen. 18", 22^; Ex. 2^^ ; i S. 17^

IQ^*', etc.—Dav. Syn. 21 d ; Ges.-K. § 126^.

n N")1i5 pi^ |y»^] N"ilp either subject, ' in order that

he who reads it may run,' ^ so LXX., Vulg., Syr.,

Targ. ; or else an accus. of condition, 'in order that

one may run reading it,' viz. as he reads it. In either

case the meaning intended is probably the same.

For n Nip, cf. Dt. 17^'^
;
Jer. 36^^.

3. '1D^ prn niy ^a] ' For yet is the vision for the

appointed time,' i.e. it will be realised in the future

^ LXX. /cai (ra<^tDs. For rendering, cf. Dt. 27^, k. ypd\l/(is . . . iravTa

T. v6n.ov TovTov ffa<j>us ( = M.T. Txa)-
^ 2. e. that one may read it readily.
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(cf. Dan. lo" n^^'h ptn niy >3 ; ii^^- ^^ lyio^ yp my ^a).

Vulg. ' quia adhuc visus procul/ perhaps punctuating

niypp, though this form is nowhere found ; "liVO

occurs twice, but in the sense 'ever since* (cf. Gen.

48^5 ; Num. 22^''). Syr. ]o}^-) ^^i-^i^, omitting my ; Targ.

\J2th NriNUJ unTW ns, either omitting niy with Syr. or

else reading perhaps niy^ 13.

PIS'*!] Prop. ' puffs for,' i.e. pants for (cf (prob.)

Ps. 12^). ni2 = ' breathe,' as \i in Arabic and

ni3, O.K2) in Aramaic. The Hif'il prop. = ' exhibit

breath ' {Inner Hif'il), and so ' puff' The LXX.
render k. dvuTeXel et9 Trepo.?, which would point to

niD'' for ns'' (for avareXXeiv as a rendering of ms,

cf Hos. 10^*; Ps. 71^, 91^; Pr. 11^^), and this reading is

adopted by We., Now., Oort, Hoon.^ But there would

not appear any sufficient reason for departing from

the M.T., which gives a good meaning, nc'' for rfB"*

is probably due to a misunderstanding of the de-

fective writing on the part of the punctuators, or

possibly for the sake of assonance with the preceding

and following seres {Y\p "IVIO?).

YP^] Cf Dan. 8^ ii35.40_

2ty i6)] ' will not fail,' ' disappoint,' cf Is. 58^^

* The other versions offer only free renderings: Syr. \t^ \L\0
;

Vulg. ' et apparebit in (inem ' (or possibly free rendering of rnS^
(LXX.) or reading even y>av) : Targ. KVp }pn!D.
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(of a spring), and {Nif'al) Jb. 41^ n^DJ srhnn. The

LXX. render k. ovk eh Kevov, apparently reading

nnN'' vh] LXX., Aq., Syr., Vulg. read nns^ x^i (so

Oort, Mar.).

4. The verse is difficult. The M.T. n^sy occurs

only here,^ but, if correct, is probably to be connected

with ^py ' hill,' or ' tumour,' (cf. Ar. Jijr ' a tumour

in the vulva or anus '). The root may be conjectured

to mean 'to swell,' and then to be used figuratively :

' is puffed up ' (lit. ' is swollen '). n-it^''-xi' prop. ' is

not smooth,' i.e. ' is not straightforward, upright.'

For -l:^'' in an ethical sense, cf the Pi' el in Ps. 9^^ 1
5-^

The LXX. read the verse differently ; they express

eav V'TroareiXriTaL, ovk evBoKec 7) yp'V')^'/] fiov ev avrw.

Similarly Aq. ISov i/co^^eXeuo/ieVou ovk evOela 7) ^Irv^i]

fjLov iv avTw. These renderings would point to the

variant reading u 'K'SJ mt'*"' K^ {^bv or) ns^y n:n, the

LXX. translators understanding njn to introduce

the protasis of a hj-pothetical clause. There is no

need, with Marti, to think that they also read nnTi

for mc''', for ntJ'' is used in the figurative sense of

'be pleasing' (cf i S. iS^^'--^ ; 2 S. 17*, etc.), so that

they may confusedly and incorrectly have under-

^ In Nu. 14'" we find the expression ni^yi' I^Sy^l. but pay is here

most probably to be regarded as a distinct root and to be connected

with the Ar. ijss. 'be heedless,' 'neglect' (v. Oxf. Lex. p. 779 3).
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stood the word to mean here ' be pleased with.' ^

The reading nzhv (lit, 'is covered,' i.e. fainteth), is also

supported by a few Hebrew codices, but the meaning

would not be very intelligible. The LXX., Aq. have

apparently seen in the clause a contrast between the

incredulous who weary in waiting for the fulfilment

of the vision, and the righteous who wait patiently for

it.^ But the verse certainly gives the import of the

vision. Nearly all modern scholars, however, are of

an opinion that M.T. nbztV at least is corrupt, on the

ground that a substantive and not a verb is expected,

which will stand in contrast to the following pn^fi,

and to which n refers. If this supposition is correct,

it is not easy to see what this substantive is.

Bredenkamp^ has conjectured ^^VSn, but this would

not afford a very suitable contrast to p'^Di) ; while

Wellhausen, with greater plausibility, conjectures

^)V^, cf Syr. G\.m.£Li ] i n . ]J |3oS'-^o (reading n^iV

for M.T. rhsiV) and also the paraphrase of the Targ.

'J1 p05< N^y^B'T xn. But it is not at all certain whether

this view of the verse is correct, for it is not clear

that pn^ was intended by the writer to stand in

contrast to some substantive mentioned in the

previous clause. It is not unlikely that the wazv in

pns^ is simply connective, and that the vision in

' This would require a different construction ; cf. passages cited.

- Cf. Vulg. ' Ecce qui incredulus est, non erit recta anima ejus in

semetipso : Justus autem in fiiie sua vivet.'

3 5/. A';//., 1889.
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reality is intended to embrace a twofold message.^

On this view the first clause— ' Behold, his soul is

puffed up, is not upright (or even) within him'— will

be the answer to the perplexity which the prophet

feels in regard to the wide-reaching successes of the

Chaldean ; and the answer will imply that their

pride has blinded them to the purpose which they

are intended to fulfil in history, with the result that

they will be involved in ruin. While the second

clause—'The righteous by his faithfulness will live'

—will be the answer to the prophet's anxiety as to

the future of the righteous. In the threatened

judgment, which seems now all but realised, the

righteous will survive by virtue of their faithfulness.

The first part of the verse, as represented by the

M.T., however, is perhaps not in its original form
;

as compared with cl. b it is overloaded. The words

n"ii:'"'-K^ do not seem to add to the meaning of the

clause, and it is not improbable that they are an

early gloss. They were, perhaps, placed in the margin

by a scribe who wished to indicate clearly that nfjcy

and not the variant riD^y was the correct reading;

whence at a later time they crept into the text, and

finally also into those texts which retained the

variant reading riQ^y.

injiiOKa] niioN prop, means ' firmness' (cf Ar. ^^\

^ Though, as the destiny of the Chaldean forms a contrast to that of

the righteous, it may be rendered 'but.'

N
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'be secure'), cf. Ex. 17^'- njlON in"' NT-I ; and then

in an ethical sense 'faithfulness/ 'integrity of

character,' cf. Is. 59* n:inxa t:SL'*3 t^^y1
; Jer. 5^ ; Pr.

12^^, etc. The LXX, render by TrtcrTi?, which

accounts for the use which St. Paul makes of the

verse in Rom. i^^; Gal. 3^^; similarly the writer of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, lo^l The LXX,, further,

express the ist pers. sing, of the suffix e/c TrtcrTetu?

/jlov ( = TiJirDNn) ; so the Old Lat. 'ex fide mea.'

The M.T. "in:iDK, however, is supported by the

Vulg. 'in fide sua' and Targ. |int2D'p hv (plu. suff.

agreeing with s^pnv) ;
^ and the ist pers. sing, is

probably to be explained as a later change due to

a different interpretation of the verse. Cf a similar

change in the suffixes in cl. a (LXX.).

V. 5. The prophet's commentary, explaining more

clearly the character of the Chaldean.

'i) p\"i ''D"PlKl] The first clause is quite obscure.

According to the M.T. *d-pin may mean either 'also

or yea, because,' or 'also it is that,' i.e. furthermore

(cf. Ez. 23*'' D^triN^ njn^trn "a-tiNi). If the text is

correct, the latter would appear to be the better

rendering: 'Furthermore, wine is a treacherous

dealer,' which has been understood to refer to

the Chaldean debaucheries (so Ke., Or.) ; but, as

Davidson remarks {Cainb. Bib. p. 76), 'any reference

to Chaldean debaucheries ... is far-fetched in the

' Syr. ]Z.Q_1.LQ_»0T.£^) omitting the siifTix.
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extreme, and has no probability.' In fact, the

personification of wine is out of place ; and the text

cannot be right. The versions present divergent

renderings. The LXX. (B)—6 Be Karotofievo^ Kara-

<f>pov7)TT]<; (MSS. t«{ A Kal KaTa(f>povr]Tr]'i)—do not ex-

press *3-eix, and for ]'^''n they seem to have read some

form of pn (cf Dt. i*\ where the Hif'il is used in

the sense of ' regard as easy,' ' make light of). The
two following words iTi' laj are omitted in MS. B,

but MSS. t< A O read av-qp a\d'C,wv. The Old Lat.

' Ille vero qui praesumit et contumax est, vir sui

jactans,' follows the reading of the LXX. ({< A).

The Vulg. 'Et quomodo vinum potantem decipit; sic

erit vir superbus,' apparently represents the present

consonantal text, 'potantem' being an interpreta-

tive addition. The Syr. P-LjO U^r^ ^"^Hv® repre-

sents a shorter text, similar to that of the LXX.
The versions, it will be seen, do not give any con-

siderable help, and we are thus left to conjecture

what the original text was. Wellhausen sees in

)^^T\ the interjection Mn, and believes that v.'' com-

mences the series of woes which are contained in

V. ^"
; while ^a fiN, which is not expressed in LXX.

and Syr., he thinks, may be the remnant of a lost

verse. A similar view of the verse is taken by

Marti, who, however, would insert with Oort P^n (cf

LXX.). But this conjecture is not very probable,

for v. ^ is evidently intended to be introductory to

the following series of woes ; while v. ^ would appear
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to summarise briefly the character of the Chaldean,

and prepare, as it were, the way for the following

pronouncements. Bredenkamp proposes pto DSN1,

but this, as Nowack points out, would presuppose

the connection of v. ^'^ with v.*, which is not prob-

able, and at the same time it would be unsuitable

to what follows. Davidson suggested that the clause

read, ' Like wine is the treacherous dealer,' but any

reference to wine would be unsupported by the LXX.,

Old Lat., and Syr. It is not unlikely that the verse

began with Nin (the n having fallen out after the final

n of n^n""), which stood parallel to «in of cl. b, and

which was followed by some word or words corre-

sponding in thought to that clause. But even then

cl. a seems overloaded, and it is not impossible that

the clause tti^ nnj, which is omitted in LXX. (B), is

a gloss on the word or words which underlie

"Ml pTi ""D, and which are now hopelessly lost.

Similarly cl. a^ IC'DJ hsB'b Tmn "iti'S my Ki)i seems

overcrowded ; and it is not improbable that 'in itrN

'3 '^1 also has come into the text from the margin,

where it may have originally stood to illustrate the

following clause, mtD3 Nini. On this view, the ori-

ginal form of the verse may be conjectured to have

been somewhat as follows:

—

{v. infra) TS^} stn . . . Kin
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The first part of the verse evidently described the

insatiability of the Chaldean.

T.T laj] TH^ ' proud,' ' haughty ' (cf. Pr. 21"-*). The

verb "in^ does not occur in Biblical Hebrew, but it

is found in Aram. {Ithp.), where it has the meaning

'be haughty* (cf. also adj. N"i\t) ; and both the

verb and the adj. occur in New Hebrew with a

similar meaning.

niy N^i] If M.T. is correct, m: may be conjec-

tured to have some such meaning as ' sit quiet
'

; but,

as no such root is found elsewhere in Hebrew or in

any of the cognate languages, it would seem better

to regard it as a denominative of nij in the sense

of 'dwell,' 'abide' (cf Oxf Lex.), though in this

case such a derivation is more than doubtful, as

ni3 primarily means 'an abode of a shepherd or of

the flock,' and it is only used figuratively in poetry

and elevated style in the sense of a habitation in

general.^ The text, however, is hardly correct
;

what we want is really some verb corresponding

in thought to yab'- X^i in cl. b. The Syr. w^rrs )]

would point to the reading 7\w v6, which would

form an admirable parallel (so We., Now., GAS.,

^ Muhlau-Volck (whose etymolcgies, however, are not always trust-

worthy) would connect the word with Ar. J 'aim at,' which is

used (viii.) in the secondary sense of 'betake oneself to a place of

abode
'

; but against this v. Dr. Notes on the Hebrew Text of the

Books 0/ Hantuel, p. 124.
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Mar.). The LXX. read ovhev fxrj irepdvr) ( = ' bring

to an end,' 'accomplish'), which is perhaps a free

rendering of n''^
; similarly the Old Lat. ' nihil

omnino proficiet.' The Vulg. renders ' et non de-

corabitur,' regarding ni3 as a parallel form of nK3

(cf. Ex. 1 5"). The Targ. D"'pn"' xh would support

the M.T.

': 'B'a Tmn ik'n] Cf. Is. 5H On the clause, t;. supra.

For c'Di as seat of appetite, cf Ps. 17^; Pr. 23^;

Ec. 224, 48^ 62^ etc.

''^^ vh^ ni03 Kini] * and he is like Death and is not

satisfied,' i.e. he is as insatiable as death (cf the

renderings of the LXX. k. outo<; co? Odvaro^ ovk

efM7rLTr\dfji€vo<;, and Syr. "jZok) y»j] KJ2£D ]]o).

IV

2, 6-20. A TAUNT-SONG

vv. 6-8. The First Part. The Chaldean's lust

for conquest.

6. isii'^ ^trio] Cf. Num. 23'- ^^, 243- !•'• 20, 21. 23.

Jb. 27\ 29^

':i nn-'H nv^^oi] nx''^D = ' satire.' Only again Pr. i^.

The M.T {si ver. /i'cf.) = ' sa.t\re (even) pointed sayings

with reference to him.' nn^n will be in apposition

to nT^D, explaining more precisely its nature and
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meaning. n»N^1 may be explained as an individua-

lising singular (cf. Ex. 31^^; Lev. ly^*, 19^); but,

as there would not appear to be any special reason

for this construction here, it would be better, if the

present consonantal text is accepted, to punctuate

nox""! (so We., Now.,^ Mar.). The clause, however, is

not very elegant, and it is questionable whether it

represents the original text. The combination

niTn ni'^^D is not natural, and what we expect is

a verb in place of niTH (perhaps mri"'^?) answering

to iKb'\ while the following -idn> 'h is possibly a

corruption of "ito^<?. The versions render variously

:

LXX. K. irpo^Xrina et? Bti'jyrja-Lv avrov koI ipovaiv
;

Vulg. 'et loquelam aenigmatum ejus et dicetur'

—

reading nvi'O, or perhaps tacitly taking 60 as a

construct ! Syr. ^;i^]jo ^Zj-kjoIo ]Z|1^o ; Targ.

irD''"'i n^^ jnn^ \''^'\n "yic'i.

'y\ 'b-^h n3i?jn ••in] ' Ah ! he that multiplies not

his own—how long?' i^-n!) (z'. supra i^). For the

aposiopesis after "TiDnj;, cf Ps. 6*, 90^^. The Syr.

^ a SV) ^Ak)]] ]lOj-L, by omitting the following waiv,

connects directly with n"'330. The other versions

follow M.T.

D^DnyJ 'weight of pledges'—an intensive forma-

tion (cf -injD 'persistent rain,' Pr. 27^^). The word

^ Now, proposes as an alternative Tl)OX'-

^ Elsewhere ^^^ occurs only with cog. accus. m'n-
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occurs only in this passage. The A.V. renders

* thick clay '—a rendering which is to be traced

back to the Vulg. ' densum lutum,' t2''D3y being

divided into two words, ay and ta^ta ; similarly the

Syr. (1 I m? P-J-L. The LXX. k. ^apvvcov t. kXolov

avTov aTt/3apM<i (lit. = ' loading his collar thickly'),

reading apparently i^V T330, and connecting ts^ony

perhaps with the root. nay.

7. T3^"^]
' thy biters '—understanding it figuratively

of the attacking foes ; or ' those wiio give thee

interest' (as a denom. of Tjt'p 'interest'), continuing

the metaphor suggested by ti^ony and natron (which

recalls rT'mn). Perhaps both meanings were intended

—this double meaning being the nv^JD and b\!^K). The

rendering 'thy creditors' (Ew., Or., Now., GAS.,

Mar.) would require the Hif'il (cf. Dt. 23-^, where

the meaning of the Qal and HifHl is differentiated)
;

and, moreover, it would express exactly the reverse

of what is suggested by the preceding verse, for the

Chaldean is the creditor and the people the debtors,

the former being viewed as a hard and unjust exactor.

The LXX. BdKvovT€<; avTov, reading the 3rd pers. sing,

as in the preceding verse.

"["•yryTD] ' those who violently shake thee '

—

Pilpel

of "^^^ 'tremble,' 'quake' (cf. Aram, yir, ^il, and Ar.

r >:=' agitate,' 'shake'). The Pilpel only occurs

here, but the Qal is found in Ec. 12^ and Est. 5".
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LXX. 0/ eirljSovXoi aou ; Vulg. ' lacerantes '
; Syr. and

Targ. render by the same word (vi], yir).

niDB'Dij] ' for plunder '—an intensive plural, cf. nbiriD

'tumult,' Am. 3^; nnnoo 'a (close) hiding-place,'

Ps. 10^ 64^; na"i3 '(abundant) blessing,' Ps. 2V,

etc.—Ges.-K. § 124^. The LXX. et<? Biapiray^v ; Syr.

]Zl£^ ; Vulg. ' in rapinam
'

; Targ. ''!]/?, all express

the singular.

8. -ii!?K'^] LXX. (B) (TKvXevaovaiv, but MSS. N A Q
(TKu\€vaov(TLV (Tc ; in MS. B ae has probably dropped

out accidentally after the preceding

—

aiv.

'3VD^»] |o causal, 'on account of, because of,'

etc.—cf Mic. 2^-; Is. 53^'; Ps. 6^ 'ry oysD n"L:=:;'y

;

12*^ DipN* nny d-:v3x np:xo D'-^jy ik'o
; Jb. 22* ; z: Oxf

Lex. p. 580 (7.

'J1 pN Dom] The tendency in Hebrew is to avoid

the connection of several genitives with one noun in

the constr. St., though the reverse is occasionally

found, as, for instance, here and in Gen. 14^^; Is. 22^

(cf Ges.-K. § 128 a).

na ^DK'^-^Dl] In poetry and elevated style the

constr. St. is not unfrequently formed before a

preposition as a mere connecting form. This is

especially the case when the noun in the constr. st.

is a participle (cf Hos. 14^; Is. 24^; Nah. i^
; Jer.

12*; Ps. 2^- n 'Din-i'3 ;
1072-* na ^3Bn\ etc.—Ges.-K.

§ 130^).
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vv. 9-1 1. The Second Part. Their selfishness in

seeking to strengthen their own resources, and secure

themselves against misfortune by plundering other

peoples.

9. j?"» yv3 j?vn] Cf. Jer. 6^^ S^^ vva 'b yx2; Ez. 22^^

;

Pr. i^^, 15^^. In reality the addition of jn is super-

fluous, for j?V2 in itself would be sufficient. The

root yvn means prop, 'break or cut off' ( = Ar. «_^-

'amputavit partem rei ' (Freytag), and Aram. yv3

' cut off'), but in usage it generally means ' gain by

violence or in a wrong way,' as here and in the

passages quoted above ; and the cognate noun yxa is

used in the sense of ' gain acquired by violence and

injustice.' Marti thinks that the verse should be

composed of four instead of three lines, and sees in

]}-\ a trace of the second line which has fallen out of

the text, and which he conjectures to be Don "iV^XI.

This conjecture may be right, but the ancient

versions support M.T.

'i\ Dno3 DIB'!'] Cf Num. 24-^
;
Jer. 49^''; Ob. 4.

jn'flDlo] Lit. 'from the palm of,' re. from the

power of (cf Ju. 6^* ; i 3.4^ ; 2 S. 14^ 19^° ; 2 K. i6\

etc.). For jn in sense of ' calamity,' 'adversity,' cf

Am. 6^ jn dv
;
Jer, 42" ; Ps. 49", 94^^, etc.

10. inui'] ^ expressing a t/at. incoinniodi (cf Ju.

\&\ Ps. 59* ^K'Bj^ innx T\i7\, \if \ Lam. 4^'^; v. Oxf
Lex. sub ^, p. 515 a).
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n^m D"'Oy-nivp] Ace. to M.T. nivp may be regarded

either as standing in apposition to ni^3 : '(even) the

cutting off of many nations'; or as an adverbial

accus. (in place of the usual construction with ^,

cf I S. 14^'; I K. 5^^) : 'in cutting off many nations.'

All the versions, however, express a 2nd pars, sing.,

and this rather than an infinitive seems to be de-

siderated by the context. The LXX. crvv67ripava<;,

Vulg. 'concidisti,' read nisfp; and so perhaps Syr. Ziru,

Targ. ann (probably free renderings). And this

punctuation should no doubt be adopted. Gr., Now.

read riip''yL!, ' thou hast brought into straits ' (cf Is. 7^),

but the other emendation is the simpler.

I^q: NGim] The construction is difficult, (i) It

is usually regarded as a circumstantial clause, ' While

thou forfeitest thy soul ' (so Ew., Dav., GAS.). With

this rendering, however, we should almost certainly

require nriN to be expressed. It would be better,

therefore, if the text is correct (2) to explain the

wazu as an instance of the 2vaw explicativum, ' And
that forfeiting thy soul,' Nt2in being understood as an

accus. of condition— ' in condition of forfeiting,' etc.

Cf Jer. 15^2; 2 S. it,'^ Di^c'3x n-'a noob'i ion nf'ni;

I K. f; Ps. 5520 n^D mp 2m Djy^i ba V^^' ; Lam. 32^.

— Dav. Sjyn. § 136, R. i ; Ges.-K. § 154, note (d)}

Since, however, the point of cl. i> is not merely

' The meaning is practically the same as in (i), but in point of

grammar the two cases should be distinguished.
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that he has cut off many nations, but that in cutting-

off many nations he has forfeited his soul, we should

hardly expect the latter to be subordinated to

D'OJ? nii'p. The participle, in fact, is out of place^

and what we want is a perfect (or its equivalent)

corresponding to the tenses in the preceding clauses.

Accordingly, many scholars prefer to follow Gratz

in reading the Infin. Absol. XDm —the Infin. Absol,

continuing the perfects nivp and JViV (cf. Hag. i^

;

Zc. 3*, 7^—Ges.-K. § 113^).^ stsn has apparently

here the meaning 'forfeit'; the root properly means
' to miss the mark,' ^ and so ' miss ' (Jb. 5^* ; Pr. 8^*^), or

' forfeit ' (cf. Pr, 20^ IB'SJ Xt3n nnyno). Some scholars,

however, understand KDH to mean here ' involve in

guilt
'

; but there would not appear to be any clear

parallel in Hebrew for this use of stDn in the Qal;

moreover, we should expect, in such a case, the Hif'il

rather than the Qal (cf Dt. 24* ; Is. 29^^ ms ^K^DHO ;

Ec. 5^ i-ibQ-riN* x^DH^ -["D-ns |nn-^N).

II. D''D3] The word does not occur again in O.T.,

and its meaning is uncertain. The versions render

variously: LXX. «ai/^apo9 = ' beetle ' ; Aq. /j,d^a =

' The versions render by a perfect. LXX. k. i^TjuapTef ij ^vx^l <tov

(reading KtOm)> so Old Lat. 'peccavit anima tua,' and similarly the

Vulg. Syr. >^a g^n ^u.4>-»10' ^"' ^arg. XH-Cn "I:^'DJ hv'\ (a f^ee

rendering of M.T.).

'^ Cf. Arabic Jf^^ ii. ' ni.ike to miss the mark'; iv. 'miss the

mark, miss the way.'
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* barley-cake '
; Symm. crvvhea-fio<i olKoBofi7]<; = ' a

rafter of a dwelling'; Theod. auv8ea/M0<; ; Vulg.

paraphrases :
' lignum quod inter juncturas aedifi-

ciorum est'; Syr. ")ZorD = ' nail' ; Targ. «DU>=
' splinter

'
; and the exact meaning of the word was

apparently unknown to the early translators. In

Mishnic Hebrew a word D"'D3 occurs, but it probably

means 'a building - stone ' or 'brick' (cf Hoffm.

ZATW. ii. 1881 ; Dalman, Aram- Neiih. Wbrterb.

p. 195 b)—a meaning which would be unsuitable in

the present context. If the reading is correct, it is

better to connect the word with the Aram, root

DM ' bind ' (Syr. -mg^n = ' contraxit '), and conjecture

the word to mean ' beam,' ' rafter '—lit. ' that which

binds together' (cf the renderings of Symm., Theod.,

and also the Vulg.).

njjy] Vulg. ' respondebit '; Syr. ] « < v do not express

the suffix.

vv. 12-14. The Third Part. Their unscrupu-

lousness in establishing a kingdom through the

oppression of other peoples. On the genuineness

of this section, cf. pp. 38 f.

12. D''Dn3] The plural Q-'on, in contradistinction

to the sing, dt, denotes blood that is shed (plural of

local extension), and then, from the idea of 'blood

shed in murder,' it came to be used in the more

general sense of any bloody deed (cf Mic. 3^*^.

—

Ges.-K. § 124;;).
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pi3l] Perf. with waw co7isecutive continuing the

ptcp. njn, and expressing habit or custom :
' and

habitually establishes a city, etc' (cf. Is. 5^, 61

—

Ges.-K. § i\6x\ Dr. Tenses, § 113 (yS)).

nfjiyn] LXX. Iv aZiKiaL<i\ Old Lat. 'in iniquitatibus ';

Targ. p^333—assimilating to the preceding plural.

13. "s\ T\:iT\ N^n] Once again, 2 Chr. 25-^ Djn K^n

Cnins. i^T\ is often used rhetorically to introduce

with some emphasis an affirmation (cf. vv. ^"'^; i^-

;

I S. 2I^^ 26^, etc.), and it is then practically equiva-

lent to njn (cf Jos. i^; Ju. 6^^ where the LXX. render

by Ihov). Here and in 2 Chr. 25^^ we find the two

combined for the sake of still greater rhetorical

effect. The LXX., Vulg., Syr. point r\vr\ for M.T. nan

—the nan referring to the two following quotations

or proverbs. This reading has been adopted by some

scholars (Now., Du., etc.), and it may possibly repre-

sent the original punctuation.

mn^ nso] Idiomatically, ' from with '—expressing

origination (cf Jos. ii^"^ Dn^-ns \>\rh nn'-n nin^ nsrs ^3
;

I S. 16^* ; Ps. 1 1
823

; V. Oxf Lex. sub ns, p. 86 <^).

':i IW"*^!] 1 introducing the predicate, ' Is it not,

behold (or are they not) from Jehovah of Hosts, that,

etc' (cf Jer. 51^^ where the clause occurs again;

Is. 29^' ntn -lyTD cyo my-N^n; Ru. i^^ and with the

impf Ex. 12^; Hos. 10^".—Dr. Tenses, % 125).
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K'S-'^na] Lit. ' for what suffices for,' i.e. simply to

satisfy the fire (cf Jer. 5 1^^; Nah. 2^^). 2 = Beth Pretii,

cf. Ex. 3420 ; Hos. 4" ; Ps. 106^0 (z^ Oxf Lex. p. 90 rt,

S7ib 3).

14. 'V\ si'on '•3] Cf. Is. 1
1'-', of which this passage is

perhaps a reminiscence, or else it may be a current

proverbial expression :
' The earth is full with refer-

ence to knowing, etc' The exact construction (in the

case of n^d) does not occur again ; in Is. it is the

accus. TVp\,

D''-^J/ 1D3'' D^»3] In Is. 11^ 0-030 Ti'h 0-03. LXX. &>?

vihwp KaTaKoXvyfrei avrov;, reading on-^y or ic^y

for Q^-h]}.

vv. 15-17. The Fourth Part. Their contemptuous

treatment of the vanquished nations.

15. "iriDn hedd] The text is uncertain, (i) nsDD

has been taken as a Pi'e/ ptcp. of nso 'join, attach to,'

and explained to mean 'joining thy fury (or poison),'

i.e. mixing thy fury (or poison) with it (Ke.)—the

clause being regarded as defining more precisely the

preceding inyi np'^J2. But the expression is peculiar.

Elsewhere nso is used of a person attaching himself

to some particular office (cf i S. 21-*^); or joining a

community of persons (cf i S. 26^'; Is. 14^); or of

persons joining or banding themselves into a party

(cf. Jb. 30"). The term would, therefore, hardly be

expected in the present context. It has been
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understood (2) in the sense of ' pour out,' and

regarded as equivalent to Ar. J^ =' pour out ' water

or blood. Cf. Our'an 6^**^; also (prob.) Heb. n^SD

' growth ' (kernels poured out accidentally in har-

vesting ; V. Oxf. Lex. p. 705 b), and nsb'D in Is. 5'

( = appar. shedding, viz. of blood). But though

the phrase ' pouring out thy fury (or poison) ' is

intelligible, the construction is not altogether natural

in the present connection. What is required is a

word or combination of words to complete the sense

of r\'p0r:i, and on either of the above interpretations

this would at the most be only obscurely expressed.

All recent commentators are now agreed that the

text is slightly in error, and they follow Gratz and

Wellhausen in reading 'n fidd ' from the goblet, etc.,'

the final n having arisen through dittography (so

Now., Dav., GAS., Mar., Dr., etc.). The versions

render variously : LXX. dvaTpoTrfj doXepa, apparently

regarding nsDD as a noun (connecting it probably with

nsD 'pour out'), and for ^non perhaps having in their

text n»n, which would indirectly support the reading

inon (v. infra), the suff. ^ having accidentally fallen

out before the following pini in the text used by

them. Vulg. * mittens fel suum '
; Syr. 1Uf03j \rU- ;

Targ. Non^3 ti^n.

*]non] The change from the third to the second

person in the same clause is harsh. The interchange
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of person, however, is not an uncommon feature in

Hebrew literature (cf Is. 22^"; Jer. 29^^; and for a

parallel passage, Nah. 2^*—but text dub.), and it

may be doubtful (even in an extreme case like this)

whether the second person could not stand. The
Vulg. ' fel suum,' however, expresses the suffix of

the third person ; the other versions omit the suffix,

yet the LXX., as we have seen (v. supra), may in-

directly support inon, and the latter is read by most

modern commentators (We., Gr., Now., GAS., Dav.,

Mar., Dr.).

nac' p|Nl] The infin. absol. continuing the parti-

ciple as in Est. 8^ 'on nwtjn Dinnji ^^o^ nt'i anp: i::'N;

cfGes.-K.§i 13*^; Dav.5j'«.S8(a). Wellhausen would

insert ^\>^''^ before naU' eiNi (so Now.) ; in that case

both infinitives absolute would be used adverbially.

The emendation is attractive, but perhaps hardly

necessary.

DnmvD-^y] The plural suffix either agreeing ad

sensum with the collective injn (so Ke.), or else injn

may be equivalent to the plural in'y-i (cf i S. 14*^,

30-*^; Ps. 29^^; Jb. ^2^% The plural suffix in'— is,

however, very rare (cf 3^°
; Nah. 2* ; and Ges.-K. %<^\k

and /). The word iiyo occurs only here. Wellhausen

would read Dnnyo (fr. ^ my), after Nah. 3= (so Now.,

Mar.), but this derivation is unnecessary (cf DTy

'naked or nakedness,' and Ar. i,^).

o
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i6. mDo] JO expressing the comparative; lit.

'away from,' i.e. rather than, cf. Ps. 45® int'D \':\-^'^

nnnno • • • D^n^s
; Jb. 7^^ 3621 ; Oxf. Lex. p. 582 «.

i'lyni] If M.T. is correct, the word will mean 'be

regarded as uncircumcised,' i.e. become an object of

reproach and mockery. The denom. ^ly ' regard

as foreskin,' i.e. uncircumcised, occurs once again in

the Qal, Lev. 19-^. The LXX.

—

Kaphia craXevd'qTL

K. aeiaO'qri—have a doublet, neither of which would

point to the M.T. f>iyn. In Zc. 12^ aaXeveiv repre-

sents the Heb. Py*], and it is not unlikely that isjnn

'reel' is the true reading here (so We., Now., GAS.,

Mar., Dr., etc.). This reading seems to be favoured

both by the Syr. ,^;-^Z]o and Vulg. * consopire.' ^

The KapBia of the LXX. is perhaps to be explained

with Marti as a false reading of Kai. The verb ^y-i

occurs in Biblical Hebrew only in Nah. 2* {Hofal)
;

here we may punctuate either as Nif^al, or perhaps

better as HifHl {Inner HifHl) or Hof'al. For a

similar expression, cf Is. 51^"- ^l

'Jl T"^!; 31Dn] ' shall come round unto thee,' cf. Lam.
4^^ 'J1 DlD~i3yn n^^jy Da; and for the thought, Jer.

25'', 51'-

p*>p">p'i] {si ver. lect.) 'disgrace'—an intensive forma-

tion {Pilpel) for ^^^ from ^J ^^\> (cf Aram. Nn^p;p

for Nn^p^P). The Vulg. 'et vomitus ignominiae' has

^ Similarly Aq. Kapwdr)Ti..
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resolved the word into ])hp (Nj''p ; so A.V. 'shameful

spuing' (cS. t2''t:3j; supra). The LXX. k. avvi]')(6r]

arifxia ; Old Lat. 'et convenit iniuria'; Targ.

KJ^P TT'I— all express a verb. This might, of course,

be regarded as a free insertion on the translators'

part, but the verb which is used strongly suggests

that in the text they read there was a corresponding

Hebrew word. In this case it is not improbable that

the first three consonants of ^hp''p are a corruption

of this verb, though it is not easy to see now what

this word would be.

A different view of the verse has been taken by

Wellhausen, Nowack, and Marti. These scholars

think that the words ti33D ])bp nV2t\ which stand at

the beginning of the verse, are not in their original

position, and that they should be substituted for

the present clause, which is a corruption of them.

According to this view the verse will begin with

nnX'DJ nnt', and v.
^^'^ will stand in direct contrast

to vJ^^ But the clause '3D 'p ni'3t;' is found in

its present position in all the versions ; and though

a better contrast is obtained if the verse commences

with 'Jl DJ nni:}, it would be unreasonable to suppose

that this was necessarily the intention of the writer.

On the contrary, in vv. ^^" a certain symmetry in

the method of introducing the punishment which

is to befall the Chaldean is noticeable. It is intro-

duced in v. ^ by sisn, followed by a causal clause

(v. ^) ; in V. ^^ by a perfect, followed by a causal
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clause (v. ^^); in v. ^^ by ahn, followed, as in v. ^,

by a causal clause (v. ^*)
; in v. ^^ by a perfect,

followed, as in v, ^^, by a causal clause (v. ^''). This

uniformity can scarcely be accidental, and would

strongly favour the retention of the words ':i n]}2b in

their present position, nynty is to be explained as

a perfect of certainty : the prophet states summarily

the punishment which will befall the Chaldean

;

while in what follows he explains how this will

come about. Jehovah will make him drink of the

same cup that he has handed to other nations. The

use of the imvs. rirw^ and !j"ij?n is thoroughly idiomatic,

expressing, as they do, on the one hand the strong

assurance of fulfilment, and, on the other, the sym-

pathy of the speaker with it (cf. Is. 37^*^, 54^^.—Dr.

Tenses, § 57 ; Ges.-K. § 1 10^).

17. inTT'] si ver. /^^A = ' (which) scared them away'

—the impf. picturing graphically the past (cf. Dr.

Tenses, § 27). But we should probably read inTi"" for

jriTi"' with all ancient versions (except Vulg. ' deter-

rebit eos '). ^nTT* is for "inn"'—incorrectly formed after

the analogy of V'J? verbs (cf. Ges.-K. § 20 n, and

Konig. i. p. 374).

'ji ••Dno] Cf 2^

vv. 18-19. A 'woe' against idolatry. On this

section, cf p. 39. With most scholars we should

most probably transpose vv. 18 and 19.
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18. 'ji i'-'Vin-nD] For the thought, cf. i S. 12"-^;

Is. 44^'i'\ 57^2; Jer. 2^ i6i'».

l^DD ""j] '•3 expressing consecution, ' so that,' as not

unfrequently after an interrogative clause, cf. Gen.

20"; Ex. 3^1; Is. 52^'; Mic. 4^; Ps. 8^—Ges.-K.

§ 166 d}

nv] In its Hteral sense "iv usually denotes a

worker in clay, a potter (so in Phoen.) ; but here,

and in Is. 44*^ ^dd •'ni*\ vv. ^'^'' ^-, it is used in the

wider sense of a graver in wood or stone.

nsDO] ' molten image' (Dt. 27'^; Ju. 17^'*, etc.).

npB' miDi] Only here with reference to an idol

;

the expression is used of the false prophet in Is. 9^*

33Tn Nin 'c 'O N^a^l. The LXX. render ^avraaiav

yfrevBi] ; similarly Vulg. 'imaginem falsam.' In miD

they have apparently seen some form of nsi ' see.'

nX' nif] 'the fashioner of its form'; "i:;^ will refer

to the forni of the image. With the exception of

Is. 2g^^, where it denotes what is formed by the

potter, viz. pottery, it is elsewhere used of what is

formed in the mind or heart (as seat of intellect),

viz. 'thought,' 'purpose' (cf Gen. 6\ 8-^^ etc.). The

' Cf. LXX. OTi fy\v\pav avTO ; tTr\aaft> avrb X'^''* I'M* *•''• ^' ^vXf^ac

is probably a clerical error for ty\v\f(i' (cf. iirXaaev ; but MSS. N>-'^ Q
?ir\affav, which is probably a later assimilation to the incorrect reading

ly\v\l/ai') ; and for M.T. ii^*' they have punctuated i")V'.
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expression here is somewhat tautologous, and it is

not unlikely that the three consonants iv have been

accidentally repeated, in which case we should read

simply "iiV^ (so Guthe, Now., Mar.). The versions,

however, would appear to express the reading of

the M.T. The LXX. render 6tc ireTroiOev 6 TT\daa<i

iirl T. 7r\dafi,a avrov, which is probably a free render-

ing of the M.T., or possibly they may have read

iiV^
"'r?V.

"•»'
; similarly the Vulg. 'quia speravit in fig-

mento fictor ejus,' pointing ii^^ and "iV^ for M.T.

iiv' and nv^ ; Syr. ^(no\\ (TnV>ol> lr:iX ^IZ]?,

pointing as Vulg. ; so also Targ. i^^^^VT X3^.

W^ha Q'^^'^ba] Cf I Cor. 12^, T. etBcoXa to, dcfxova.

19. Don] 'silence.' The word occurs again in

Is. 41^ ; La. 3^^—in both passages as an adv. accus.,

'in silence.' LXX. vyjrcoOTjn, reading DOn.

mv «in] As a question: 'Shall it teach?' The

question is suggested by the tone in which the

words are spoken, as is not unfrequently the case

in Hebrew (cf. Gen. 27-* "ibj? ':2 nr nns ; i S. ii^^;

2 S. 1 1^\ etc.—Ges.-K. § 150^ ; Dav. Sj/n. § 121). The

A.v., discarding the Massoretic accentuation, con-

nects the words with the preceding clause :
' Arise,

it shall teach' ; but this does not yield a good con-

nection with the following words. The LXX. express

K. avro i<TTiv ^avTaaia, probably reading miD for

niv (cf V. ^^, and the Syr. ^"j ^ . o ..m)
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'i^ nnr i^iDn] 'n prop. ' laid hold of/ ' seized/ and

then figuratively ' encased/ ' enclosed in.' Cf. a

similar use of rnx in Pt'e/, Jb. 26^ nD3~"':3 THSD. For

the accusative after tyiDD, cf Ju. 18^^ ncn^o '•^D )i:n k^^k;

I S. 2^^; I K. 221*^—the remote object being retained

with a passive verb, which governs in the active two

objects (cf Ges.-K. § 121 d; Dav. Sj/n. § 80).

ps m"i"i'3l] 'vi^s being placed first for emphasis

(cf Gen. 40^ ; Lev. 22^^; i S. 21^; Cant. 4J). In such

a case the construct state, having become customary,

is usually retained, except where px stands at the end

of a clause (cf Mic. y-.—Ges.-K. § ^S2o; Dav. Sjn.

127(b)).

V. 20. A transitional verse (cf p. 39).

on] hush! silence! Again in Ju. 3^; Am. 6^*^, 8^;

Zph. i^; Zc. 2^7. Ne. 8^^ LXX. evXa^eaOoi (for

rendering, cf Zph. i^ ; Zc. 2^^); Vulg. 'sileat'; Syr.

^o\L
; Targ. paraphrases NjriK rhm ^3 inionp |D psiD'-v

r:ao] Lit. ' from the presence of,' i.e. at the

presence of, e.xpressing causation, cf Gen. 45^

V3DD l^na:
; Jos. 2"

; Ju. 5^ ; Nah. l^ etc.—Oxf Lex.

p. 818^.
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V

3. THE PRAYER OF HABAKKUK

V. I. The Title.

I. niriE' bv] The word only occurs once again,

Ps. 7^ Its meaning is uncertain. The later Greek

versions—Aq. ayv6r)/j,a (Ps, 7^) ; eVl ayvorj/xaTcov

(Hb. 3^); Symm. virkp dyvoia^ r. AavlS (Ps. 7^); eVl

dyvoTjfMarwv (Hb. 3^) ; Theod. same as Symm. (Ps. 7^);

vTrep T. iKovataaficov (Hb. 3^, explained by Jerome as

'pro voluntariis, et pro his sponte delinquunt'; v.

Field, Hexapld)—have connected the word with njB'

or JJB' 'go astray, err'; so also Vulg. 'pro igno-

rantiis' and Targ. KDl^K'b in present passage. Simi-

larly most of the older commentators have derived it

from njK' ' go astray,' and rendered ' dithyrambic or

wild, passionate poem,' such as is characterised by

rapid change of emotion and irregular rhythm. Ac-

cordingly niJ"'JK'-i>y will mean that the psalm is of this

character and is intended to be set to music suitable

to such poems. But it has been rightly felt that the

two psalms do not altogether correspond to these char-

acteristics, and it is, therefore, doubtful whether this

is the right explanation.^ If the text is correct, it

would seem to be more probable to suppose that the

' The explanation would be more correct in the case of Hab. 3 than

in the case of Ps. 7, which can scarcely be said to bear tliat character.
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term refers not to the character of the poem or of

the music to which it is to be sung, but to the change

in tune or melody (///. the wandering from one tune

to another) necessitated by a change in the subject

and character of the poem. Thus we may conjecture

that a different tune would be required for the

triumphant description of the theophany (vv. ^^°)

from that which would accompany v.- and vv. '^''^.

Similarly in Ps. 7 we have apparently the combina-

tion of a prayer for deliverance and a description

of the judgment of the nations, which, it may not

unnaturally be supposed, would necessitate a change

in the tune or melody. This, however, at the most

is only a conjecture ; and some recent commentators

think that, at least in the present passage, the word

is corrupt.^ The LXX. render by fiera o}8r]<;, the

same word as in v. ^^, and accordingly it is con-

jectured that mrjJ should be read here (so Gr., We.,

Now., etc.). This is possible, but the LXX. on the

other hand, not knowing the meaning of the term

(in Ps. 7 they render by -\/ra\/i09 % may have surmised

that it had the same significance as "Tir:: in \.^^,

and consequently rendered by the same word. The
Syr. omits the word both here and in Ps. 7.

V. 2. The Prayer. The psalmist speaks in the

name of the community. They have heard what

' Cf. Cheyne, Encyc. Bib. col. 3946, and Briggs (Inter. Conim.)

on Ps. 7.

Unless the title they render was different.
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Jehovah has done in the past, and they pray that

He would now, in this long period of distress, mani-

fest Himself again on their behalf.

nyoty ^nyotj'] V^^ prop, 'hearing' (cf Ps. i8*^;

Jb. 42^ TiyOB' }rK ]}J2i:f?) ; and then, more frequently,

'what is heard,' 'report' (cf Gen. 29^^; Num. 14^^;

Dt. 2^^ ; 2 Chr. 9^, etc.), and so in the present passage

' Thy report.' The rendering ' Thy oracle ' or ' Thy
message,' which some commentators would assign

to the word, and refer to the vision given in 2*, has,

apart from other objections, no parallel in the O.T.,

and is against the usage of the word, which, when

used in its passive sense and standing in connec-

tion with a noun or pronoun, is always followed by a

genitive of the object and not subject (cf examples

quoted above and pp. 120 f).

'i^ n^ya] For ijya in sense of deliverance, re-

demption, cf Ps. 44^, 77^3 ^j^(j fQj. ^hg casus

pendens, cf Dav. S}'n. 106 c; Ges.-K. § 143 If.

Wit^ 2-\p2] The phrase occurs nowhere else, and

has been variously explained, (i) It has been sup-

posed that the psalmist looks back to the great

event of the Exodus and forward into the future,

and prays that Jehovah nozu in the midst of years

would manifest Himself as He did then. So We.,

Dav., Dr. The objection to this is that there is

nothing either in the context or in the psalm itself
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that would directly suggest that the psalmist is

specially thinking of the Exodus. (2) Gesenius

understood the phrase to mean ' within a few years,'

' within a brief space of time.' It is true that njB',

Di*', etc., may be used without the article in the plural

to denote an indefinite period of time, long or short

as the case may be, as e.g. in Gen. 40* ; i S. 29^

;

Is. 652°; Dn. 1 1*'; but the rendering here would be

grammatically doubtful, for anpa does not appear to

mean ' within,' i.e. after a lapse of, after the interval

of, etc., but always ' in the midst of,' ' amidst.' When
a Hebrew writer wished to express the idea ' after

a lapse of,' he used either h (cf. Gen. 7'*' ^^, etc.), or

more frequently {d (cf. Gen. 4^; Dt. 14^, 15^), or some

phrase compounded with these prepositions (cf. 2 Chr.

21^^ etc.). (3) Keil, who accepts the psalm as an

integral part of the book, thinks that D*3B' refers to

the reach of years extending to the nyio or ' appointed

time' (2^), and understands the psalmist to pray that

Jehovah would not defer His work, but bring it to

pass before the appointed time arrives. Apart from

the fact that there are good reasons for believing the

psalm to have formed no original part of the book,

we should almost certainly in this case have expected

the psalmist to have written D^Jtr'n {i.e. the years which

had to lapse before the appointed time), and not

simply the indefinite D':^'. On the whole then (4) it

seems best to understand the D'JB^ 2ip3 as referring

to the time or period in which the psalmist was
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living, the circumstances of which are to be judged

from the context. The following clause niDTn Dm rji2

shows that it was a time marked by the wrath of

Jehovah, that is to say, a time of trouble and distress

(cf. V. ^^), while the verse as a whole implies that this

had been of long duration, that it was years since

Jehovah had last manifested Himself on His people's

behalf In the midst of these years of wrath and

distress, then, he prays Jehovah now to revive His

work of deliverance and again manifest His power.

On this view, however, we are not to suppose that

the psalmist looks back, as it were, to the years that

have passed and forward to the years of gloom that

may lie before him ; rather he instinctively feels him-

self to be amidst years of wrath and distress without

any prospect of alleviation, and prays accordingly

for the intervention of Jehovah. Davidson's remark

that the phrase cannot mean ' amidst years of dis-

tress' because the idea of distress must be stated is

hardly to the point ; for that idea is sufficiently ex-

pressed not only by the following clause, but by the

context and the general circumstances of the psalm.

in*''n] Either (i) lit. 'give life to,' i.e. call into

operation (cf. Jb. 34*), or (2) lit. 'restore to life,' «>.

revive, renew (cf E^in^ Lam. 5-^). This metaphorical

use of iTTi, on either view, is without parallel, and it

may be doubted whether it represents the original

text, or whether some word like imn ' show it,' should
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not rather be read (so Mar.). On the whole clause

Tn''"'n a"'JK' nip3 "1^J?Q, see below.

ymn] M.T. ' make it known.' For the omission of

the pron. suffix, cf. Gen. 9^', 18^.—Ges.-K. § 1 17/. The

LXX. express avaSeix^ijar], reading the Nif'al y'ljn,

which very probably represents the original punctua-

tion.

"ilDTn am] For infin. absol. as object, c{. Is. 1^^;

Jb. 13^—Ges.-K. § \\ld\ Dav. Syn. 84b.

In the above it has been assumed that the M.T.

represents the original text ; this, however, is by no

means clear. The verse, as it stands, seems over-

loaded. The repetition of 'ix^ 2"ip3 is not very

elegant, and we should have expected perhaps

some parallel clause corresponding in thought to

clause a. Still, it is somewhat difficult to see how
the M.T. is exactly to be emended. The present

text of the LXX. represents a conflate rendering, and

is due to the work of later editors who endeavoured

to bring the original translation into closer con-

formity with the existing Hebrew text. It is not

easy, however, to ascertain the original rendering of

the LXX. ; but on the ground that the more difficult

as well as the freer rendering will more likely

approximate to the original, we may conclude that

the text, as it left the hands of the first translators,

represented the following clauses :—Ky/Jte, elaaKriKoa

TT)v aK07]v aov, [kuI i(f>o^^6T]v']Kvpie [MS.N] Karevorjcra
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TO, epya crov, [kuI i^ia-rrjv.^ ev fieafp 8vo ^(acov

[yvaxrOijcrr],] [ev tw iyyl^eiv ra err) iircyvoxrOijar)']

ev T(S irapelvai tov Kaipov avahei')(drjcrri' ev rat

Tapa')(^9r]vai rrjv "^v^V^ f^ov [ev opyfj^ eXeov^ fivr]cr67]arf

—the words bracketed being probably added later,

partly as closer renderings of the Hebrew and partly

to improve the verse. Comparing the text with the

M.T., we notice certain differences. The LXX.
KarevoTiaa has no equivalent in the Hebrew, but

there is little doubt that it represents ""nxT for M.T.

^riNT' (for KaTavoelv — 7\vr\, cf. Gen. 42^; Ex. 2", 19^^;

Nu. 32^'^; Is. 5^'^). MS. 5< seems to have preserved

the M.T. niiT, unless it be a later addition. Auo

i^cpwv (cf. Old Lat. ' in medio duorum animalium ')

apparently represents n"'^n or nvn ; while both ev rw

irapelvat and ev tw rapa'x^OrjvaL rest on a difference

of punctuation, ttjv -ylrv^vv f^ov being added in the

latter case in order to provide a subject. When,

however, the LXX. text was brought into closer

conformity with the text as represented by M.T., and

K. e(f)ol3j]6r}v added, then k. e^ecrTrjv was inserted to

balance the clause with clause a ; similarly yvwaOi^crr),

to balance dvaSeix^WV^—the intermediate clause

iv To5 eyyl^ecv ra errj eiriyvwadriarj being added as

an alternative of the preceding eV /zeo-ft) ac.t.X, or

perhaps of the following clause. In the last clause

' Or -yvudO-qafg may indeed be a still earlier rendering of M.T.

in''^n> the consonants (in the text used) representing some form of

nin 'show' (cf. supra).
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eV opyfj conforms to the M.T. t3"i3, and forms a

doublet on eV rw rapa')(drivaL t. ^vx^rjv fiov. It will

be seen, then, that the LXX. for the most part points

to the present consonantal text, but with one

notable exception : for TiNn'' they have apparently

read ^JT'Si. This would indicate that in the text

used by the translators "jSyD was not as in M.T.

a castis pendens, but the object of Ti^i*"). The reading

has every appearance of being original, and it at

once supplies the desired parallel to clause a.

Though the remaining clauses approximate to the

same consonantal text in both M.T. and LXX., it is

doubtful whether the clause in^^n W^^ 3")p3 is original.

The repetition of D'JL" 3"ip2 is, as we have remarked,

inelegant, and the imperative immediately preceding

the imperfect, though of course quite possible, is not

very natural in the present case, while the use of

in"'^n, too, is somewhat peculiar (cf. supra). On the

whole, it seems best to regard '"n 'at' aipa as standing

for an original in('')"in D^JE' 3ip3, and to understand it

as an old marginal gloss on ymn w^^ aipn (cf Now.,

Mar.), added possibly by a scribe to make it clear

that yCihin should be taken as a Hif'il, after perhaps

^rr'Ni had been corrupted into ^nNi\ We are accord-

ingly inclined to emend the M.T. to :

—

lyoc:' ^nyoL" mn*

n^n wi^ 3-ipa

:n"i3Tn Dm ma
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The other versions follow more or less closely the

M.T.

vv. 3-15. The Theophany. God is represented

as coming from the south in the storm-cloud in

order to rescue His people and anointed one. The
theophany probably refers to what Jehovah has

done in the past, and gives the substance of what

the psalmist has heard. See further, pp. 112 ff.

3^] Cf. Dt. 33-; Ju-5*.

icn] A district probably in the north or north-west

of Edom (cf. Ez. 25^^, where it is mentioned with

Dedan, which was south-east of Edom). It is men-

tioned again in Gen. 36 (P) ; Am. i^- (but passage

prob. exilic or post-exilic); Jen 49^' 2*^; Ob. 9. Its

occurrence elsewhere in the O.T., therefore, is not

earlier than Jeremiah, and there are some who

would believe the passages in Jer. to be post-exilic.

We may not, however, conclude from this that it

would not be used at an earlier date. Theod. diro

voTLov ; Vulg. 'ab Austro'; Syr. ]i V) tZ ^Id—inter-

pretative renderings.

'J1 trnpl] As a pr. name, ' The Holy One.' From

its use as an attribute (cf. Hos. 1 1^), it came from the

time of Isaiah (probably under the influence of the

Trisagion^ ch. 6) to be used as a pr. name for

Jehovah, especially in the phrase ijKiB" K^np, Is. i*,

^19, 24^ etc.^ and very frequently in Is. = (cf.
41i4.1e.20).
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or in combination with a pron. suffix, Is. 10^^, 49^;

Hb. 1^2; and then, finally, without any closer

specification, as here and in Is. 40-^; Jb. 6^*^, etc.

pNQnno] ' The elevated region lying between the

wilderness of Kadesh on the north and that of

Sinai on the south ' (Dav.). LXX. e| 6pov<i ^apav

KaraaKLOv Saaeo';—Karaaiciov ' shaded ' and 8acreo9

' dense (with bushes or boughs) ' are doublets on

(Papdv, the M.T. pK3 being regarded not as a pr. name

but as an adjective to "in, which they understood in

the sense of ' overgrown with boughs ' (cf mNS
'bough,' Ez. 17'', and 1X3 'go over the boughs,'

Dt. 2420).

'Ji D'CJ* nD3] The parallel clause shows that mn
and not Jehovah is the subject. For the position of

the subject, cf Dr. Tenses, § 208 (4).

'J1 inSnni] ' His praise,' i.e. that in Him which is

an object of praise—here His majesty and grandeur,

as seen in the approaching storm (cf. Ex. 151^ xiij

ni^nn, t.e. awe-inspiring in attributes that call for

praise). Usually the reference is more precisely to

His deeds of deliverance, which demand praise (cf

Ps. 9^^ 352=^, 1022-, 1 06-, etc.).

4. 'Ji nTin -iiXD nj:i] The verse is not free from

difficulty. The M.T. is usually rendered :
' And

there is (or was) brightness like the sun-light, rays

are (or were) at His hand (or side), and there is

(or was) the hiding-place (or veil) of His strength'

P
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(so substantially Ke., Or., Dav.) ; and the verse is

understood to refer to the brightness wiiich ac-

companied the Divine Appearance and which also

formed the veil or hiding-place of His power. But

it is not easy to think of the bright splendour (or

even the lightning-flashes, as some suppose) as form-

ing the hiding-place of the Divine Power ; it would

be rather regarded as the manifestation of the latter
;

and it is, moreover, darkness which forms elsewhere

the covering of God's glory and power (cf Ex. 20-^;

I K. 81-; Ps. 1812.13). The M.T. also involves a

grammatical difficulty ; for nj3 is elsewhere masc.

and not fern., and we should, accordingly, have ex-

pected not n\in but rrriv The LXX. k. 067709 avrov

;

Old Lat. ' splendor eius
'

; Vuig. z'd. ; Syr. oiJcn.o
;

Targ. nnp'' linn—all read )r\::\ And for M.T. Qf]

LXX. express Kal edero ; similarly the Old Lat.

'constabilita est,' and Syr. ^1 mi, which point to Dcn

for Dtyi. On the basis of these renderings it has

been suggested that we should read • • • "lisp inj31

'Ji Dbn • • • 17 IT'D D"':"ip, supposing that some clause

answering to clause d^ has fallen out of the text

(so Mar.; Kit. Bt'd.). The word underlying n\nn may
actually be i^'^T]'^ (Dr.) or else some other verb, or

perhaps even a noun answering to D^Jip, in which

case inj3 would be the right punctuation.^ But these

1 Cf. Cheyne, who has conjectured vn^J/l J he woukl also read

D>p-12 for D^J-|p Wellhausen reads n^D D^31p (?)n^nn "I1N3 nj3"l

nty iV3n DC* V> ^"'- 'h'*" '•'* ""' ^ ^'^''y probable line. Cf. Syr.

]>.r>\^ (TL1-»Q-L y^tO'^l ^OlOyjlj lA^;^^.
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conjectures still suppose that we are to think of

God's majesty and power as a veil or screen, which,

as we have said, is not a natural conception ; and,

moreover, }V3n nry Db'l would, in that case, be the

normal construction. Under these circumstances it

is difficult to say what exactly was the original text.

There would not appear, however, to be any adequate

reason why we should not suppose "6 IT'D D^Jip to

have immediately preceded nry |V2n Dun, and why
we should not accept the M.T. 'i) DCi rather than

with some versions Db'i. If, as seems probable, the

psalmist is picturing the Divine manifestation in

the terms of the storm-cloud, then what will be

described will be the oncoming storm, rising up out

of the south, and gradually extending itself over the

sky, and shutting out the daylight. The D'^np (lit.

'horns') will be the rays of sunlight shooting out

from behind the dark storm-cloud as it steadil}'

spreads itself over the sky ; and ' there,' viz. where

the rays of light shoot forth—the psalmist will be

understood to say— ' is the concealing ' or ' the hiding-

place of His power,' which is thus disclosed, as it

were, by the rays of light, the latter being viewed

no doubt as the radiancy and splendour of the

Divine Presence, which in its entirety and perfection

is thought of as concealed behind the dark mass of

clouds. If this explanation is correct, the iisa njj

(or adopting the reading of the LXX. "iiX3 injj) will

most naturally refer to the D'Jip or ' brightness ' of
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the emanating light ; but as this would be somewhat

tautological, it would seem better to regard nisa nj3

either as the trace of a now lost line or, what

appears more probable, as a marginal gloss on D^jip.

The M.T., ' brightness as sun-light,' is at least

somewhat prosaic, while the conjunction i, which we

miss at the beginning of the other verses, is also

noticeable. In this case the reading of the LXX.
and other versions (-iin3 inj3i) will be a variant,

which perhaps arose after the marginal gloss had

found its way into the text, in order to make the

phrase less prosaic and a more integral part of the

description. On the whole, then, we are inclined to

believe the original text read :

—

For the fern. sing, with a dual noun, cf Mic. 4^1

irry jrvD Tnni—Dav. Sfu. § 116; Ges.-K. § 145 w. In

clause (^ the LXX. read k. eOero {v. stiprd) dydTnja-iv

/cpaTUtav ia-)(yo<; aurov, deriving jvan apparently

from 3nn ' love ' (cf Dt. 33^ and Aram. 23n ^ciojo),

and Kparaiav and la'^^vo'; avrov being double render-

ings of nry. The Old Lat. has a doublet, ' et illic

constabilita est virtus gloriac cius et constituet

dilectionem validam ' (cf LXX.).

D^:"ip] Lit. 'horns,' i.e. rays of light. In this sense

pp is only found here, but the denom. pp, 'send out

rays,' occurs in Ex. 342<.t, 30, 35
. <^j^j j^, Arabic j
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denotes, among other meanings, the first rays of

the sun. Comp. Freytag, sub
_ j . Some would

understand D^Jip in the sense of ' lightning-flashes,'

but there is no evidence to show that the word was

ever used with this meaning.

'n"'»] Lit. 'off His hand,' i.e. at His side

—

\o of

position, Gen. 2^, 6^^, etc. ; Oxf Lex. 578^.

p*3n] 'the concealing' or 'hiding-place of His

strength.' The word only occurs here, but the root

nnn occurs in Is. 26-'^ and in the Nif'al in Jos.

2^^ (JE) and elsewhere. Its parallel form N3n is of

frequent occurrence.

5. "laT '^^^^^ For Sere shortened to Seghol in a

closed ultima which has lost the tone, cf Is. 41"

and Ges.-K. § 29/ LXX. X^vo? ( =13t), so Old Lat.

' verbum.'

pjEh NV'i] ' Fire-bolt,' regarded as sending disease

and pestilence (cf Dt. 322*; Ps. 'jZ^'^). The LXX.
K. i^eXevaerac et? ireSta (cf Old Lat. ' in campos ') ;

a reference to the other passages, in which the word

occurs, would point to the conclusion that the word

was unknown to the LXX. translators. The other

versions also appear to be ignorant of the real

meaning of the word : Syr. ]; > I ; Aq. ttttjvov
;

Symm. Theod. Trereivov, perhaps under the influ-

ence of Jb. 5^ (cf Dr. Deuteronomy, p. },6Z) ; Vulg.
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* diabolus.' The Targ. reads, however, XDC'N n''ninf'B'3.

See on f\&^ G. A. Cooke, North Semitic Inscriptions

,

p. 56 f.

V^ai^] Lit. ' according to His feet,' i.e. wherever He
goes, h of norm (cf Gen. 30^° ; Dt. 33^ ; i S. 25*^ etc.).

The LXX. connect the words with the following

clause :

—

Kara 7r6Ba<; avrov €<tt7).

6. mi3^"i noy] M.T. ' He stood and measured the

earth,' which, if correct, will mean that He stood

and scanned the earth with His eyes (so Ros., Hitz.).

This reading is supported by the Syr. (tl^.m1jdo

and Vulg. ' mensus est' But it is very doubtful

whether it is correct, for (i) mo is nowhere else

found in the sense of measuring with the eye, nor

does the Po'e/ occur again ; and (2) the parallel

clause would lead us to expect not some further

description of what He did, but a statement respect-

ing the ej^ect of His standing. Delitzsch and Keil,

following Gesenius, have suggested that the word

should be derived from *iio, which they would regard

as equivalent to did ' move,' but no such root is

found elsewhere, and in form it would be more

Aramaic than Hebrew. It can scarcely be doubted

that the text is in error ; the LXX. read iaaXevdi],

and this would point to either J3b»l (cf LXX. Am. 9';

Nah. 1^—so We., Now.), or possibly nyoM (Mar., Du.),

or cpio'^ (Guthe) ; and one of these emendations
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should certainly be adopted— perhaps the first would

be the best.

'Jl "in"'l] ' and caused nations to start up.' Hif'il

only here, but the Qal occurs in Jb. 37^, and the

Pi'el in Lev. 11"-^. The root is probably to be dis-

tinguished from "in: {HifHl), 'loosen.' The LXX.^

express SieraKT} eOvt]-, Old Lat. ' defluxerunt '; Vulg.

'dissolvit gentes'; S\ r. ]V)V>v a\^oo—all perhaps

connecting the word with -inj ' loose,' and under-

standing it figuratively in the sense of ' being un-

done,' or else conjecturing the meaning from the

context.

':•) iVifsn^l] Either the HWipa'eloi j'VD ( = Ar. ^ )

'break,' 'shatter,' cf Jer. 232'-' ^Po'el), and Jb. 16^-

{Pilpel) ; or perhaps of j'^iD
' scatter.'

iy-n-in] Cf Dt. 33^^ LXX. -ra opv ^la; Old Lat.

' montes vehementer '—reading probably ry for ly
;

Vulg., Syr., Targ. as M.T.

'i) inc*] LXX. eTaKTjaav ; Old Lat. ' liquefacti sunt

'

—probably free renderings of M.T. For ni^iy niV2J,

cf Gen. 49-^ and passage cited above.

'b uh'W ri"i3^n] M.T. ' His are (or were) goings of old,'

i.e. He goes along, as He went along in the olden

time (Ke.). The clause, in this case, may be under-

stood as an ejaculation of the psalmist's, called forth

' In Lev. 11-^ the LXX. rightly express by Tn)bav.
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by the description he has just given of the progress

of the theophany. It must, however, be admitted

that the Hne overloads the verse as well as breaks into

the connection of v. ^ and v. " ; and it is not unlikely

that it is a marginal gloss which has crept into the

text (so We., Now., Dav., Mar., Du.). Perhaps its

original form was i^ds or i^^dn D^iy nn^^n (comp.

Gr.).

7. ':) ps nnn] ' under trouble I saw the tents of

Cushan.' For nnn in sense of ' burdened or weighed

down beneath,' cf. Is. 24'; Pr. 30^^'^''; and for a

similar constructed clause, cf. Ex. ^^^ (J); Zc. 4^*^.

Marti is scarcely right, therefore, when he speaks of

the clause as wholly unhebraic. The parallel clause,

however, would lead us to expect not the first person,

' I have seen,' but some verb in the third person,

corresponding in thought to prJ"i\ and with '3 ^i^ns for

its subject. Perhaps Marti is right in reading INT"

for 'n''Xi. This would form a suitable parallel to pTn\

in which case px nnn may have been added after

usi^'' had been corrupted into ^n"'Nn. All the versions,

however, support the present Massoretic text.

JKha] LXX. AWcoTTcov. The identification is incor-

rect ; Cushan is ' presumably some neighbouring tribe

to Midian ' (Dr.).

8. '31 Dnnian] Clause a is difficult. The M.T. reads :

' Is (or was)Jehovah incensed at the rivers, or is (orwas)
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Thy anger against the rivers, or Thy wrath against the

sea?'; and this reading is supported by all the versions.

But it is extremely unlikely that such a tautology,

as clause ^" and clause a^ presuppose, is original
;

hence some commentators, following Gratz, would

read D^inan for onnjan. This would relieve the tauto-

logy, but the clause is still not free from difficulty.

The construction "^' mn is irregular ; elsewhere we

have either fjx mn, or else ^ mn or ""rya mri (cf Gen.

31^, 45^). Moreover, the change from the third

person to the second, though possible, is neverthe-

less harsh ; while three parallel clauses seem to over-

load the first half of the verse. For these reasons

it is not improbable that one of the two Dnnj has

come into the text by error ; if so, we are naturally

led to discard the second and with it the preceding

DK (cf. Syr. ^l-^p' lZo)CTiJ.r:i, omitting dn). This

would relieve the verse, and also rectify the con-

struction of mn.

':) T^aano I'DiD-iji; 3Din o] Another difficult line.

The M.T., 'that Thou ridest (or didst ride) upon

Thy horses, (even upon) Thy chariots of strength,'

is possible ; "i^nMiD will then be in loose apposi-

tion to 1"'D1D, and nyit^' epexegetical to yna^iD.

For the latter construction, according to which an

abstract noun is found in apposition to a noun

with suffix in order to define the latter more

precisely, compare Ps. 71"; 2 S. 22^; and further
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Ges.-K. § 131 ^, and Dav. Syn. § 29, R. 4. The com-

bination of TTiiDiiD TD1D, however, is harsh and un-

called for ; the LXX., Vulg., Syr. insert a conjunction,

but this is probably due to nothing more than a

desire to modify the harshness of the present text.

The juxtaposition of the two words might possibly

be due to scribal error, and it might be inferred that

a scribe, hav-ing written yD'\\:> by mistake, corrected

it by the addition of the right word "j^nnaiD. It seems,

however, more probable to suppose that originally

there were two clauses rather than one, and this

supposition would still more readily commend itself

if we are right in conjecturing that the first half of

the verse comprised originally not three but two

clauses. In this case we must infer that in the

original text some verb, answering to 33"in, stood

before "iTiaaio ; what verb this was, however, is not

clear. The nj?iB'^ may be taken as in apposition to

"TTiaaiD, but it would seem better to regard it as an

adverbial accus., lit. ' in deliverance,' i.e. anglice ' in

triumph.'

9. -liyn n^iV] The M.T. (si ver. led) will mean ' Thy
bow is (or was) laid bare in nakedness,' i.e. is utterly

laid bare, "iiyn will be the Nif'al of an otherwise

unused root iiy 'be bare,' while TK^yi, like the infin.

absol., will be added to intensify the verbal idea.

For this use of an abstract noun as the equivalent

of the more common infin. absol., cf i S. i"; Is.
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21^; Mic. 4^, etc.—Ges.-K. § nStc; Dav. Syn. § 86,

R. 3. The fact that nij? does not occur again has

led some to doubt the correctness of M.T., but it is

probably merely accidental that the verb niv is not

found elsewhere, for the derivatives DT'^i Dny are of

frequent occurrence (cf also DnniyD, 2^-'). It is,

however, doubtful whether the M.T. is right in

reading the third person, for the immediate verse

would suggest not the third but second person, and

it is the latter, moreover, that is read by the LXX.
ivreivwv iv6T€iva<; and Vulg. ' suscitans suscitabis.'

In view of this it would seem probable that the

present punctuation of the M.T. does not represent

what was originally intended, and that we should

either read "i^Vn or "lyn (deriving the word from -ny).

Wellhausen would read iniyn -iniy.

'J1 niDO nw^^] The M.T. is quite unintelligible.

The A.V., ' according to the oaths of the tribes, even

thy word,' is impossible ; while the rendering of the

R.V., ' the oaths to the tribes were a sure word,' and

that of the R.Vm., ' sworn were the chastisements

of tJiy word,' are really only less so. The crucial

word 'sure' in the former and the suffix in the latter

rendering are not expressed in the Hebrew, even if

the renderings were intelligible in their present

context. No satisfactory explanation has been given

of the M.T., and most commentators are now agreed

that the text is corrupt. It is difficult to see, how-
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ever, how it is to be emended. The LXX.

—

ivreivwv

iveT€iva<i ro^ov aov iirl aKrjirrpa (MSS. AOra (XKrJTr-

rpa) Xeyei Kypio?—represent essentially the present

consonantal text, the irrl (cf. the reading ivl rd)

being probably, as Nestle has pointed out (ZATIV
for 1900, p. 167), a corruption of eirTa. Similarly

the Vulg. 'juramenta tribubus quae locutus es ' is a

free representation of M.T. ; so also Targ. The

Syr.—]^g^ V) >^^l^rm ] 5^. yOSnmio—has seen in

M.T. niyat^ some form of ynb' ' be satisfied,' and

understood niL30 in the sense of ' shafts,' ' arrows.*

Somewhat similar to this rendering is that which is

found in a number of Greek codices (23, 62, 86, 147,

V. Field, Hexapld), which read vr/joe/ST;? k^7]<^kp6r] ro

To^ov (70V (cf. Syr. ^»A O ;_i_l2.Z n. v / / Vr>) i'^6praaa<;

/SoXt'Sa? T^9 (f)apiTpa<i avTrj<i ; and on the basis of

the latter clause it has been conjectured that the

original text read "[nit^^ niDD nyst^, ' Thou didst fill

Thy quiver with missiles,' the M.T. rho "lON being

regarded as a corruption of instJ'K (so Houbigant,

Now.) ; or, according to Marti, the "inscN should be

transferred to the beginning of the verse, which, he

conjectures, read 'Ji DiDtD nyab intrp myn nny iddi^n.

Of these emendations the former would be the more

probable, as the latter presupposes a transposition in

the text, for which it would not be easy to account.

But it is doubtful whether even this emendation,

though it has, as we have seen, some support from

the versions, really goes back to the original text.
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The word n"i£3D, which, on either emendation, must

be supposed to be used in the sense of ' arrows,' is

without parallel ; its occurrence in v. ^* cannot be

quoted in support of this meaning, for there (si ver.

led.) it has not the distinctive meaning of ' arrow,'

but must be used in the general sense of ' shafts ' or

' staves '
; and, if the writer had intended the meaning

assigned to the word, it is reasonable to think that

he would have used the usual word )'n as in v. ^^

Moreover, a clause parallel to ps ypzn nnnj is

certainly to be desiderated. Those who adopt the

above emendation, it is true, supply this from v.^^^

viz. onn i^TT" IlKi, but the latter does not form a

very natural parallel to pK ypan nnnj, and it is

much better in its present position at the beginning

of another line (cf Is. 41'^). On the whole, then, we

are inclined to think that the reading found in these

Greek codices does not represent the original text

but is an interpretative, conjectural rendering. But

in this case it is very difficult to suggest any

emendation which might be felt to approximate

more or less closely to the original. What we seem,

however, to require are two clauses, one correspond-

ing to clause b^ and the other to clause a°. If

this is so, we might perhaps conjecture it:D mi?3: for

[n]it3D niyn'LT and (?)n^D» T'sn for n^o iok [n], assum-

ing an accidental transposition of d and "i. For

'J1 i^xn, cf Ps. 77I"
h2r\ DV3 i">\sn. This emendation

would involve no serious change in the text, but it
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can only be regarded as a mere attempt to improve

a text which must otherwise remain quite unin-

telligible. Accepting then, provisionally, this emen-

dation, the text will have read :

—

100 niyaj

• px vp2n nnnj

31 nnnj] ' into rivers '—accus. of the product (cf.

I K. ii^O; Mic. 413; Jb. 282.—Ges.-K. § 117 u ; Dav.

6>«. § 76).

'31 ypan] LXX.,01d. Lat.,Syr. Vpari very probably

the right reading.

10. Dnn i^'-m iiKi] For the impf. immediately

succeeding a perf. in order to denote the in-

stantaneous manner in which the second action is

represented as following the first, cf. Ex. 15^2,14.

Ps. 77'^'^, etc.—Dr. Tenses, § 27 (7); Dav. Sjyn. §45, R. 2.

The LXX.

—

oyfrovTUL k. oi)8t,vi]aovacv \doi (cf. Old.

Lat. ' videbunt te et parturient populi ')—apparently

read D''Dy for D^in ; but the reading does not suit the

context so well as the M.T., and it is probably due

to the indistinct writing of the MS. which they used.

The future o-yj/ovTai for M.T. "jixi is probably an

assimilation to the following (o8i,v^aovaiv. The

Targ., Syr., Vulg., with slight variations, support

M.T. Compare Ps. 77^'.
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nnj; D^D mr] M.T. ' The downpour of waters

passed on.' Ps. yy'^^, however, which has much in

common with the description of these verses, has a

reading nny D"'0 >ionf = ' the clouds poured forth water.'

This would afford a better clause, and may quite

well have been the original text (so Now., Mar.).

W|f would be a /^^V/ denominative from D"]T (cf thb'

from Knb', and com p. also the Qal cnont in Ps. 90-'^.

—

Ges.-K. § 55 <^). The Syr., Vulg.,Targ. support M.T.
;

and so in the main the LXX. aKopiri^wv vhara

TTopeia';} who have either read mr for D"iT, or else, the

final D having fallen out in their texts, have con-

nected IT perhaps as a by-form with mr (cf Jb. 39^^).

The LXX. have, also, punctuated -\2V as a noun,

viz. nay.

yb)p Dinn |n:] Ps. yy'^^ D^ntr' i^nj h)p. In the present

passage the reference is probably not to the subter-

ranean waters, but to the actual sea (cf Jb. 38^'').

KbJ inn' Dn] M.T. 'on high it {i.e. the deep)

lifted up its hands.' The text, however, is not free

from difficulty, (i) Dii in sense of 'on high' is not

found elsewhere, the usual form being Dho
; (2) the

suff. in inn', though found in a few instances (cf.

Nah. 2* innuj
; Jb. 24-^ in^yy.— Ges.-K. § 91/), is

anomalous and suspicious ; and (3) the other clauses

in the description lead us to expect not the same

subject as in clause d"^, but some other subject corre-

^ Cf. Old Lat. ' disperges aquas gressu.'
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spending to the latter. Those facts render the text

at least suspicious, and it is not unlikely that it is

in some way corrupt. If we are right in supposing

that the clause is not a continuation of the preceding

one, but parallel to it, then we may assume that

either under the doubtful nil lies a word correspond-

ing to mnn and introducing the subject of the clause,

or else the latter has accidentally fallen out of the

text and the suspicious Dli is the imperfect repre-

sentation of a verb. It would not seem improbable

that this latter alternative is the correct one, and that

the word WID or perhaps D^D^ (or the sing. D^) has

fallen out of the text ; in this case nn probably

stands for an original ICT (or nn""). If either D^O or

preferably WD"* be read, then we may suppose further

that inn'' represented originally Dnn^ which was at a

later time corrupted into iniT after the proper subject

had fallen out of the text, and the clause had come

to be joined to the preceding line. On this view

the KbJ will be seen, then, not to belong to this verse

but to the following clause ; and this division is

favoured both (i) by the fact that tJ'OD' is, according

to the present text, without any verb, and (2) also

by the LXX., which express iirripOri 6 )]Xlo<;, thus

connecting s::*': with l^'D^. The above emendation

receives perhaps some support from the LXX.
<f)avTaa-ia<; avTi]<; (cf Old Lat. 'timoris eius'), which

represents the M.T. innv In 2^^ ^avraaia renders

miD, and it is just possible that in the text which
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they used, there stood a somewhat similar group of

consonants. If this is actually the case, then we

might conclude with some probability that this o

was a trace of the original D*D or d^O^ (or d""), as the

case may be. Yet this is by no means conclusive,

as in 2^^ the same word c^avraaia is used also to

represent mv. What, however, is certain is that for

the n in inn'' the LXX. read n ; but this is a

confusion which is of common occurrence, and in

the present case there would not appear sufficient

reason for doubting the accuracy of the M.T. con-

sonants n\ On the whole, then, we are inclined to

believe that the text as it now stands in this clause

is corrupt, and to conjecture that the original text

expressed more or less closely some such clause as

[d^ or U"0 or] D^D^ [Dn> or] ion"" [?inn' or] ur\''^''. Quite

a different emendation, however, has been proposed

for this clause. We have already remarked that

some would propose to connect the first words of the

verse—Dnn li'*n^ ^1N"l—with the preceding line ; and

the same scholars would further suppose that this

verse (v. '^^) really contains only two lines, viz.

i^ip Dinn inj ni3y d^o imr. It has been ingeniously

conjectured by them that the last clause is to be

connected with :;'rDw' at the beginning of v. ^^,

and that it originally represented the words

ro:r nt'j (nnC'J nniro or) nmrc^'the sun forgets its

rising' (so Now., Mar.); but ingenious as this con-

jecture is, it does not seem a very natural expression,

Q
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and it would involve the transference of cnn "iStT' *i1N"i

to the preceding verse, which though possible is, as

we have seen, not very probable. Moreover, mto is

never used simply in the sense of ' rising,' but always

of the quarter of the heavens or the place where the

sun rises.^

II. 'J1 C^btJ'] 'LXX. iirripOr] 6 riXio^ = ^p^ i^p. So

the clause should most probably be read (v. supra).

n72T *70y m''] The n— ^ which properly denotes

directio7i toivards, is here used in a weakened sense

to denote rest in (cf. i K. 4^*). Yet compare Ges.-K.

§ 90^, where it is regarded as marking the accus.

of direction, the construction being pregnant (' went

into the habitation and stood '). The LXX., Old Lat.,

Vulg., Syr., Targ., however, express a suffix, and it

seems best to regard the final n as suffix of the

third person sing. T^— rather than as n locale.

^nr = ' habitation ' (cf. i K. 8^^
( = 2 Chr. 62) ; Ps. 49'-^ (?) ;

Is. 63^^). That the term is an ancient one is shown

by the passage in i K. 8^^ which, as the LXX. seems

rightly to indicate, was derived from the 'book of

Jashar.'

nj3^ . . . -ilN^] !5 = 'in reference to,' i.e. in view of,

because of, at (cf. v. ^^
; Ps. 42^, etc.—Oxf. Lex. 514 b\

* In Kit. Bib. c'ot^ DiT* DIT is proposed as an alternative con-

jecture ; but this is hardly probable, for it is not a question of the

sun being motionless but of its not shining.
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"lai'il"' y'Hn iik^] ' at the light of Thy arrows that

went '—13^n'' being a relative clause, with the omission

of "IK'S ; or perhaps it is a short circumstantial clause,

'as they went' (cf. Ges.-K. § 156^). Marti, however,

would treat the sentence as an independent clause, and

regard the sun and the moon as the subject of "ij^n*.

This is possible, but the other construction seems the

more probable (cf. the Hitlip. in Ps. 77^=^ "J^wrreix

12. pN-iyvn Dvn] Cf Ju. 5*; Ps. 68-^; LXX.
6\iya>aei'i y^v reading 'N**^yvn (cf. Old Lat. 'diminues

terram ').

'i^ tJ'nn] For this figurative use, cf Mic. 4'^

;

LXX. Kard^cL^, ' break in pieces.'

13. ':i nxv^] Cf Ju. 4^^ ; 2 S. 5-* ; Ps. 688.

in^tw-nx V•L^'"'^] The reading is certainly incorrect.

It is true that there do occur instances in which an

abstract noun is used with the force of an infinitive

and governs the accusative. Cf Xu. 10-, 23^^(?) ; Am.
4^1; Is. 13^^ (all properly noinina verbi with o

—

Ges.-K. § 115^; Dav. Syn. \ 91, R. 3). But these

cases do not justify the present use of yt>'\ and,

moreover, the Qal would be intransitive, not tran-

sitive. The LXX. express rov awcrai t. 'y^piarov <tov,

not et«? a-coTrjpiav as in the preceding clause. This

would point to an infinitive, and there can be little
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doubt that yB^^^J has accidentally been repeated in the

M.T., and that V^'ih ( = V'trin^; cf. Ges.-K. 53 ^) should

be read (so We., Now., Mar., Du.). On the term

rT'trb, comp. p. 129.

'Ji ::'"x"i nvno] For r'^i j*no, cf. Ps. 68-2, 1 10^ ; also

Ju. 5^6. The construction is pregnant :
' Thou didst

smite through or wound the head and cut it off

from the house,' etc. (cf. Is. 7^ ; Ps. 89**^, etc.—Dav.

Syn. § loi).

"iNlV-nv TiD'' niij;] ' laying bare the foundation unto

the neck.' The Infin. Absol. is used adverbially,

describing the manner in which the action denoted

by ti'S-i nvno took place (cf. i S. 3^^ ; Dt. 9-^ etc.

—

Ges.-K. § 113 /^ ; Dav. Syn. § 87). The form nny is

anomalous ; the usual form of the Pi'el Infin. Absol. in

n"i> verbs is nnj? ; cf. n^3^ etc. (Ges.-K. § 75 ad). The form

in ni, however, occurs again in the Qal in Is. 22^^, 40-**

(Qr.) ; Hos. lo^ (Ges.-K. § 75 n). The LXX. express

a second pers. sing., and some would read nhy (cf.

Kit. Bib?), or perhaps better n"""!!?, for the anomalous

nny. If the text of cl. b has been correctly preserved

in the M.T., the psalmist must be understood to com-

pare the foe to a house ' the top of which is smitten

away from it, so that it falls to pieces, and the

foundation is laid bare' (Dav.). The expression

'even up to the neck' will apparently mean 'up to

the top of the walls after their head or roof has been

knocked away' (Dr.). The phrase, however, is some-
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what strange, and it is quite possible that Oort and

others are right in reading i^v for "ixiv, i.e. even unto

the rock, namely, upon which the foundation was

built.

14. 'J1 VDJDa napj] 'Thou didst pierce with his

staves the heads of his warriors (?).' If the text is

sound, the meaning will be that the enemy in their

confusion and terror mutually destroyed each other.

Keil, however, would explain the clause to mean

that Jehovah with the staves of His king pierces the

heads of his warriors. It is true that in v. ^^ we had

a reference to ' the anointed,' but to refer the suffix

in VD1D3 to the latter is far-fetched and improbable

;

and, on either view, what we should expect is rather

a reference to what Jehovah directly effected Himself

than what He did through the instrumentality of

others, more especially as the subject of the clause

is Jehovah. There can hardly be any doubt that the

text is slightly in error, and that "I'tsoa and not roon

should be read (Ew., We., Now., Mar., Dr., etc.).^

The LXX. omit the suffix, but codices 23, 62, Z6,

147 express yL^ra Bvi'dfieoo^ gov. The Vulg. Syr.,

however, support the M.T.

ins] The word only occurs here, and the exact

meaning is unknown. The LXX. render by t.

^DvacTTOiv, 'the chief men'; S\r. -»cno i
;^ 1 ^. • ' rulers

;

^ Hoon. suggests as an alternative rit2w3 (cf- LXX.).
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Vulg. ' bellatorum ejus,' 'his warriors'; the Targ.

'i) JT'nC'b ^ir*"'"! ''"13J ; and some such meaning as

warriors or leaders we may conjecture the word to

have, if the text is correct. Delitzsch and Keil

would connect the word with ""nD ' village-dweller,'

and suppose it to have the more general meaning

of 'hordes' or 'crowd of people' (cf. A.V., R.V.)

;

but such a connection is doubtful, and, moreover,

it would be difficult to see how a word which

properly denoted a dweller in the country should

come to denote a crowd of hostile people. It is

possible that the text may be corrupt.

Dnv^v] Only here (cf yb]} ; i S. 2^ ; Ps. 5^^ 9^,

68S etc.).

'i) ^3N^""103] ' is as it were to eat,' etc. ; so the M.T.

is to be rendered if the text is correct. ^ 103 will

properly mean 'in the likeness of what with reference

to,' etc., but the combination is unparalleled and

suspicious ; elsewhere it is usually followed directly

by the object to which comparison is made, without

any intervening preposition (cf Hos. 7^, 8^-; Ps. 29®,

etc.). In the present passage it is, of course, possible

that the preposition with the infinitive, being of so

frequent occurrence, had come to be regarded as

practically forming one word, and accordingly it

could be the more readily combined with 1C3 ; but

the text of this verse is not at all certain, and, there-
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fore, it may be doubted whether after all the com-

bination represents an original text. The clauses

are not very well balanced, and we miss a line cor-

responding to cl. a"- ; but it is not clear how the

verse should be emended. The versions give no

real help. The LXX. express aei<T6)]aovTat iv avrrj

Scavoi^ovcriv ')(ja,\Lvov<i avrcov &)? eadcov tttw^o? \ddpa,

taking liyo'' as a passive, either Nif'al or more prob-

ably Po'al y\'^'xy' (cf Hos. 1 3^), and apparently seeing in

*3X^an^ two words n^ and some form of nvD 'open.'

What exactly %aXti/ou9 avTtav answered to is not

certain. The Greek codices 23, 62, 86, 147 render

Toi'? ireiTOiOoTa'^ eirl r. auOaBeia avrcop eveicev tov

KaTacpajelu tou? tttw^ol"? \ddpa {c(. the Syr. oXdZZ])
^I'-^^VnV |_fc.^Q_^ ^o\^]j? ^m^n 1 . > . « n reading

at least nyo for lyo). Aq., Symm., Vulg. follow more

closely the M.T. Marti would propose }*d3 nyo^

'31 h'2vh DK3V rhv "':V"'Dn^. This would improve the

verse, but the changes, in the absence of any positive

evidence, are too extensive to command confidence,

and it is better on the whole, until fresh light on the

verse is available, simply to regard the existing text

as suspicious without hazarding a conjecture.

15. TC>1D Q"'3 nam] M.T. 'Thou didst tread on the

sea with Thy horses.' For the construction, compare

Is. 10^°; Ps. 3^, 108'

—

yu\D being a second subject

stating the instrument by which the action denoted

by naiT is actually performed. Some would regard
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this second subject as really an accus. of closer defi-

nition, but cf. Ges.-K. § 144 /-«
; Dav. Sj'n. § 109, R. 3.

It is usual to regard this and the following clause as

stating the final destruction of the foe, the imagery-

being suggested by the overthrow of Pharaoh and

his army at the crossing of the Red Sea, but it has

been justly pointed out (cf. Dr. Cent. Bib. p. 95) that

there is no mention in the verse of the destruction of

any foe, and the reference to Jehovah's treading on

the sea in the present context is unexpected. The

verse as it now stands seems clearly out of place,

and some scholars would propose to transfer it and

insert it before v. ^ (so Now., Dr. ; cf. Mar.) ; but this

arrangement, though it finds a not unsuitable context

for the verse, is not quite probable. We do not

expect any introductory verse to v. ^ ; for the

motive for raising the question in v.^^ is suffici-

ently implied in v. ^'', and the addition of v.
^*

would not be by any means an improvement on the

vivid, uncircumstantial description of vv. ^". Marti

would regard it as a marginal variation on. v. **''.

This would be a better proposal, but it seems. still

better to regard the verse as a continuation of v. ^*,

and to seek the error rather within the verse itself

than to regard it as wrongly inserted in its present

position. The reference to sea in v. ^^*, which, we

have seen, severs its connection with the preceding

verses, is probably due to the following clause

D"'3"i Q^O IDH, and it is not unlikely that not D*3 but
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D3 was the original reading ; in this case the refer-

ence will be to the foe mentioned in v. ^^ and \'. ^'*.

The versions, however, support the present M.T.

D^3"i WD ion] The clause is usually rendered ' a

heap of many waters,' ion being regarded as still

dependent on 2 of the preceding clause (so A.V.,

R.V., Ke., etc.). The R.Vm. proposes, however,

'surge' for iisn, deriving it from the root ion, 'fer-

ment, foam up' ( = Ar. ^^.^^ 'ferment'), and Well-

hausen, followed by Nowack and Driver, proposes

to read non, regarding the sentence as an independ-

ent clause. If, however, we are right in conjecturing

that U2 should be read for q>2, both the present M.T.

and the suggested emendation would be clearly out

of place. Now it does not seem improbable that

before "ion the preposition a has accidentally, through

the preceding KapJi in ^^D^D, fallen out of the text.

This would meet the difficulty, and, quite apart from

the emendation of Wl to 03, the insertion of D'at

strongly suggests that a comparison was intended.

The verse should, accordingly, be rendered :
' Thou

didst tread them with Thy horses like the surging

of many waters.' Jehovah's horses are the storm-

clouds, and the ' surging of many waters ' the roar

of thunder which accompanied them. The whole

picture is intended to describe the fierceness and

wrath with which Jehovah is conceived of as sub-

jecting Israel's foes. The verse thus emended forms
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a good transition to v. ^'^y in which the psalmist

expresses the feeling of awe which is awakened

within him as he describes and reflects on Jehovah's

vindication of His people in the past.

vv. I6-I9^ The psalmist describes the feeling of

awe which 'the report' awakens within him, and

expresses his sense of confidence and joy in Jehovah,

who, he is assured, will again, amid their present

distress, bring His people deliverance.

l6. TlVOt^] LXX. i(l)v\a^d/jLr]v ( = ''m»tJ').

'y\ ^1p^] i.e. of the roaring storm which he has just

described, and in which Jehovah was conceived of

as vanquishing the foe (cf v. ^^).

'nsb' lf>!'V] 'my lips quivered, ^bv only here with

reference to lips quivering with terror ; elsewhere

it refers to the tingling of the ear (cf i S. 3^^ ; 2 K.

21^^; Jer. 19^). LXX. Trpoaevxv^y perhaps con-

necting l^^v with Aram, n^x, }}* 'to pray,' and

al^. ' prayer.'

'D^V2 3p-| NT] Cf Pr. 12*, I430 ; LXX. Kal elaf}\0€v

rpo/xo'i K.T.X. and Syr. (AjZj \ii..

TJiN Tinni] An idiomatic phrase, lit. ' under me I

tremble,' i.e. I tremble where I stand (cf. Ex. 16^
;

Ju. 721 ; I S. I4^ Zc. 12'', etc.). The LXX. express
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K. viroKarcoOev fiov irapd'^^drj rj e^t9 /j,ov (X^'' i'c%^'>)j

reading a 3rd pers. and taking apparently the letters

~it:'X as subject. The Vulg., connecting the clause

with the preceding one, also reads a 3rd pers. The

Syr. paraphrases vj>i j^'jocio. What the LXX.
translators read for M.T. "itJ'X is not clear, perhaps

as some think,^ "T^P'^, or it may indeed be that e^i?

/xov is really an earlier (and freer) rendering of Tinn,

on which viroKaroiOev fiov is a doublet ; in this case

"It's will have been omitted by them. The 3rd pers.

sing, is adopted by Nestle, Now., and the 3rd plural

by Mar., the former emending ic's to ^"ixt', and the

latter to "'"liJ'S (so Hoon.; Du. ''iL*'X) ; but compare

below.

'Jl uyh mjx il*'N] The M.T. is very difficult, and

the text is almost certainly corrupt. Various render-

ings have been proposed, (i) The R.V. renders:

' That I should rest in the day of trouble, when it

Cometh against the people which invadeth him

(viz. Israel) in troops.' The objections to this

rendering are : {a) rh)} would not be an appropriate

term to use in reference to the approach of a day
;

nor do we find it elsewhere so used ; and {b) we

should certainly require the suffix 'it' to be ex-

pressed ; and {c) there is nothing in the passage

to which the suffix in mj"* may refer ; we are only

left to conjecture that it is Israel who is intended.

^ So Schleusner, Now.
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(2) Delitzsch, Ke., Kirkpatrick, R.Vm. {a and b) ren-

der :
' That I am to wait calmly for the day of tribu-

lation for the coming up against the people of him

that attacketh it ' (cf. A.V., which apparently makes

Jehovah subject of n'hvh and inr). But {a) ni:

nowhere else means ' wait calmly for,' and {b) the

construction 'the coming,' etc., which, if not impos-

sible (cf. perhaps Is. 51^), is at the least very forced

and unnatural. (3) Ew., R.Vm. {a and c) render:

' That I must wait calmly the day of distress at its

coming up against the nation to afflict it.' But

apart from the omission of the sufifix {v. sub (i)),

and the meaning it would assign to nu, the use of

the word inj'' with reference to a day would be isolated

and unnatural. No satisfactory rendering, it must

be allowed, can be obtained from the present M.T.,

and the text is no doubt in some error. On the

assumption that the text is approximately correct,

it has been proposed either simply to punctuate

wnj^ 1 or to read ''y}y {c^. LXX. 7rapoiKLa<: /jlov), and

to render :
' That I should rest (waiting calmly) for the

day of trouble, when it cometh up against the people

who troop upon us ' (cf. Dr. Cent. Bib. p. 96) ; but

this would not seem really to relieve the difficulties

of the text. The use of nu, unless, indeed, we
assume it to be used pregnantly, is, as we have seen,

peculiar, and the omission of the suffix is unexpected.

Moreover, both this rendering and those stated above

' This punctuation is perhaps not necessary (cf. Ges. -K. § 58^').
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regard the tj'K as a kind of co-ordinate conjunction,

attaching the clause to the preceding and making

it indirectly dependent on the '•nv^y. But such a

construction is both awkward and suspicious ; it

would be better in that case to regard it as causal,

' because I must wait,' etc. Most moderns, however,

now regard the Tl;''k as corrupt, and take it as subject

of the preceding clause (cf note above) ; in this case

it has been proposed further that either njsx ( Du.
;

Kit. Bid.) or Dn2s (We.) should be read for mjN, and

either ''3'ilJ'' or i:nj' for ^iX\ But these emendations

would still leave the doubtful Dj;^ D)^]}^ untouched,

and more may be said in favour of Marti's simpler

proposal to read ':ny oy ni^'^ mv DV^ mjx = ' I will

rest in the day of trouble when the people that

maketh war upon me, cometh up.' Those who
advocate these proposals (including Marti) under-

stand mv Qvb as referring to the day of Jehovah's

manifestation in judgment. But, as we have already

had occasion to point out, this is an exceedingly

doubtful interpretation, and there is nothing really

in the ode which can be adduced in support of it.

On the contrary, the purpose of the theophany,

which the poet has just described, was solely for

Israel's deliverance. In view of this, 'the day of

trouble' can only refer to the distress which Israel

is now facing, and to which allusion has already

been made in v.^ (cf note on 't:' 3"ip3). Accordingly

it is simplest to read (with Marti) jvhv^ mv nvb m:t<
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^nj'' Dy or inr, and to regard the nv ni^y^ as defining

more precisely the mv D1V

It must, however, be admitted that the clause

stands in no immediate connection with what has

preceded. The nB'K, as we have seen, is strange ; it

may indeed belong, as some believe, to the preceding

clause, but even then the transition from v. ^^* to

v. ^^'^ is sudden and unexpected. On the whole,

it seems reasonable to think that some words, or

more—probably two lines—have accidentally fallen

out of the text. The missing words would be transi-

tional, and introduce the expression of confidence

which it aroused within the psalmist as he reflects

on Jehovah's past work for Israel, terrible and awe-

inspiring as that work has been. In this case it is

not unlikely that the unintelligible "ilJ'N may be a

trace of the verse, which is now lost. For h of time,

cf. Is. lO^; Hos. 9^ The LXX. et? Xaov irapoiKta'i

fiov apparently represents niJO Dy.

17. 'Jl >3] ' For though; etc. (cf Gen. 2^^' ^^
; Jb. 8^).

mQJTN^] M.T. 'does not bud.' LXX. express,

however, Kap7ro(^opi](T€i (cf Old Lat. ' non adferet

fructum '), reading mDn, which, as the parallel clause

would indicate, is probably the original reading (so

We., Now., Mar., Dr., Du.). The Vulg. ' non flore-

bit,' Syr. Ai.;^ }], follow M.T.
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JT'r-nb'yo ^n^] 'the product of the olive dis-

appoints.' n\yVD with this meaning is only found

here, but a somewhat similar use of the word occurs

in Is. 32^^ Di^B' npi-an nb'yo n'-m (of. also h^n nby in

the following clause, and na ny^y, Hos. 9^^, etc.). For

K'ns, cf. Hos. 9-.

^3K nby-s!? nionti'i] 'and the fields yield no food.'

The singular verb is peculiar, but, if the reading is

correct, the plural noun must be understood collec-

tively, and construed accordingly with the singular.

We should however, in this case, have expected the

fern. sing, (cf Dav. Sj^n. § 116), and it is possible

that nt>V may be an error for nt'V ( = nnb'y ; cf Du.)

;

but the sing. masc. is found in Is. 16^, where we meet

with the same construction with niDTC'. It would,

accordingly, seem unnecessary to read, as some

would, ib'y for nii^y (cf. Du.) or mb (Now., Mar.).

The LXX. can hardly be adduced in support of the

latter suggestion, as both here and in Is. 16^ they

render similarly by to, ij-iSia.

INV n!?Dioc "itJ] 'the flock is cut off from the fold.*

The implicit subject of ITJ is, as always in such cases,

the ptcp. ifan (Gen. 1 1^
; Dt. 15-, 17^; Am. 6^-; cf.

further Dr. Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books

of Samuel, p. 102 f; Ges.-K. § 144 ^O- The reading

"iTJJ (We., Now., Mar., Du.) is unnecessary.
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nb»D] 'fold'^N^jD (cf. Ps. 50^ 78^0). LXX.
aTTo ^poicrewi perhaps reading a form nijJNO, or else

conjecturing that the root was ^3X.

DTiBin] 'stalls'—a aTTtt^ \e<y. The word occurs in

the Mishna, and is presupposed by the LXX. in

Jo. i"; Zc. 2^* (cf. Nestle, ZATW., 1900, p. 168).

LXX. eirl cf)dTvaL<; ; Vulg. 'in praesepibus
'

; Syr.

18^] Cf. Ps. 915, 136; -ysj;. ^nfjs, Mic. y'^ ; Ps. 18*^,

25^, 27^.

19. ''b'^n ''jnN niiT] Cf. Ps. 18^ ^n ^j-irsjon han.

'ji ^^j-i Db'^i] Cf. Ps. 18"^* niis^xa ^^Ji nit'o.

'JSIT' "TllOa-^J/l] Cf. Dt. 32^3. ^ni. 4^3. ]y^Jc. I^;

Is. 58^*; Ps. i83* ( = 2 S. 223*); jb. 98, The LXX.
express eVt ra vyjnjXd, and some would read here

men for Tiioa (Now., Mar.); but cf. Ps. 18^* (just

quoted). The ^ may easily have fallen out in the

text used by the LXX. through the following •<iyM>.

The Syr., Vulg., Targ. express the suffix as in M.T.

V. 19''. The subscription.

"'r)13''aj3 nvjo^] ' For the director on my stringed

instruments.' The suffix, if correct, will refer to the

worshipping congregation (cf Dav. Cam. Bib. p. 94 ;

Dr. Cent. Bib. p. 99). The LXX. express eV rrf aiSfj

avTov, in which case the avrov, if correct, might be
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understood to refer to the precentor. But the sub-

scription is itself strange ; we do not expect it after

the title already given in v. \ and there would seem

to be little doubt that Nestle is right in conjecturing

that the title in the present verse really belonged to

the following psalm in the psalm collection from

which this ode would appear to have been taken. In

this case it is not unlikely that the consonant • or i,

as the case may be, really belonged to the following

word with which that psalm began, and was acci-

dentally annexed to the title when the latter was

separated from its proper position. The Syr., Vulg.,

and Targ. paraphrase. For a different view, cf.

Encyc. Bib. col. 1927 ; Mar. Dodekaprophcton, p. 356.
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Hezekiah, 95.

Hoonacker, 89 ff.

Isaiah, compared with Ilabak-

kuk, 62 f.

92, 93. 96, 128 n.

Jehoahaz, 54.

Jehoiakim, 46 ff.

Jeremiah, contrasted with Habak-
kuk, 59 f.

44, 46, 52, 59-

Jerusalem, 87, 95, 97, 98, 128,

129.

Josephus, 46 ff.

Josiah, 53, 87, 98, loi.

Judah, 15, 16, 25, 33, 43, 48 ff.,

83 ff., 91, 104 ff.

Keil, 61, 114 II.

Kelly, 80 n.

Kent, 80 «.

Kirkpatrick, 112.

Kittim, 105.

Kbnig, 9 «.

Kuenen, 8, 37.

Lauterburg, 94, 105.

Lebanon, 43, 86.

I

Macedonians, 104.
1

I

Madyas, 98 u.

Manasseh, 98 «.

Marti, 72 «., 73, 76f., 105, 1 14 ;/.

' Mashal,' term explained, 35 f.

Maspero, 49 «.

I
McCurdy, 49 ;/.

I Medes, 44, 80, 98, 99, 105.

! Megiddo, 53.

I

Merodach-Baladan, 95.
' Mispat,' term explained, 24.

Nebuchadrezzar, 45 ff., 83, 86.

Nechoii.,45 ff., 53, 54.

Nestle, 236, 256, 257.

Nicolardot, 78, 105 «.

Nineveh, 44 f., 54, 97 ff.

Nowack, 69, 70, 72, 73 «.
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ostrakine, 64.

Paran, 115, 225.

Peake, 69, 70, 88.

Peiser, 94, 97 ff.

Persians, 105.

Prophetic party, 52 f., 58 f.

RiBLAH, 45, 49 ;/., 54, 86.

Rothstein, 30, 73 «. , 91 ff.

Scythians, 67, 68, 70 «., 87,

98, 99-

Sellin, 79.

Sennacherib, 95, 96.

Smith, H. P., 49 «.

G. A., 80, 126 n.

Stade, 37.

Staerk, 70 //.

Stevenson, 73 ff.

Syria, 45 ff., 55, 83.

Syrian, 45, 48 ff., 82 ff., 106.

Syro-Ephraimite invasion, 23.

Teman, 115, 224.

Temple, 129.

Theory, 'two-oracle,' 67 ff.

'fragmentary' or 'compos-

ite,' 73 ff.

' reconstructive,' 78 ff.

' redactional,' 91 ff.

'interpretative,' 94 ff.

' Tikkun Sopherim,' 180.

Torah, term explained, 21 ff.

52 f., 58, 87 «., 123.

WeLLHAUSEN, 22 «., 34, 69, 70,

126 «,
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